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for thy lasting blessings pray we
know not where our paths may 90,

but/ thou II uphold us still we know,

unchanging thou mid changes vast

unswerved from ideals of the past,

steadfast and true our watchword

ere shall be- yo thee,

our ^Ima ^VQater, Royalty.'

yhy trees their soltmn chorus bend

about thee/ flowers their censers

blend. £}ur voices swell their

murmuring strain/ our hearts repeat

the old refrain, thy purpose high to

carry on ^yVortbwestero, thou has

honor won.1 Steadfast and true, our

watchword e re shall be yd thee,

our cAlm* Waiter, Royalty?

v7n after years, when far away, thy

presence strong will near us stay,

and as the echo of our son will,

with new courage, lead us on; cA**A

to our eager vision then each subtle

memory meaning lend, steadfast and

true, our watchword ere shall be

yo thee,

our £?Z\lma WJater, Royalty.'
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cOMIJTO HOltCE
Story by Joni Naquin

From Oct. 25-30, NSU kicked off its

homecoming into the new millennium with a

week's worth of celebrating. The theme

"From Normal to Now: Dancing

through the Decades," symbolized a

look at the University's past and a

glimpse into the future.

The festivities began on

Monday with a blood drive in

the Student Union lasting all

week long. That night the

annual Homecoming Hunnie

and Lip Sync competitions

were held.

Each organization

nominated one male student to

represent them in the contest.

The members of the

Homecoming Court chose Will

Hooper, nominated by Sigma

Sigma Sigma sorority, to carry the

title, despite all the tough and

entertaining competitors.

It was just the beginning of

tough competition, however, the Lip

Sync contest followed the selection of

Homecoming Hunnie.

A wide array of organizations

performed and entertained the discerning

judges. In the end, Pi Kappa Phi fraternity

and Kappa Alpha fraternity shared third

place; Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority received

second, and Alpha Omicron Pi won first.

"I am in charge of Lip Sync this year,"

Suzanne Sewell, a member of Sigma Sigma

Sigma said. "It's a whole lot of fun, and plus,

win money."

On Tuesday, the SAB offered an

interactive video and a concert for students.

Homecoming
Queen Angelique
Duhon

we

On Wednesday, photo buttons were taken

in the Union and the IM Fun Run and

Barbecue was held that evening.

The Homecoming Court painted

cars on Thursday in front of the

Union. That night, Demon fans

were up for a scare when the

drive-in movie, The Blair Witch

Project, was shown in Turpin

Stadium.

Finally on Friday

afternoon, the much
anticipated Homecoming
Parade rolled its way into the

streets of Natchitoches and

also into the hearts of Demon
fans. Each float was
constructed by an organization

to win a cash prize.

The parade ended on the

banks of Cane River with a

supercharged pep rally. The

Homecoming Court was officially

honored at the pep rally. The awards

for the Float and Banner contest were

also given. Then the Purple Pizazz Pom-
Pon line, the Demon Dazzlers and the Yell

Leaders pumped up the crowd.

To conclude the week's events, the

first ever bonfire was held at Greek Hill,

Friday night.

"Homecoming is so important to our

organization," Wesley Breeden, a member of Pi

Kappa Phi said. "We support NSU as much as

we can. The more that we give back to NSU, the

more that it just helps us all out."

"It's a fun way to show our spirit for

school," Sewell said.
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Sigma Nu member Josh
Miller performs his

rendition of "Dude Looks
Like a Lady."

Kenny LeBaron
proposed to

Homecoming
Queen and Miss

NSU, Angelique
Duhon at the
Homecoming
game against

the SWT Bobcats.

Senior William
Broussard was chosen
as the 1999 Mr. NSU.

Broussard has a list of

accomplishments,
which include being a

finalist of the Burger
King Corporation Ail-

American Scholar
Athlete Award.

Sigma Nu member
Will Hooper is the
1999 Homecoming
Hunnie, chosen by
the Homecoming
Court.
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Viime (Well
Spent

Story by Ericca Reynolds

Chris Brown,
Daniel Templet
and Daniel

Collins spent
their spare time
practicing for

performances.

"What do you do in your leisure time?" was the question asked to many NSU
students.

Some students laughed by answering "What the heck is leisure time?" because they

are so busy.

Despite the business of class and work schedules, some students manage to find the

time to take a break from the day-to-day grind.

Jamie Evans, Charlie Bailey, Ronald Williams, Kris Roy and Joey Harrington enjoy

going to the Baptist Student Union in their leisure time to "fellowship with other Christian

students."

"It's the only place to go where students don't drink and get drunk," said Williams.

"I like to hang out with my Christian friends," said Bailey.

Bill Collins, Director of the BSU, says students come to the BSU for many reasons.

"The most important reason why students come to the BSU is because they share a

common bond in their faith," said Collins. "Plus, when students come to the BSU they have

a lot of fun."

Collins believes the success of the BSU is because all of the programming is student

run.

Not all students left for the summer. So, how could anyone stay cool in last summer's

heat? NSU students did various things to beat the heat in their leisure time.

"I stayed inside and played

I] playstation and watched Tommy Boy," said

Roy.

"It's not really hot here. I'm

originally from Jamaica," joked Williams.

Some students just took the heat in

stride.

"I took the heat like a woman,"
laughed Tara Newman.

For some students, in their leisure

time, instead of working on their studies, they

worked on their bodies.

"I enjoy working out at the health

and racquet club and playing sports," said

Korey Keith.

Both Williams and Bailey like to

work out at the IM and at the field house in

their leisure time.

The consensus of most students is that your parents tell you that college is a time for

getting serious, studying and preparing for the "real world" (whatever that is). While all

that is true, college is also about making great friends and hangin' out.

"In my leisure time, I hang out with the frat brothers," said Matt Courville.

"I like to go to The Body because most of my sisters are there," said Newman.
"I hang out at The Body and at Antoon's because that's where the brothers and sisters

are," said Christopher Sheldon.
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"I like to socialize, dance and meet people so I go to The Body and The Pinnacle," said Keith

Although The Body seems to be the happenin' place among
MSU students, one has a very different opinion.

"The Body sucks! It's a sauna with music," said Michael

Barret.

Jim Poche, an employee ofThe Pinnacle, says the reason

NSU students come to The Pinnacle is because of the

environment.

"It's a nice place to come enjoy yourself," Poche

said.

"Hey, you want to grab some lunch?" is always a

good question around campus. Students are always

looking for place to eat that is inexpensive and has

ood quality food.

Newman likes to eat at Blimpie's because of the

nutritional value of the food.

"I don't feel guilty eating there," Newman said.

"We have good sandwiches, low prices and we're

close to campus. That's why students come here," said Precious Barber, an employee of Blimpie's.

"I eat wherever the meal plan is accepted, and I eat at home when my roommates cook," laughed

Courville.

"Happy hour is great at Simpatico's, and that's why I eat there," said Sheldon. "Plus, KAs work there."

Simpatico's bartender, Doug Smith, said the number one reason why NSU students come to Simpatico's

is because " we have the strongest and cheapest margaritas. And, oh yeah, the food is good, too!"

"The Keg" was
"The Body" of

the 70s. It was
the "happenin'

place.

Many students, such as Darcy

Malone, spend free time
catching up on the latest

news through reading
magazines.

Lindsay Hand takes a break from her hectic life by
relaxing with her sewing.

Student Life
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Rhyne

(S3racekt
Q&teries bp £iarrp Collins and

Q£)tephanie ^<$anbp

Plaisance

Three weeks after Amber Rhyne was crowned Miss Lady of the Bracelet 2000, student activities

organizers realized a miscalculation of scores which caused Sabrina Plaisance to be named this year's

true queen.

In a statement to the press after the incident, Director of Student Activities Carl P. Henry said, "The

Miss Northwestern-Lady of the Bracelet pageant has been conducted here for 41 years, and the event has

been a Miss America preliminary for nearly 30 years."

"Nothing like this has ever occurred in the history of the pageant," Henry said. "I express sincere

apologies on behalf of the university and the Miss America organization to the two young ladies who were

affected by the error and their families and friends."

Lady of the Bracelet Chair Sarah Griffith explained that a six-point discrepancy made the difference

between Plaisance being queen and first runner-up.

"This is one of those freak things that happened... it was not really anyone's fault," she said.

After the last event of the Jan. 28 pageant, the accounting firm of Hines Jackson and Hines in

Natchitoches miscalculated when adding the scores of the seven contestants.

At press time, the firm was not available for comment.

Suzanna Deshotel, director of the Student Activities Board, said the tabulation process is the same
every year. The firm tabulates the scores and goes over them before sending them to the Miss Louisiana

system in a report.

"All the judges do is write down their scores... and after each event, they carry over all the numbers,"

she said.

"At the last event, they carried over the wrong number," Deshotel continued.

The last event was the evening gown competition, which Plaisance won.

Rhyne won the talent award and the Liz Carroll People's Choice Award that night.

The error was found approximately a week after the pageant, but it was recommended that no action

be taken until President Randall Webb returned to campus.

"We wish that the whole thing wouldn't have happened and that we could have handled it in a

timelier manner ... it would have made things a little better," Deshotel said.

Deshotel said there will be a formal reception in a couple of weeks to make the transition from Rhyne

to Plaisance.

"We want to do what we can to make it special for Sabrina because she did miss out on her night,"
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Deshotel said.

According to Deshotel, both

girls will receive the usual full-

paid scholarship, meal plan

and book voucher that is

awarded to the queen.

"We are going to look at our

funds and look at funds around

campus," Deshotel said. "No
matter what, if we have to

scrounge pennies, we will

[find money], because it's

not fair to Amber."

Plaisance, who happens

to be roommates with

Rhyne, said it is unfortunate

that the mishap occurred,

but she is extremely excited

and happy to be Miss LOB.

"We are good friends, and
we both feel that everything

happens for a reason ... it

worked out in the aspect that

we both got full-paid

scholarships for next year,"

Plaisance said.

"They are finding a way to

give both of us scholarships

and that is an awesome thing,"

Plaisance said.

Rhyne chose not to

comment and directed all

questions to the Office of

Student Activities, saying that

she was not ready to comment.

Amber Rhyne was a surprise

winner at this year's Miss Lady
of the Bracelet Pageant. The
surprise was short lived,

however, as a scoring error
would soon be disocvered
proclaiming Sabrina Plaisance

to be the actual winner.

Griffith said the original

scholarship that Plaisance

will receive is funded through
the University, Aramark and
Wallace's Bookstore.

Deshotel said

University officials are

hoping to send both students

to the Miss Louisiana

pageant this summer in

Monroe.
Deshotel said

Plaisance will represent

the University as Miss LOB
at the Miss Louisiana

pageant, and Rhyne will

probably be something to

the effect of Miss
Northwestern.

She said Henry called

Miss America officials to find

out what should be done and
what the proper course of

events should be.

Deshotel said that it is

now time to move on and
remedy the situation for

upcoming years.

"We are still very

confidant in our pageant, our

main concern is Amber and
Sabrina ... we are trying to

make this as easy of an
transition for both of them,"

she said.

The LOB pageant requires the

hard work, dedication and
thoughtful planning of many
different groups and individuals:

including members of the Student

Activities Board, the Creative and
Performing Arts Department,

electricians, carpenters and
lighting technicians.

These are the people who are

responsible for planning,

preparing and coordinating every

glamourous second of the LOB
pageant. It is their efforts

combined that "set the stage" for a

pageant that runs smoothly.

(Whatgoes into a cMiss <&adp ofthe O&racekt pageant

emphasized the importance of

intelligence and talent as well as

physical fitness and beauty,

therefore the constestants were

judged on these emphasized

areas. As characteristics of these

But the final outcome of the

LOB pageant didn't just happen

overnight. It has taken several

months and a lot of patience to

create.

The first step was advertising

to recruit girls to participate in the

Lady of the Bracelet Pageant. The

SAB began by putting up flyers

and holding informational

meetings as early as October. In

the meetings, the SAB members
and potential pageant participants

discussed the rules and rewards of

being an LOB contestant.

This year's pageant

areas, the contestants must be

well spoken, socially aware and

have a platform they feel strongly

about.

If one meets the above criteria,

she has the opportunity to be

awarded over $5000 in prizes and

scholarship money as well as a

free trip to the Miss Louisiana

Pageant.
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Hoidlin Haiicls
Story by Stephanie Danby

Two students lie side-by-side on a sofa in the Student Union. The guy

leans in and softly kisses the girl on the lips. He kisses her again and again, until

what began as an innocent closed mouth peck has now evolved into an opened
mouth pucker of passion. Just as their two shadows are about to combine into

one, they are interrupted by an older woman, who sternly orders them off one

another.

Surprised by the woman's aggression, the couple quickly separate, gather

their books and leave the lounge.

As the woman watches the "hopes of the future" walk from the lounge, she

whispers, "My, how times have changed."

Once upon a time many years ago, the University had modesty rules and
regulations that were strictly enforced.

For instance, under no circumstance were males allowed in females' dorm
rooms and vice versa. The two students could sit and visit with each other in the

dorm lobby under strict supervision, but that was as far as it was allowed to go.

All public displays of affection were absolutely forbidden, including

holding hands, but a few students still found ways around the rules.

"When I was in college here, if the female students wanted to leave the

campus, they could sign out [of dorms] to the library to 'go study'," President

Randall J. Webb said. "So, a lot of us spent a great deal of time at the library

during the week."

"Sometimes we'd say we were going to the library to study, but sign-out

and go driving with our boyfriend instead," 'Dootsie' McNeely, secretary of the

department ofjournalism, said.

Today, Public Display of Affection is everywhere. One can see kissing

mouths, hugging arms, groping palms, and even full body contact in any city, on

any street, in every school. But have displays of affection really changed that

much or is it simply not monitored as strictly, if monitored at all?

"PDA is worse now than ever," Allissa Ohmer, sophomore Hospitality

Management & Tourism major, said. "It's disgusting, and I think some people do

it just to draw attention to themselves."

"I find that the students here are very self-restrained," Don Hatley, Dean

of Liberal Arts, said. "Never, not just almost never, but I never see a display of

affection that I think is inappropriate."

So, exactly what kind of PDA is appropriate?

"I think there are different degrees of acceptable public displays of

affection," Rick Rodriguez, freshman Radiological Technology major, said.

"Holding hands, hugging and brief kisses are okay in public. Everything else

should be kept anywhere behind closed doors."

"I think your morals should tell you what's appropriate and what's not,"

Kris Roy, junior Computer Information Systems major, said.
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With the change of time, naturally, people's feelings are expected to change as well.

We slowly become more acceptant of the unacceptable and more lenient with our rules.

However, this isn't the case when it comes to people's feelings about witnessing public

displays of affection.

"If I'm eating and I see someone making out, I'm gonna puke," Roy said.

"It looks like fore-play, and I don't care to watch," Charlie Bailey, senior Biology major,

said.

"If I wouldn't be comfortable doing it in front of my parents, then I won't do it in front

of other people," Jamie Evans, junior Early Childhood Education major, said.

"It just looks bad on

Newman, sophomore
major, said. "If two people

something, they should do

On the flip side of the

bothered in the least by
"If you don't like it,

Everage, junior Business

But not everyone

solution to the problem.

A majority of the

found PDA difficult to

"I'm amazed that boys can

go into girls dorms now and

vice versa. It's a good thing

to have visitation so that

students don't sneak

around in unsafe places,"

1972 graduate Paul

Robertson said.

your reputation," Tara

Elementary Education

want to share

it in private."

coin, a select few aren't

affection in public.

don't look," Jason

major, said.

finds that to be a

students interviewed

ignore because it's

everywhere they look.

According to a student survey, the top five "lovin' locations" are:

5. In the hallways

4. On the steps of Kyser Hall

3. In the Student Union lounge

2. In Le Rendezvous

1. Along Cane River Lake where couples like to "study" together.

The fact of the matter is that the opportunity for privacy is there. To the couples who
take advantage of it - the majority of the student body thanks you. For the couples whose

issues are puberty instead of privacy - take this advice - K.I.S.S. (Keep It Short and Sweet).
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iramri attend 73rd anneal NatcMitodhies

Christinas Festival

Story by Heather Pattoini m*

This year's Christmas Festival

brought those from near and far to see the

City of Lights.

Attending the parade, the arts and

crafts, and the fireworks brought mixed

feelings from the crowd. Some people

enjoyed their time, while others would

have rather stayed in because of the rain.

Charlie Daigle from New Orleans says

that, even though he's from a big city, he

still likes to enjoy small town fun.

"It's just something neat to do,

something different." Daigle said. "There

are lots of things to do in New Orleans,

but it's nice to do something different

outside of a big city.".

Demetrius Johnson came from Lake

Charles to see the festival.

"I had heard about it from some
friends," Johnson said. "I was finally able

to come up here myself to see what all the

fuss was about. If it hadn't rained, it

might have been a perfect day.''

Those from out-of-state seem to make
it a yearly tradition to come to the festival.

Paul Trenton is from Duluth, Minn.,

and comes every year with his family, as

well. Trenton says that he also feels it's

something different to experience around

the Christmas season.

There were others, though, who felt it

wasn't quite worth the trip.

"I may live just an hour away in

Shreveport, but I don't think it was worth

it," insurance salesman Travis Mack said.

"There's just too much hype, and the rain

mined everything. I would have rather

"It's just something neat to do,

something different. There are

lots of things to do in New
Orleans, but it's nice to do

something different outside <

big city." *—

S :^lM Charlie Daigl

New Orleans Reside

stayed home dry. You've seen one

fireworks show7

;
you've seen them all."

Connie Romero-Decono is a

University7 student from Argentina. She

says that the fireworks remind her of

home. S3L ;^gS§j

"In my country7

, we have fireworks at

Christmas and New Year's, so seeing the

fireworks reminded me of being home at

Christmas," Romero-Decono said. "We
watch them off of the sea, so watching

them off the lake was like being at home,"

Romero-Decono said.

Travis McElduff from Baton Rouge

isn't sure whether he'll make the trip

again next year.

"I liked the entertainment and the

fireworks, but the rain and the crowd was

just too much. I'm not sure if I'll come
back if it's going to be like this next year,"

McElduff said.

James Merrick from Natchez, Miss.,

says lie loved it all. BL
"I had a blast. I didn't care that it

rained. That made it more fun for me.

I'll definitelv come back," Merrick said.
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Festival 1999
New admission fee draws mixedviews from Christmas

Festival Patterns

For the first time in 73 years, people were

charged to enter Front Street and the

riverbank in downtown Natchitoches at the

1999 Christmas festival.

All festival-goers over the age of 11 were

charged $3 to attend the festival and parade.

Nick Polatia of the Chamber of Commerce
said inflation and the escalating cost of

running the festival caused the mandatory

chargcjraiB

"In order to make the festival competitive,

we felt it necessary to introduce big name
entertainment," said Polatia. "Of course big

name entertainment carries a pretty large

price tag."

"A lot of tourists come, and they don't want

to pay a lot of money to see Christmas lights,"

said Toby Herbert. "They [the community] are

already going to make a fortune, so I think it

would be a lot better if they didn't have to pay

$3 to get on Front Street."

Polatia said that ways to fund the festival

are limited to corporate sponsor donations

and money collected from the vendors on

Front Street. He said that the vendors do not

make enough money to carry the cost of

tting on the festival.

Natchitoches native Kristie Pierre said that

last year there was a volunteer donation to

attend, and she gladly donated $1.

However, she said that she has a problem

with the mandatory charge.

"...As a community we should have the

right to go on any public street," said Pierre.

"It was always free before, and now all of a

sudden. ..there's a charge."

Polatia said that because the charge was

not enforced last year, it did not generate

enough money to cover the expenses.

Polatia also said that tickets were sold two

weeks in advance to allow the locals an

opportunity to purchase cheaper tickets and

avoid longer lines. The discounted tickets

were sold for $2.

"I feel that we shouldn't have fireworks

every weekend until Christmas if we really

can't afford it," said Pierre. "They shouldn't

have bands if we have to pay. It should be

local entertainment."

Pierre spoke of the band Sha Na Na,

which is famous for its work on the

soundtrack for Grease. Polatia said that

Sha Na Na had six songs on the soundtrack,

holding a spot on the Billboard charts for

about a year.

In order to make the festival competitive, we felt it necessary to

introduce big name entertainment. Of course big name entertainment

carries a pretty large price tag."

Nick Polatia

Natchitoches Chamber of Commerce
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The campus booking log is a public

tool which can be used to see who has been

arrested on campus and for what reasons.

According to the log, on average,

one or two arrests are made per week,

mostly being theft, possession and battery.

Muggings and fights are not a large

problem, but many of the officers are

worried about the lack of reported rape

crimes.

"We can't do anything if the

students are not reporting the crimes that

they see," said officer Terry Brown. "Many
of the crimes that are being committed can

be easily avoided if students took steps to
|

protect themselves."

Officer Brown advises students to I

safeguard their possessions, lock their

dorm rooms, don't walk alone, and be

aware of their surroundings at all times.

Although the University is fortunate

enough to experience a low crime rate,

students need not take advantage of that

and leave themselves as easy victims.

Students are encouraged to keep

Natchitoches safe by reporting crimes and

being cautious at all times. Hi
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Things to Do

"There's nothing

Natchitoches."

Not true. In less than an hour,

a variety of attractions are at NSU
students fingertips.

Take the newly-

opened corn

"MAiZE" in

Shreveportfor
example.
Although
the maze
covers only

a two acre

area
completing the

maze often takes as

much as two hours.

Each of the 40 something mazes

located across the country are created

specifically for the state. The MAiZE was

designed in the shape of the state of

Louisiana with a steamboat across the

bottom and "Louisiana" across the top.

The maze stays open until 10 p.m.,

which could make for a Blair Witch

Project right here in

Louisiana.

For all the

fishermen in

"Sportsman's
Paradise," Toledo

Bend is right

around the corner

providing fishing, water-

skiing, picnicking or

lazing around in a true

Louisiana environment.

Louisiana also has its> »^

just

share of attractions for

those 3,000 non-

traditional students, most

of whom have children.

One hour south of

Natchitoches, in Alexandria, is

the Alexandria Zoo.

Newly renovated, the zoo

offers hundreds of creatures and hours of fun.

20
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Around Natchitoches

NSU students can also take part in the All-

American past-time just a few miles north with the

Shreveport Captains.

A farm club for the San Francisco Giants, the

Captains always provide excitement, not to

mention some great ice cream.

Close by is one of the new plantations of

the South, Harrah's, one of Shreveport's

largest casinos. It offers a hotel, a arcade room
for children and authentic Louisiana cuisine.

Twenty miles north of Natchitoches lies a

hidden treasure that guarantees loads of fun. It's

Natchitoches' best kept secret, the Bayou Pierre

Gator Park and Show.

The park contains hundreds of

American alligators that perform hourly,

shocking and amusing crowds.

The park houses alligators of all sizes,

from newborns to "Big Al," who was measured

at 18 feet.

The park also offers authentic Cajun

gator" cuisine at their restaurant, where tourists can

enjoy foods like gator kabobs and gator po-boys.

NSU's history buffs should be in heaven with the dozens of

historical landmarks within one hour of

Natchitoches, such as Melrose

plantation home.

Melrose, one of few

plantations owned by an

African-American was
once the home of famed

artist Clementine

Hunter.

Natchitoches

offers a Tour of Homes during the fall,

which usually displays sixteen of Natchitoches' own plantations.

Tourists step into the past as they tour each home and learn about its

history.

So, what's there to do in Natchitoches? Plenty.
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THROUGH THE EYES @F Jl

FRESHJMN I attended high school in \
/South Louisiana. Basically, I was
"Miss School Spirit." I was student

council vice president, senior class secretary, honor society parliamentarian, and a track and field star.

I love to talk, and everyone knew me. When it came time for me to decide where to go to college,

I knew where I wanted to go. I came to Northwestern State University for LASC, Louisiana Association

of Student Councils, during the summer before my senior year of high school. I loved the campus, and
I loved the town.

But there was one problem. My family could not afford to send me to college, much less

Northwestern, which was four hours away. So, then I had to work harder to send myself to college. I

took my ACT's, and I was awarded the TOPS scholarship. I went to the guidance office to get forms to

apply to Northwestern State University. My mom helped me fill them out, and I sent them off the very

next day.

Luckily, I was awarded a Northwestern scholarship too. I attended Senior Day, and then during

the summer, I attended Freshman Connection. Going to both of those events confirmed my choice of

attending Northwestern. While I was at Freshmen Connection, I visited the journalism booth. I

recognized the opportunities I would have with my choice of major. I knew I had made the right

decision.

When it came time for me to move to Natchitoches, I was nervous, scared, and intimidated. I

was the only one from my high school going to Northwestern, so I had never met my roommate. I was

scared that she would turn out to be the roommate from hell that everyone dreads to think about.

When I met her, I was relieved to find out that she was normal and most important of all, she

takes baths regularly. My parents moved me into my small, claustrophobic room in Sabine Hall and

said goodbye.

I couldn't believe that I wasn't going to wake up to my sister's annoying voice asking me what

she should wear to school that day. I couldn't believe that I wasn't going to be able to just hop in my
truck, ride down the road, and visit my friends. It was weird but exciting at the same time.

The day before classes started I was so nervous. I had never taken a college course. Was it going

to be harder or easier than high school? Then, there was the

fear of not finding my classes.

With all of my classes troubling me, there was

still something missing. I didn't have any friends. I knew no

one. Coming from a high school where everyone knew me
was kind of hard. I didn't have anyone to call and gossip

with.

Luckily, I made friends quickly. I work for the

Student Government Association. I became friends with

Tiffany, Shawn, Courtney, Earl, Melissa, and a whole bunch

of other cool people. My classes were great, and I loved my
teachers. They really seemed to care. Everything was falling

into place, and I was happy I had chosen Northwestern State

University as my home for the next four years.

With everything that I had gone through in my
freshman year of college, I realized that you have to take

chances and bring things upon yourself. You can't always

depend on everyone else, and besides, you'll feel much
better about yourself and the choices you've made even if

they were mistakes.

Story by Paige Mitchell
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Finals, fear of not graduating and entering "the real world."

They're all part of the wonderful senior experience.

When I first entered the doors of Northwestern, I expected a

glorious revolution into freedom. Instead, I was faced with doing my own
laundry, fixing my own meals (or braving Aramark's food) and actually

studying for a change.

Gone were my ideas of grandeur built from admissions counselors

and other college students, who insisted college would be the most
wonderful, memorable experience of my life. They assured me that it

would be filled with joyous times, tons of liquor and limited studying.

When I first entered Tommy Whitehead's Mass Communication

Journalism 2010 class, my opinion of college flew out the door. Hours of

studying and fretting over my grades replaced my previous conceptions.

Needless to say, I was upset at this new environment.

My father, a Northwestern alumnus, gave me a long "I told you so"

speech that I heard repeated again and again over the next four years. No
doubt, I really hated college.

My first year was just short of miserable due to one thing - being in

the Spirit of Northwestern Marching Band. True, the practices were

torturous, the section leaders cruel and the student fans ungrateful for the

amount of time we put into the shows. But hey, those Saturday practices

and Saturday night performances made everything worthwhile.

I never questioned my major, however. I just knew being a foreign

correspondant would be the right job for me.

My sophomore year added to this enthusiasm of pursuing my major when I began my Spanish

classes. I began to realize the importance of balancing my life between the things the admissions

couselors said and what college really entailed. And for once, I began enjoying myself in my classes. I

also kept my idea that everything would get better [i.e. easier] when I became a senior.

Then came myjunior year and my big journalism break. Heath Crawford chose me for his assistant

editor of The Potpourri. This became my first view into the real world of journalism. I assumed a new
role. Before, I was just an average student. I now had become a semi-boss with actual responsibilities.

Again, my previous conceptions of splendor were smashed and replaced with deadlines and a

stubborn adviser. Also, during this time I left the band and what had become my Natchitoches family to

focus on my major and my job.

By the end of my junior year, I was more than ready for the relaxing senior year that would surely

come.

Did it? Not a chance.

Instead, I became a little more adventurous and took on the job of editor of this book. This became
the farthest thing from what I had expected from my senior year. Instead of all-night drinking binges, I

stayed in a cramped room for twelve hours designing the "perfect page." Instead of being called a

"happenin' woman", my staff titled me "Mama," a name I grew to love.

A few weeks into my senior year, I met Paige and was astounded at what I had once been - an open-

eyed, eager freshman ready to take on the world. And me, an old, haggard senior who wasn't quite sure

what she wanted to do with her life - as long as it didn't pertain to journalism.

What do I have to look forward to in my future? Well, I now know how to correctly wash my own
clothes, study fairly regularly and even i

eat Aramark food without

grimacing. Yep, in all, I'd say I've

had a successful college career.

\
Throogh the eyes of

a senior
itory by Melissa Robertson
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The bonds have been sold, the architect has been

selected and the University's preparations to "pump you up"

have begun.

It all began with the September 1998 election that

approved a referendum which called for the existing

intramural facility to be expanded from 39,000 square feet to

80,000 square feet.

Since then, the bonds have been sold for $6.9 million,

and all plans for the Wellness, Recreation and Activity Center

have been approved by the Board of Supervisors.

Because the existing IM Building is old and antiquated,

the University decided the renovations were necessary in

order to enhance the overall college experience at

Northwestern and to keep the competitive advantage over

other local and state universities.

"We are just not second class," John Winston, vice

president of University Affairs, said. "We believe in having

the very best that we can offer the students. I think the

expansion will satisfy the needs of the students and the

community for a long time to come."

Currently, under the architectural expertise of Slack

Airloss Miramount and Associates, the final plans and
specifications for the new center are underway.

Once the final plans were submitted, the University

began the bidding process to establish a construction

program. In the meantime, the $6.9 million bonds are in the

bank drawing interest that will be used to pay for the cost of

construction.

"The money is in place, and the plans and

specifications for the rendering of the IM Building are being

done," Winston said. "As soon as we get the final plans and

specifications in hand, we will go out for bids for the project."

Plans call for the building to be gutted and expanded to

three floors. The new facility will include an indoor jogging

track, a day care center and a multi-purpose area for lounging,

studying and watching television.

The projected cost of the

renovations are paid through the

students $75 self-assessed fees.

Even though the referendum

in the September 1998 election

passed, some students feel they

shouldn't have to pay a fee for a

facility they will never see.

"It's nonsense for us to

pay $75 for a building that we're not

going to see or use," Crystal Ashley,

sophomore business

administration major, said.

Those students who

|
paid the fee but will not be here

when the building is completed will

also have access to the building,

Winston said.

The University assures that for every

semester a person pays the fee, students

can use the facilities for that equal amount
of time.

However, some students believe the

fee is too expensive and the chance of

coming to the University just to use the

facility is unlikely.

"I don't have the money to be
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ending on a workout building that I'm not even going to use, and I don't think anyone in their right mind is going
drive back to Natchitoches just to work out," Benny Myles, sophomore accounting major, said.

Despite the protests, many students feel that an improved IM Building would be a great asset to the
aiversity.

"I work out in the IM Building often, and I would like to see a more improved facility for students to use,"
>nna Frost, senior hospitality, management and tourism major, said.

University officials estimate students will continue to pay the $75 fee until the bond is paid off in 2004.
instruction on the building should be completed within the next two years, and students will be able to use the
lilding on June 2, 2002.

What will $75 get you?

Progress of the W.R.A.C.

Story by Stephanie Danby



c^!'akhitochesStory by Stephanie Danby

In the past year, there have been several new additions to the city of

Natchitoches.

This industrial growth has provided this small town with some big business, and everyone knows
"there's no business like new business."

Excitement filled the air when Albertson's finally opened last spring. Well, that was just the

beginning.

After Albertson's opened its doors, an outbreak of "open doors" began all around Natchitoches.

College Avenue seems to be the location "hot spot" for a few new businesses, and students are

definitely grateful.

Students now have vet another option for dining out at the new Pizza Inn in the Albertson's parking

lot.

Another tummy-tamer is Magee's Patio Cafe, located across from Varnado Hall. They serve

breakfast, baked potatoes, hand-breaded shrimp and oysters, Blue Bell ice cream and a number of specialty7

sandwiches.

And where there's food, you can bet fun is close by.

Fisher's Sporting Goods has relocated from Second Street to College Avenue next to Campus Corner.

The sporting goods store prints T-shirts for any organization, carries Campus Corner's former Greek

inventory and sells dancewear.

Next door to Fisher's is Quest Collectibles II. Owner Allen Tinsley has established his third location

here and has added Campus Corner's former inventory of comic books to his selection.

Quest Collectibles II sells sports card packs and Comic Saver Accounts for collectors at a 15 percent

discount. They also earn- Beanie Babies.

Lee Waskom, owner of Campus Corner, said that he decided to sell his Greek and comic book
inventories to make room for textbooks,

clothing and a "remainder" book
department that arrives in October. This

will be a section containing discounted

books, the first of its kind in Natchitoches.

On the other side of town, at 247
Keyser Avenue, the Shop Rite

convenience store and gas station's doors

have opened and will remain open 24

hours a day. It boasts a Bourbon Street

Deli, which serves po-boys. seafood,

biscuits and desserts.

Top Dog Audio is a new locally

owned business in the Cane River

Shopping Center. It carries custom car

stereo systems, including Aiitotek sub-

woofers and amps.
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Owner Carey Ethridge says he has installed

systems for several NSU students and has the

equipment to put plenty of "thump in your

trunk."

Speaking of "thump in your trunk," the

most controversial addition to the city is

Natural Mystik at 112 Highway 1 South.

Natural Mystik, which sells sexually explicit

products, has been under the fire of many
Natchitoches citizens because of its location.

Shortly after Natural Mystik opened, a city

ordinance passed, which prohibited similar

businesses from opening.

Natchitoches also saw its share of new
technological companies as well with a Century

Tel on Keyser Avenue and NeoCom

Beaudion's
opened a

second store

on Front

Street,
Beaudion's
Front Street

Cafe. The
Front Street

Cafe is open
during the day
and serves
Beaudion's
famous pizza.

Technologies on Jefferson Street. Both sell cellular phones and

offer Internet services. Century Tel also sells pagers, and

NeoCom custom designs computers.

Businesses are not the only new additions to Natchitoches.

Keyser Avenue is currently under construction to expand

its width from two lanes to four. Also included in the

construction will be a turning lane, a sidewalk and the hopes of

less traffic congestion.

Also, potholes are a thing of the past on the East Bypass.

The repavement of the Bypass in September seemed as though it

happened overnight. Many students, who drive to and from

school, are thankful for the caring construction workers who
went out of their way to make their drive more enjoyable.

Natchitoches is also putting its plans to build two new
bridges into action. These bridges will replace the old ones

across Cane River Lake.

So take your time and enjoy all of Natchitoches' new
arrivals, because little towns grow up so fast.

Construction on Keyser Avenue widened
the lanes from two to four, making the
road more accessible.

Student Life
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famous
Erbon Wise
Louisiana Normal School Graduate

Class of 1941

Although Northwestern is considered by some as a

relatively small university, it is still considered home by many of

its "big name" graduates.

Erbon Wise was a successful newspaper publisher and an

honorable Adjunct General and State Director of Selective Service

System and Office of Emergency Preparedness. Wise is retired now but

credits Northwestern for his many years of success and happiness.

Wise was a student of the University during the late 1930's and early 1940's. A lot has changed since

then.

Wise remembers the University when it was Louisiana Normal School instead of Northwestern State

University. As Louisiana Normal School, the University was much smaller than it is today with only a few

buildings for classes.

"Northwestern was much smaller then," Wise said. "There were only 2,000 students, but we had more
girls than boys. That's where I met my wife."

Mr. Frederick, president of the Louisiana Normal School during that time, helped shape the University

by creating more buildings which, in turn, allowed more student enrollment. According to Wise, most of the

buildings on campus today were built when he was a student under Frederick's presidency.

As a student, Wise was active in many campus organizations and student activities. He prides himself

in being publisher of the college newspaper and boasts of his swimming and boxing days.

Wise graduated from the University in January 1941 with a major in agricultural science.

Although he is retired now, Wise has remained and active supporter of Northwestern's academic

programs.

Wise is a three year member of the University's Foundation's Board and is the sponsor of several

scholarships for students studying in the media field.

"There are a great many of us in my family who graduated from Northwestern," Wise said. "I think it's

a great school."

Story by Stephanie Danby
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H§>U 6rads
Bobby Hebert

Northwestern State University Graduate

Class of 1983

Most people either loved or hated him. Either way, they knew he is one of the best athletes to leave

Northwestern and make it in the professional world of football.

After graduating from the University with a bachelor's in business, Hebert became a rookie quarterback for

lis hometown team, the New Orleans Saints. His professional career didn't stop there, however. He decided after

everal years with the Saints to pack up and move
o their biggest rival, the Atlanta Falcons, where he

emained until retirement.

Although Hebert has lived in the limelight,

le said he was very different in college.

"In college, I wasn't too involved in anything

Resides football, but I still managed to complete a

bachelor's degree in business," Hebert said.

Two years ago, Hebert's No. 12 jersey was

etired, and Hebert returned to his alma mater for

he ceremony. Hebert said he was surprised at how
hings had changed.

"When I was a student at Northwestern,"

hlebert said, "we didn't even have field house."

Although Hebert admitted to being a typical

college student, he said things changed when he

vas married his senior year.

"I liked to have good time, just like anybody

j;lse," Hebert said. "But I calmed down after I got

married my senior year."

Currently, Hebert, retired from the NFL,

serves as a marketing executive of a bank and

spends his spare time coaching his son's youth

ootball team.

Famous NSU graduate Bobby Hebert is inducted into

the Louisiana Hall of Fame for his athletic

contributions. Hebert was the quarterback for the

Demons before moving on to the New Orleans Saints

and the Atlanta Falcons.
Story by Stephanie Danby
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The Voices of NSU
Story by Cedric Garrett

Despite coverage on a few controversial issues, the students of Northwestern

really have a positive view of the student run media on campus.

From the controversial topics brought up in The Current Sauce to the versatile

sounds of KNWD, the students are kept informed and entertained.

The Current Sauce is the school paper and the most talked about form of

media here on campus. It covers the latest issues on the minds of the students,

including sports, current events, and school-wide activities.

Widely distributed throughout campus at 3,500 copies per week, The Current

Sauce is an easy way for students to stay informed on the many events occurring on

campus.

The Current Sauce begins each week with a meeting Monday afternoons at 2

when the Editor-in-Chief, Shawn Hornsby, and the managing editor, Josh Beavers,

assign articles for the following week.

After the meeting, The Sauce staff begins the hectic process of putting

together the paper. Each editor works on his own gathering articles, photos and clip

art to bring together the complete image. The staff often spends hours perfecting the

paper for grammar, style and content.

"Each week we try to improve for the students," Hornsby said. "Not only in

grammar and style, but also content. We want the paper to be interesting."

Hornsby and his staff devoted a majority of their time to addressing

controversial issues, such as voting on campus and the new adult-novelties store.

KNWD, "The Demon" 91.7 FM, the school's radio station, broadcasts a variety7

of music from urban to oldies.

General manager J. Manny Guendulay has plans to change the radio station

to include more news broadcasts and sports broadcasts.

"Radio, like all media, is dynamic, and it must change," Guendulay explained.

"Because of the turn of the 'millennium', I'd like to see KNWD undergo several

Josh Clarkson

d.j.'s his morning
show.
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1 923 Current Sauce staff

changes. Implementation of

some news broadcasts and
upgraded technology will help

KNWD supercede itself in being

the leading alternative station

in Natchitoches."

"It's kind of a challenge

using garage-sale equipment,"

Demon D.J., Earl Gates, said.

"But hey, it's better than

hollering real loud."

The school's yearbook,

the Potpourri, gets started up
early in the fall and is

continually worked on through

the spring. Each full-time

student during the fall semester

can receive a yearbook.

The
Current Sauce

r

The 1972 Potpourri staff

The yearbooks are

then given out to

students during finals

week in May.

Potpourri editor-in-

chief Melissa

Robertson plans to

make the 2000 edition

a special book, complete

with a section on NSU through the

century.

"We plan on adding a few

new looks to this yearbook,"

Robertson said. "We've looked at

yearbooks from NSU across the

century, and gotten some really

;
great ideas.

"

All of NSU's media are

handled by students of all majors.

Hours of time and effort are put in

to give the students a voice on

campus.

Editor-in-Chief of The
Current Sauce Shawn
Hornsby edits his weekly
editorial.

Potpourri assistant editor Josh Beavers
scans pictures for the 2000 Potpourri.
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One popular
activity sponsored
by the SAB is The
Coffee House, which
provides live music
and free coffee and
desserts.

The Student Activities Board and th:

Student Government Association are two oi

the most active and most important

organizations on campus. They both

represent student interest. However, the

two organizations have very different

specific duties

The SGA attempts to improve

student life through legislation and projects

They help improve anything from

intramural, housing, meal, campus grounds

funding and technology. They are the

official representatives of Northwestern for

the students, faculty, administration and

the state.

The SAB, on the other hand, provides various entertainment events to the student

body. They are responsible for hosting novelty acts, concerts, comedians, magicians,

music, the Lady of the Bracelet Pageant and the Spring Concert among others.

Despite these differences, the two groups are organized much in the same way.

The SGA has an executive board as does the SAB. Both the SAB and the SGA
provide committees where members of the organizations and students can both serve.

Wbrtfig Hand in Hand

Both student funded, the two organizations' mission is to serve Y J J 4

student interest, whether it is the school or in student life.

The president of the SGA for the 1999-2000 year is Shawn
Hornsby, and the president of the Student Activities Board for this

year is Paul Monteleone.

Executive members of the SGA are vice president Paul Rome,

and treasurer, Justin Courtney. Senate Chair, which is

voted on by the Senate, is Earl Gates. The committee

chairpersons are Earl Gates, Internal Affairs; Vanessa

Byrd, Academic Affairs; Rusty Broussard, External

Affairs; Joey Hinderberger, Club

Sports; Nathan Collier, Fiscal

Affairs; and Joni Naquin, Student

Affairs.

The executive members are

voted on by students in the spring,

and the committee chairs are

nominated to the position by

members within the SGA and voted

on by the Senate. The faculty

advisor of the SGA is Carl "Skeeter"

Henry.

The executive members of the SAB are Greg

O'Quinn, vice president; Emily Tracy, secretary/treasurer; Ashlee Crooks, public relations and advertising; and

Kristin Delahoussye, parliamentarian. The committee chairs include; Gary Rushworth, Lagniappe; Allison

The 1999-2000
Student
Activities Board
meets every
week to discuss

planning
entertainment
for the campus.
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As a part of his duties

as SGA president,

Shawn Hornsby
travels to a bi-

monthly meeting, the
Council of Student
Body Presidents,

where he discusses

current issues with
other SGA presidents.

<Junley, special events; Jeremy Shaw, concert; Rondray
till, campus trends; Sara Griffith, Lady of the Bracelet;

md Will Hooper, service learning. The SAB advisor is

lusanna Deshotel.

"I have an excellent

>oard to work with,"

vlonteleone said. "My job is

/ntirely too easy. Everyone is

loing their job very readily, and

am just sitting back and

juiding them."

Both organizations plan

>n implementing new and

ixciting changes for the

tudents. The SAB plans on

losting a games night, having

:vents at the various residential sites on campus and

>ringing in more small bands. But first, the SAB must get

;tudents to come to these special events.

Besides hanging flyers on campus, the SAB has

mge banners encouraging students to attend the events.

The SGA is trying to make organizations more
tware of what they can do to assist them. Some examples

)f the way the SGA has helped organizations include the

lew Rowing Team boathouse, funding for the new
)owerlifting team and organizational grants.

Hornsby said the SGA is' encouraging more leaders this year by sponsoring the Class Council, which is an

)rganization that connects first time freshman with the SGA.

"We have freshman who have come here and identified themselves as an organization connected with the

student government." Hornsby said. "So in the future they know that even if they are not on SGA, they are in

jome way involved."

Both the SGA and the SAB designates a representative to go to each others' meetings. Jamie Hughes is the

SGA non-voting member of SAB who attends each meeting and reports back to the Senate about what the SAB is

loing. President Paul Monteleone attends each SGA meeting to better explain what the SAB is doing, and he also

corresponds to his board what the SGA is doing.

A lot of times their programming and our programming coincides, so if we work on our projects together,

lot only to combine manpower, but also financial backing, we try to work together," Hornsby said.

In the 1999-2000 year, these two

student organizations are working hand in

hand to represent students, improve

attitudes, embrace diversity and

encourage leaders.

The 1999-2000 Student
Government Association

allows students to have an
interactive role with

administration.

Student Life
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Story by Stephanie Danby
Although the content of magazines has changed quite a

bit since then, the interests of young adults have not.

Because the main interest of young men has always been

women, it's no surprise that Playboy was one of the top magazines among young men in the 60s.

Even today, it remains one of the most popular adult magazines sold.

Although the "size" of the content has changed, the reason for Playboy's popularity has not. Everyone

knows that men buy Playboy because they like to "read the articles."

"In comparing other magazines similar to Playboy, I find that the quality of writing, advertising and
photography in Playboy is much more suitable to my taste," Roy Davis, engineer of the television studio, said.

Philip Wise, senior broadcast journalism major, agrees and stresses the point that men "take interest in the

informative articles and rarely ever view the pictures."

While the men were taking interest in their "articles," young ladies were taking interest in more slow-paced

magazines.

Tiger Beat and Sixteen were among the favorite magazines of the 60s girl.

"Back then, Tiger Beat was the thing to read," Jennifer Long, student technology support specialist, said.

"Since there was no Entertainment Tonight, we read magazines for the latest celebrity updates."

Tiger Beat contained articles about The Monkeys, The Beatles and other heartthrobs of that time, while

Sixteen provided everything a girl wanted to know about clothes, makeup and dating.

According to most magazine readers, a complete guide of

just about everything can be found in any magazine of the 90s.

According to a female student survey, the number one

magazine among college girls is Cosmopolitan.

Cosmopolitan is kind of a Ru Paul meets Sharon Stone in

"Basic Instinct" type of magazine. It tells you how to be beautiful and

then how to use that beauty against men to get what you want.

Unlike men and Playboy, girls really do read this magazine

for its articles.

"I enjoy reading Cosmo because it has interesting articles

about realistic problems that women face," Heather Kennedy,

sophomore education major, said.

For example, the articles in the Sept. 1999 issue included:

"Cosmetic Counter Intelligence," "Beauty Q & A" and "How to Get

Him Naked and Make Him Yours."

Okay, so maybe not all of the articles are realistic problems

for all of the readers, but sometimes you just can't help but be

curious.

In earlier times articles such as these did not exist in a

young lady's magazine.

"We weren't as grownup as the kids are now," Dootsie

McNeely, secretary of the department ofjournalism, said. "My
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mother didn't even want me
to read the movie magazines

because the women in them
were 'scantily clad' according

to her."

So, do the "how to"

magazines of the 90s make
today's woman more
promiscuous or just more
open to instruction?

Whatever the answer is, it

doesn't make women any

worse than the men.

According to a male

student survey, the number
one magazine to "toot" their

testosterone is Maxim.
"It has interesting articles about relationships and even more interesting pictures," Kevin Brough, senior

usiness major, said. "Basically, it's a how to date women magazine."

How interesting are these articles?

The articles in the September issue included a picture of "This Week's Babe", "Today's Tip - How to Steal

[er Away Courtesy of the CIA," "The Big Question - Shaving: Up or Down?" and "30 Tips to Make You Better

han Her Ex."

With articles like these, it's no wonder that

laxims logo says it's "the best thing to happen to

len since women."
While most magazines for women are

onstantly changing with the times, publishing

rticles on the most efficient ways to bake cookies

I the most erotic ways to unhook your bra, it

eerns that the only changes in male

Magazines are the women.

1

^Wi
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Many students, such as Gary Rushworth, enjoy

music magazines like Billboard.

Andrew Davies and Samantha Hayes huddle

over the latest issue of Cosmopolitan.
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The Boob Tube

Story By Stephanie Danby

and

NSU alumni of

the 1 950s
remember
running around
campus to find

a television to

watch.

Television and radio are what many consider to be the

most convenient sources of entertainment available.

Do you remember the hours of cartoons you watchec

on Saturday morning when you were younger?

And how, through most of our teenage years, we

wouldn't dare miss an episode of America's Funniest Home
Videos.

Why, even watch the entire cast of Saved By the Bel

grow up and go to college, and all the while, we were doing the

exact same thing.

But once we got here, it was an entirely different bal

game.

Most students find they just don't have time foi

television anymore.

Organizations, classes and recreational activities are

entertainment now, and students aren't complaining.

"I don't ever watch TV," Ben Scroggs, senior publie

relations major, said. "Instead, I spend time with my friend*

and travel as much as possible."

According to a survey of the University's students, the

average student spends about 21 hours a week watching televisior

and about 15 hours a week listening to the radio.

That's about three hours of television and two hours of radio a day.

The survey shows that the three hours of watching television occur most in the afternoon around lunch time

and in the evening between the hours of six and nine o'clock.

"I religiously watch Friends every Thursday night at 7:00," Emily Smith, junior nursing major, said.

"Monday Night Football is my sole reason for living," Greg Gelpi, senior journalism major, said. "A weei

without football would be like a week without a shower; I just wouldn't have that fresh, clean feeling."

Just as some people have a special bond with their television programs, others maintain a lasting

relationship with their radios.

Exactly when and where the estimated two hours a day of radio listening take place depends on the type ol

student listening.

Many students who live on campus say that the majority of their listening time is faithfully dedicated tc

KNWD ("The Demon").

For most of these "devoted demons," it is the last thing they hear before they go to sleep and the first thin,^

they hear when they wake up.

While the two hour "groovin' gap" for students on-campus generally takes place in the dorm rooms, mosl

listening time for many commuter students occurs in their cars.

"I feel that by listening to the radio, it takes away some of the monotony in driving to and from school,

Matthew Eichinger, junior music education major, said.

But whether you're in tune with television, radio, both or neither, one thing is certain: The more hours ol
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Over Time

asses you take, the less

aurs of reception you will

>ceive. . . or will you?

Although television is

Aore popular than radio

ased on the hour per week
udent survey, which of the

jvo, if either, plays a role

;uring study time?

"I don't study with the

;V or radio on because it will

istract me," Emily Leonard,

enior journalism major,

lid.

"I have to concentrate

hen I study," Mario

;(
uendulay, sophomore
£>mputer science major,

lid.

Joel Waldrop,

reshman biology major,

*rees that television is distracting, but he says that he

:an't study without the radio on" because he believes that

I improves his level of concentration.

Although this method may work for some, most

udents have found that there is quality in quiet time.

"I used to study with the radio on until my roomate

roke me of that habit," Olivia Richard, junior criminal

istice major, said. "Since I've been studying radio free,

ly grades have improved."

So, whether you use radio and television for

itertainment or educational purposes, it is important to

ways remember that listening to loud music can cause

earing problems, and it's only acceptable if the hearing

i»ss occurred while blaring "The Demon". And that sitting

|)o close to the TV can hurt your eyes, and depending on

pur gender, should only be allowed for two reasons: The
oung and the Restless and NFL Monday Night Football,

low go study hard!!!!!!!!!!!

Beginning in the late

70s, televisions began
appearing in more
dorm rooms.

According to the University's

"channel panel of students," this is the

primetime top 10 list:

10 The X-Files

9. The Price is Right

8.

7.

6.

5.

The Simpsons

Saturday Night Live

Jerry Springer

WWF
4. Friends

3.

2.

1.

Felicity

The Young and the Restless

NFL Monday Night Football

Student Life
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Biggest band in NSU history.
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Spirit stays strong with Yell Leaders
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Choir sounds better than even
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The 1 959 NSU Band

The Spirit of Northwestern appears to be changing right before

our eyes.

When the band marched onto the field for the first time this year,

f ' jt the increase in their size became immediately evident.

rJ yfrfr The record-breaking 300 total members make this year's Spirit of

* • Northwestern the largest band in the history of the University. And
''

m
according to Bill Brent, Director of the Spirit of Northwestern Marching
Band, their talent is as big as their size.

"When we, the directors, started noticing what a talented class

this was going to be, we decided that we would see what ways we could

energize the band," Brent said. "So we made several changes and several new
additions."

The new uniforms are among the most noticeable changes.

The old uniform has undergone a "fashion face-lift" right down to the emblem and the cape is back by

popular demand in a new and improved form.

"Other than the cape, it's totally different from anything that we've worn around here," Brent said.

"Last year, we didn't have enough uniforms for everybody, and the uniforms that we did have didn't fit,"

Craig Rashleigh, senior saxophone player, said. "So I'm extremely excited to have the new uniforms. It's one of

the best changes that we've had in my five- i
, >*F—I— «—~^p»^^^ The Spirit of

years in the band."
*'

. , _ J" JtiH •*, Northwestern

With the change in uniforms on the

field came the change in the seating

arrangement in the stands.

"We changed the way the band was

sitting in the stands to have better control of ^Kl^V^L^ Chris Johnson
the situation," Brent said. "We now sit very I ^^^JUB gives Nicholl's

wide and not quite so tall. Before we would sit
^^ H State the "Fork

maybe 15 or 16 people across, now we're

sitting more like 40 people across."

Chris Brown, junior drum major, says that a result of the new seating

arrangement is that it enables the band to "get into the game a little easier."

"The way we're set up in the stands now is easier for communication,"

Brown said. "Because we're wider and not as tall, it's easier to hear \-

instructions from the drum major concerning what music we're going to play

within the next five seconds."

In addition, the band also received a complete set of new Yamaha
percussion equipment, enabling them to sound as good as they look.

Although the old percussion equipment was kept at the University for

the band to practice on, the old uniforms were sent back to the State of

Louisiana department of education and then shipped to Baton Rouge to find

a new home with another school.

forms the "N"

during Pre-Game.

Em.

Stony/ (uj/ Stephanie/ &)an&y/
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Whether NSU is whipping the fool out of an arch rival or the arch rival is whipping

le fool out of NSU, one thing makes the game completely bearable-The Spirit of

orthwestern Marching Band. At the heart of that band is a separate group that is

sponsible for making the band sound so good.

This is the NSU Marching Percussion Line.

The percussion line, a.k.a. drum line, is the very heart

and soul of the Spirit of Northwestern. It encompasses
not only the drums but the symbols and xylophones.

According to Ken Green, a percussion teacher and
coordinator of the percussion line, the sole purpose of

the percussion line is to provide a stable tempo the

band wants to hear. In his own words, "Our job is to

serve the band."

And serve the band it does. The 37 members of the

percussion line practice with the band on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. They practice by themselves

for one hour on Tuesday and Thursday.

Green is very serious when he talks about the

members maintaining their academic skills. He set up a

study session every Tuesday and Thursday night for the

John Hamilton t
members. They must attend one of these sessions each

out the rhythm. week. This idea was copied from a program he liked when he

was a percussion instructor at the University of Kansas

The group practices are astounding. The sounds of the drums and other percussion

istruments by themselves on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon are very powerful,

fhen listening to the group, the realization of how much the percussion instruements

mtribute to the band really starts to set in, especially on the music illiterate.

The truth is, though, the members of the line love what they do, and if it's hard, so

hat? Take, for example, senior member Catherine Ackerman who plays the snare

rum.
' "I've been playing the snare drum since the fifth grade, and I'm a senior music

ilucation major now," said Ackerman. "I play because I love it, and anything worth

aving is going to take time."

The percussion line, and for that matter, the band has not always been as good as it

today. Before Bill Brent arrived at NSU and hired Green to recruit and rebuild the line,

le percussion line was in bad shape with only three or four members. Today the line

id the band are among of the most respected in the nation.

K
e
e
p

9

Th
e

n

Stoxij/ tuj/
<

^}ay/
<z&jles/

The NSU Drumline rehearses for their

half-time show.
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...And the Band
Students are not the only new faces in the Northwestern Symphony Orchestra this year.

One new face comes in the form of a new director. Scott York, an internationally experienced conductor, took over

the position in late August.

York has previous experience with the Lucca Opera Festival, the Longview Opera, the Northeast Texas

Symphony, the Shreveport Opera, the Baton Rouge symphony, the Louisiana

Youth Orchestra and was also the associate director of the choir at East Texas

State University.

York wants to continue the quality of work the symphony exhibits and

also would like to see more students take an interest in orchestra music.

"This kind of music is accessible to everyone, and it can be enjoyable,"

York said. "Most students who perform in the orchestra take an interest in all

types of music, not just classical music."

"I love the variety of music we play. I want to perform solo and orchestra

one day," said Kelly Watkins, senior music performance major.

"I like playing with the symphony because I like playing great music with

a bunch of great musicians. I plan on teaching music on the college level one day

and becoming a conductor. It's a great group of people and a lot of fun," said

Nathan Keefer, sophomore music major.

"The more quality performers the symphony recieves, the better the

symphony will become," York stated.

The orchestra practices regularly every week from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

every Tuesday and Thursday. In addition, the string section practices an extra

hour and a half on Wednesdays. The orchestra has two main concerts a

semester. This semester the symphony performs at the Christmas

Gala and the closing ceremonies of Franco Fete in December.

Students enjoy the guidance that York brings to the symphony.

"I like him a lot," symphony member Matthew Eichinger said. "We not only learn how to play the music,

but we also learn how to teach the music. It's good because that is what I'd like to do in the future."

The 1959 Natchitoches/NSU Symphony
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The 1975 conductor,

Jay Robert Smith.

The symphony members prepare for a passionate

piece of music.

"He's very nice,"member Amy Scheffield said,

"He is easy-going and approachable."

"It's a lot better working with him than some of

the others conductors we've had in the past," Eichinger

said.

York wants to see more students take an active

role in music. He does not want students to think it's only

for society's elite, he said.

He seems to already have his own students

enjoying the music more than they ever have before.

New symphony director Scott

York instructs his pupils as they

listen intently.

Stoxy tuy ^Q4to
C
Vlaquin/
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During the semester, the Northwestern State University Concert Choir stays busy practicing techniques such

as pitch and range in preparation for the numerous events that they have planned.

The choir, under the direction of Dr. Bert Allen, started off the fall semester with a half-time performance
|

with the marching band. The choir performed "Songs of America," arranged by Randall Bass, at the half time show. '

Allen explained the groups time-honored candle light procession and their annual performance from the I

balcony at the annual Christmas Gala. The choir has two other major performances in the spring semester, one by I

themselves and one with the Natchitoches/NSU symphony.

He also said that some of the pieces are difficult and more experienced vocal students asks questions that are

useful for the entire choir. The sixteen year choir director welcomes opinions and concerns about performances and

the pieces they are practicing.

"I really want them to learn to be critical listeners...that is really the essence of it all," he said. "I want them
to be challenged every day."

Choir member Jill Worth agreed that being in the choir challenges a musician's talents.

"We do a lot of fun, but complicated songs," Worth said.

Worth also said that she has been singing her whole life, but being in this choir has taught her a great deal

more about voice.

Allen explained that proposed members must have a "light" audition.

"I would listen to them sing at one point, or at least talk to them about their [choral] background," Allen said.

"Some of these kids have never sung in choir," he continued.

Many of the choir members use the skills learned in choir in outside fields. Member David Toledo is also the

choir director at his church, and member Shelley Colvin used voice as her talent in the Lady of the Bracelet Pageant

and at the Miss. Louisiana Pageant.

Aside from the vocal experience the

choirs members gain, being in the choir also

provides the students a meeting ground for

people with similar interests.

"I get to sing with people, who are my
age, and I get to sing with those that are older

than me, that have been singing longer," NSU
choir member, Melanie Thompson, said. "I get

to hear the diversity of their voices."

The group also held a clinic for high school

honor choir members. Current University choir

members coached the students for their All-

State choir competition offering tips and
Dr. Burt Allen leads the NSU choir in a rehearsal of John ms jgv,

t

Rutter's "Magnificent."
8

'
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nspirational Mass Choir

Do you suffer from stress? Do you find it difficult to deal with problems in your

life? Are you tired of being lonely?

If you answered yes to one or more of these questions then there is only one final

question remaining. Can you sing?

The University's Inspirational Mass Choir is always welcoming new faces, and they

take great joy in helping others lift their voices and spirits through song.

"Our purpose is to communicate the gospel of Jesus Christ through song," Arien

Phillips, president of the Inspirational Mass Choir, said. "We hope that by doing this, we
will open others up to Christ."

Approximately 65 members participated in the choir's concerts and annual

performances this fall.

These performances included the annual Spring and Fall Fest, the Midnight

Musical at Grambling State University in October and a black history program in

February. The choir also let its light shine in several churches by entertaining

congregations throughout Natchitoches, Shreveport and Alexandria communities.

"Most of my joy comes from seeing people with different backgrounds uniting as

one to worship the same God throughout song," Phillips said.

It is because of a union of worship that many choir members consider the

Inspirational Mass Choir to be more like a family rather than just another organization.

"The choir gives me an outlet to release

my weekly stresses," Michael Addison, three

year choir member, said. "I get an

opportunity to uplift a God who keeps me,

loves me, blesses me and holds me with

other college students who share some of the

same experiences as I do."

Phillips agrees and thinks that the

choir is a beneficial experience for those P
interested because it "unites people together

to become one voice singing for one

purpose, Jesus Christ."

So, regardless of whether or not your

voice is in good shape, your spirit can be.

The 1 975 NSU Choir

St&ty/ Ay Stephanie/ ^bankj/
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The 1948 Cheerleaders

"We try to go beyond just strictly going to games
and cheering," said Susanna Deshotel, Assistant Director

of Student Activities and Organizations.

Being a part of the NSU cheerleading squad is

more than just cheering for the Demons. Not only does

the squad play an active role in the university, but they

also use their talents to contribute to the community.

"Last year we did a raffle for season tickets and

donated $500 to the American Cancer Society," said

Deshotel.

The NSU cheerleaders host Spirit Day. This is an

event where high school cheerleaders come to the

University, and the cheerleaders give them pointers.

Jana Lucky was a member of the squad in 1988. She said community service was highly stressed when she was
on the squad.

"We would get the alumni pumped up for events, and we taught cheers to the Kiwanis Club," said Luck}'.

Squads in the past have done various fundraising for competitions and uniforms. A portion of the fundraising

money was dispersed throughout the community.

Through the years, the NSU cheerleaders has encountered some changes.

"It's much more of a sport now and more intense," said Lucky.

Tryouts for the squad have become more competitive because of the degree of talented people trying out.

Also, the squad has become larger in number.

"When I was cheering in 1995, we had anywhere from six to eight couples," said Deshotel. "Now, we're up

to thirteen couples."

In his fourth year of being on the squad, Steve Evans said the improvement of the squad is due to the

cheerleader coach, Deshotel.

"She has done more to build this squad competitively than anyone else," said Evans. "She's a great coach."

According to Lucky, the squad's uniforms also have changed.

They look much more collegiate now," said

Lucky. "Ours were more old- fashioned."

Having guys on the squad is not a new
concept. According to Deshotel, guys have been on

the NSU squad since the mid- 80s. Most of the guys

on the squad were involved in athletics in high school

or were also involved in athletics at NSU.
There are key benefits to being a member of

a cheerleader squad. First, there is the health aspect.

Secondly and more importantly, organizational skills

are learned.

"When a student is involved in any kind of

organization, having the ability to work with others is

a key factor," said Deshotel.ift2£ ' i.
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Purple Pizazz

captain
Melissa Larey
leads the
Pom-pon line

in a half-time

performance.

Pom-Pon's
In Hand

Ready to pump things up, the Purple Pizzazz Pom-Pon Line is

always ready to get the crowds of NSU events excited and jumping with

school spirit.

Cheering on our Demons, the Pom-Pon Line can be seen at all

home football and basketball games. They are also involved when it

comes around to pep rallies, and special events including Senior Day,

and Spirit Day.

This summer 17 of the 30 members of the Pom-Pon Line

traveled to the city of St. Marcus, Texas from July 25 through July

28 for the Universal Dance Assoication, hosted by Southwestern

University of Texas.

The girls won first place in their camp division, which

demonstrates the hours of hard work the spend on their routines.

They practice for two hours Monday through Friday.

Bright and early the morning of a game the Purple Pizazz rehearse

their routines for that night's game. The pizazz performs on the

side lines in the pre-game show and pumps up the crowd during

each quarter. During half-time, the girls raise Demon spirits even

higher with their up-beat dances.

Throughout
the semester,

the Pizazz has

several
fundraisers,

which help them
with uniforms and

other expenses.

They raise money
by selling Worlds

Finest Chocolate

and other candies

as well as washing

cars and other

activities.

Led by co-

Melissa

The 1975 Purple

Pizazz

captains

Laney and Whitney Fite, we can be confident that our Purple Pizzazz will

be doing there best to cheer our Demons on to victory!

Skvuj/(uy
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Demon Dazzlers

They glide gracefully across Turpin

Stadium. They march and dance along with the

Spirit of Northwestern Band. They leap, turn and

amaze fans at every game and pep rally. They are

the official dance line for Northwestern State

University. They are the Demon Dazzlers.

There are 14 members on this year's

Demon Dazzlers.

Members of the 1999-

2000 Dazzlers are Jaime

M cElroy (captai n)

,

Rebecca Brettel (co-

captain), Celeste

Gauthreaux, Alison

Bulot, Darla Wheeler,

Montray Cruel, Melissa

Pittman, Lindsay Hand,

Mignon Stelly, Rebecca

Kaiser, Bonnie Rost,

Keisha Collinsworth and

Cara Calhoun.

"It's a lot of hard

work; sometimes it's

stressful, but this year we
have a lot of good girls to

work with, and it's a lot

easier to get things done,"

Jamie McElroy, captain

and four year member
said.

The team has a rigorous schedule to

prepare for their performances. They practice

about two hours a day , six days a week.

A typical practice for a dance line member
begins with stretching to prevent any pulled

muscles. The members then practice their leaps,

jumps and turns across the floor to keep their

technique in top shape. After the floor work, the

members learn their new routines. A dance line

member will choreograph the routine for the

T

Demon Dazzler

Lindsay Hand
entertains a

lively NSU
Demon crowd
at a Pep Rally.

others to learn.

"It takes up a lot of our time, but as

always, practice makes perfect," member
Celeste Gauthreaux said.

However, both McElroy and
Gauthreaux agree on the rewards.

"The performing for pep rallies and games
is the best,"

Gauthreaux said. "I

just love it because I

just love to dance.

"The most
exciting thing has to

be whenever you are

performing your

dance, and it's that

one moment when
the crowd screams,"

McElroy said.

This year's

Demon Dazzlers have

installed some
changes into the

performances.

"We are trying

something new this

year where everybody

has certain

responsibilities for

either a certain game or certain pep rallies

so that there is a different look every time

we perform," McElroy said.

One thing is certain, the dazzler

will look to

dance

their way
into

every

fan's

heart for

years to

1979 Cane River Belles
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NSU
The 1965 NSU Mascot

Say hello to Northwestern's new Vic the Demon, Roderick Moy, an

incoming freshman fromSterlington, La..

To be Vic, a student must have a 2.0 GPA and be a full-time

student. The university has tryouts, and the students trying out do a

prepared skit forjudges.

The judges who pick the cheerleaders also pick who will be Vic,

since he is considered to be a part of the cheerleading team. The judges are

former NSU cheer or pom pom line members, who graduated at least four

years ago.

The student who becomes Vic gets a $500/semester scholarship.

Vic appears at all athletic events like football, Family and Spirit Days, and

also at birthday parties.

"Rod is very dedicated and he's a lot of fun," said Susanna

Deshotel, Assistant Director of Student Activities.

"You can tell he likes the job because of how good he is with the kids

at games and he'll get up in the stands with the fans," Deshotel continued.

"He's doing a great job. He is basically just supposed to go to the games,

but he helps out at practice as well."

"I saw him in high school when I worked for UCA (United

Cheerleading Association). He was really good then, but he's even better

now," said Steve Evans, a member of the cheerleading team.

"He's an awesome mascot.

He's very supportive. We appreciate

all of his time that he puts into it,"

said Liz Patchen, another member of

the cheerleading team.

"I was mascot in high school

for two years and I wanted to do it in

college," said Roderick Moy, the new
Vic the Demon. "I like the people on

the cheerleading team and being Vic

helps me get to know the town

better," Moy said.

VIC
D the

emon
1 999 Vic, Roderick Moy
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Julie Kane assists student Jessica Gilmore with her homework. Many
students get help from professors other than their own because of

communication problems between the student and his professor.
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Everyone knows there are some teachers that are good; there are some teachers that are bad, and

then there's teachers that you just can't understand.

Many students have found themselves in a class where the professor has difficulty speaking

English. Whether the trouble in communication comes from the teacher's accent or even a speech

impediment, the process of learning becomes a difficult challenge for students in the classroom.

"In a semester last year, I had a math teacher whose speech was totally incomprehensible," senior

Charlie Penrod said. "Several times at the beginning of class he would call my name for roll, and I could

not even distinguish the sound of my own name!"

Sophomore Amanda Duncan's teacher has a speech impediment.

"I feel like I am constantly repeating his sentences for everyone to understand," she said. "I also

find myself finishing his sentences, so we can learn better in the class. Other students do the same thing.

We aren't there to help teach; we are there to learn."

"If there is a genuine problem in communication, it needs to be defined and addressed," Dr. Dean
Hatley, Dean of College of Liberal Arts said. "If students are unable to understand what a teacher says, the

situation needs to be resolved."

Dr Hatley says that despite the fact there are some teachers that students do not understand, the

administration does consider the position of the student when hiring teachers.

The University is first required by law to advertise for jobs nationally and internationally.

Applicants apply to Northwestern from all over the world. It is when an applicant has an outstanding

academic record and outstanding publication record that the university will bring the applicant to campus
for the interview process. The applicant has a series of meetings with the department head and a

committee. The applicant also meets with all levels of administration, and soon after, the applicant must

make a presentation, usually in front of students. The applicant must also discuss research with

colleagues.

Dr Hatley says there is not a way of testing an applicants speaking ability other than in the

interviews.

"On the other hand, a lot of people in the system, including students, have the opportunity to say

'We don't think this person would work'," Dr Hatley said. "It's not as though the University simply looks

at credentials apart from a personal interview.We are all looking hard at that person to see if that person

can fit into our academic standards."

Dr Hatley recommends students to report to the head of the department if a communication

problem exists.

Students also have a few varying ways of handling the situation.

"If I can't understand a teacher, I sit in the front of the class and ask as many questions as

possible," junior Sara Griffith said. "I also ask them to repeat everything, even if they get annoyed with

me, and if worse comes to worse, I drop the class."

"I know that the teachers are equally dedicated, educated and qualified as other instructors, it's

just that they can't express what they are thinking in the same way," Duncan said.

"I felt sorry for my teacher because he tried so hard, but his accent still presented a huge barrier to

communication," Penrod said.

"I really believe that the University needs to make sure the teachers speak clearly because it's not

fair to the students who need the class but can't perform well, because we can't understand the teacher."

Dr. Hatley urges to students to address and repair the problem as soon as it arises by reporting it

to the department head, in order to make the situation more bearable.
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Former
Congresswoman
Pat Shroeder
became the first

distinguished
lecturer in two
years at NSU.

^acp &hism

As part of the

Distinguished Lecture

Series and
Northwestern's
celebration of the

millennium, Patricia

Schroeder spoke on
"Books and Their

Future" at A. A.

Fredericks Auditorium.

Shawn Hornsby,

SGA President, opened this edition of the 30 year series by stating some of Schroeder's past accomplishments.

Schroeder attended Harvard Law School and served in the United States Congress for 24 years. She has served

12 years as a representative of Colorado's first Congressional District.

In addition, she was the first woman to serve on the House of Representatives' Armed Forces Committee, and
she is a well-known womens' advocate. Schroeder has also been recently elected president of the Association of

American Publishers, a publishers' trading union. Despite her busy schedule, she is also a wife and mother.

Schroeder spoke about the importance of publishers in today's society and our future. She stated it is a 20

billion dollar industry and is growing everyday.

She stated that 85% of the internet is in English, and that English is what other people in the world want, in

everything from textbooks to popular fiction. Schroeder also said this fact will affect what occupations are going to

be in demand in the next century.

"Jobs that are going to be in demand in the next century are the ones where you add value with your mind, not

your hands, and these are going to be areas that pertain to our culture," said Schroeder on occupations of the

future.

Schroeder also spoke on intellectual property and how copyrighting such property is essential for the

protection of the American people who legally own the property. This property includes texts and other written

materials that are posted on the Internet and other electronic sources of information.

Schroeder stated how books have become an essential part of a child's "diet" and that they are "brain food,"

according to several studies. These studies state that children should be read to constantly, and Schroeder

emphasized this issue.

Women's issues were also addressed during Schroeder's lecture. She spoke about how she is going to continue

advocating women's issues and how things for women have changed for the better. Schroeder discussed some of

the history of Seneca Falls, NY, where women first demanded the right to vote and how it was the publishing of

letters and articles that breached the diversity gap of the people present that day.

When asked about the distance between women and politicians and young people and politicians, she felt both

sides were at fault.

"Politicians need to listen more intently to women and young people, and these groups need to vote to let the

politicians know what they want," Schroeder said. "I have always believed there are two kinds of people: the type

to wring their hands and the type to roll up their shirt sleeves. The American people need to stop wringing their

hands and start rolling up their shirt sleeves if they want anything to change."

The lecture was followed by a question and answer session and then a brief press conference. Schroeder

addressed questions ranging from Donald Trump to Elizabeth Dole. Overall, the lecture was perceived as a success.
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Former Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder's speech may
have been about the future of books, but when it came time for

questions and answers, it was all politics.

Schroeder said that most of us have tuned out politics, and
we lack optimism.

"We say that we don't like the people who are running but we
always plant our little feet and say, 'Well, I'd never do that,'"

Schroeder said. "Somehow, we have to realize that we are part

of the problem if we're refusing to do it."

Schroeder's main focus was towards the current presidential

race. She said that fundraising, not primaries, is the reason for

the recent withdrawals of four candidates.

"I think the tragedy is four people have now gotten out, and
the citizens haven't cast the first ballot," Schroeder said. "What
that means is the real primary is the money stakes. We're going

to find out those real primaries didn't count for anything. What
counted ahead of time was the fundraising."

Schroeder shared her thoughts about the candidates still in

the running for the upcoming presidential election beginning

with Al Gore.

"I think the next few months are a real challenge for Gore to

see if he's really gotten his 'wind' after some stumbles in the

beginning," Schroeder said.

Schroeder feels George W. Bush has made some mistakes

and must rectify them quickly.

"He has raised so much money ... it's unbelievable,"

Schroeder said. "He's made some serious mistakes by not

understanding other countries and such. If Bush doesn't start

participating more in things other than fundraisers ... thirteen

months is how long he has to keep this thing going."

Several different concerns come to mind for Schroeder

concerning Donald Trump.

"He's not real keen on people," Schroeder said. "The idea

that he won't shake hands ... we were laughing about how you'd

always know where he was because of the trail of wet naps."

Schroeder isn't sure if Trump realizes what the average

person's life is like.

She says college costs and healthcare have never been an

issue with Trump.

Schroeder feels Pat Buchanan is a dangerous person.

"When you meet him, you would like him very much,"

Schroeder said. "Then, all of a sudden, he writes these books and

you get a window into what he's really thinking: What does he

mean Hitler was a nice guy?"

After serving in Congress for 24 years, Schroeder has decided

not to reenter politics at this point. She said that younger people

should be more involved.

"I still think the young should be taking over much more,"

Schroeder said. "The one thing I always thought was the biggest

problem in Congress was too many people stay too long."
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L^he £Une o> distinction

Five new alumni were added to the Northwestern Hall of Distinction Long Purple Line this year for their

contributions to both the University and the community. The induction into the Long Purple Line is the highest

honor alumni can receive.

The Long Purple Line began as a way to honor graduates of the

University for the accomplishments they have received in their lifetime.

"We want to honor graduates that have distinguished themselves

throughout their careers, their personal and professional careers,"

Director of Alumni Affairs Chris Maggio, said.

The inductees are honored with plaques and gifts at a special

ceremony during Homecoming week.

David Lee Chase, Dr. Thomas Hennigan, George Stanley Lewis,

the late Mavis Pate, and the late Leonard O. Nichols were inducted into

the Hall of Distinction in October.

Chase earned his bachelor's degree in health and physical

education and math in 1957 from NSU. He coached Vidalia High

School for seven years while earning his master's in educational

administration from Northeast Louisiana University and taught for 20

years in the Louisiana public school system until retiring.

Chase owns a plastic manufacturing business, which employs

over 100 people and was the first company to develop and distribute

taxidermy mannequins. He has been active in Msvis Pate

his community serving in the National

Taxidermy Association, Detox Board of Greater Baton Rouge, the Alcohol

and Drug Abuse Council of Greater Baton Rouge, the National Wildlife

Federation and Ducks Unlimited. He serves on the NSU Foundation

Board and is a member of the NSU Alumni Association, the NSU Athletic

Association and the "N" Club.

Thomas Hennigan was a 1951 graduate of NSU and taught at

Oakdale High School, Mandeville High School and NSU. Hennigan began

the audio-visual center on campus and helped to design, install and

operate the television center, which was the first in the state in the 1960's.

He earned his master's degree in education from the University of

Missouri and received his doctorate in audio-visual communications at

Indiana University in 1968. For 14 years, he was the director of the audio-

visual center at NSU, and was the head of the department of educational

and media and head of the department of secondary education.

Hennigan retired in 1984 and served as adjunct professor

teaching instructional technology at NSU. He served as charter member
and past-president of the Natchitoches' Lions Club and a life member of

the Louisiana Lions' League for Crippled Children. He is also active in the

United Methodist Church.
George Lewis
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Leonard Nichols

George Stanley Lewis earned his bachelor's degree from Grambling State University and

btained his master's degree in 1972 from Northwestern State University in outdoor

ducation. He served as a coach and teacher at St. Matthew High School and also taught at

Jorth Natchitoches Elementary School. Lewis has been active in the community, serving as

hairman of the Martin Luther King Recreation and Community Center board of directors

nd former Sunday school superintendent and director of Baptist Training Union at First

laptist Church, North Street. He is a member of the Natchitoches Parish Voters and Civic

,eague, the NAACP and is former manager of the summer day care program at North

Jatchitoches Elementary School. He is a member of the International Council for

Exceptional Children, the Louisiana Black Caucus of Special Educators, the board of

directors of G. Stanley Lewis Louisiana Special Education

Scholarship and Phi Delta Kappa. He was most proud to

be advisor to Omega Psi Phi.

Leonard O. Nichols served as assistant dean of men and was

promoted to dean of men in 1963. He was a 1946 graduate of NSU, who taught

social studies, a practicum adviser, and mentor in the Student Personnel

Services graduate program and was active in Phi Delta Kappa. He retired from

NSU in 1970 after helping establish and advise the Blue Key National Honor
fraternity on campus. Nichols also taught at Bolton High School and earned a

master's degree from Louisiana State University in 1947. He served as an

admissions counselor at Louisiana College, and as the first principal of

Natchitoches Academy and principal of Graywood Christian School in

Shreveport.

Mavis Pate was one of the youngest women to enter nurses'

training at the North

Louisiana School of

Nursing in Shreveport at

Thomas Hennigan the age of 16 and was one of the

first to receive a bachelor of

cience in nursing from Northwestern State College in 1952.

he served as the operating room supervisor for the SS HOPE
laiden voyage to Southeast Asia in I960. She was one of 22

urses to participate in Project Hope. She then decided to

ecome a missionary nurse and after attending Southwest

aptist Theological Seminary, she was recommended for

ppointment to East Pakistan. She served in Southeast Asia

nd in the Middle East. It was in 1972 while traveling to Tel

Iviv to pick up her car, she was shot and died a short while

iter in Central Negev Hospital in Beersheba.

Northwestern has established a scholarship in memory
f Pate and her dedication to the nursing profession.

Each year, The Long Purple Line will continue to honor

iiore alumni with this distinction.
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Physics majors Kristen Russell and
Marcie Kimball were named Society

of Physics Students Leadership
Scholars.

Do you know what this means?

These guys do.
Gary White, a University physics professor, and his student Kristin Russell were recently elected president

and associate zone counselor, respectively, for the Society of Physics Students.

White will be the head of the governing council for SPS and Russell will be a representative for the students

in zone 10, which includes Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas and west

Tennessee.

SPS is the largest group of its kind in the nation. There are

approximately 6,000 members combined in about 600 chapters of SPS.

These chapters are combined into zones, which are headed by zone

counselors and associate zone counselors.

To be elected to an office for the SPS, one must be nominated first,

and then votes are placed within the zones for zone offices and around the

country for national offices.

"All of the students seemed to enjoy the presentations, and it was
very gratifying to teach someone something," Russell said.

Dr. White received his doctorate from Texas A&M and has taught

physics at the University for nine years. He was a zone counselor before

receiving his position as president.

Russell, a senior from Morgan City, is majoring in physics and

math and plans to go to graduate school in math. Being elected associate zone counselor is her first national office

position for SPS.

"When people think of you as being a productive established department, then the administration, local

community and business people are more likely to help you," White said of NSU's active SPS chapter.

The University's physics program received a unique honor when two of its physics majors received national

leadership awards from SPS.

Marcie Kimball, a senior from Plaucheville, Russell and 13 other physics majors from across the nation were

named SPS Leadership Scholars.

The purpose of the award is to encourage the study of physics and the pursuit of high scholarship. The

national SPS Scholarship committee reviews students' transcripts, a statement of career objectives by the student

and letters of recommendation before deciding upon the winners.

The criteria for selection were scholarship in physics and overall studies, potential for continued scholastic

development and activity in SPS programs. According to SPS, Kimball and Russell excelled in all three areas.

In addition to maintaining excellent scholastic records, both were recently selected for summer research

internships (Russell at Washington State University and Kimball at Lehigh University in Pennsylvania), exhibiting

their potential for further research careers.

Besides holding offices in and contributing to various

programs for the local Science Club, they have both made an

impact on an even larger scale. They co-authored a proposal

for an SPS science outreach program called "Facets of

Geometry," which was funded by SPS and which has been

presented to several hundred elementary through high

school students in Natchitoches and New Orleans areas.

"Facets of Geometry" was then adapted by Betty

Preece, a representative for Student Experience in

Engineering and Science (SEES) and used in several SEES
outreach event in Europe.
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Excellence
Recognized

At the beginning of the Fall 1999 semester, five programs were designated as areas of excellence for the

University.

The Master of Education concentration in educational technology, Computer Information Systems (CIS) in

the College of Business, the Mrs. H.D. Dear, Sr. and Alice E. Dear Department of Creative and Performing Arts

(CAPA) in the COllege of Liberal Arts, the Nurse Practitioner Program in the College of Nursing and the Louisiana

Scholars' College were selected as the five areas of excellence.

In addition to these five areas, the industrial Technology Program has been designated as an "emerging" field

of excellence.

Each of the eight institutions in the University of Louisiana System have designated their areas of excellence,

focusing and building on their strengths to attract top faculty, staff, students, grants and awards, said to System

President Bobby Jindal.

Jindal said each of the areas will be accountable to higher standards of performance and measures, including

placement of graduates, attracting outside funding, distinguished awards earned by faculty and students and the

formation ofjoint venture partnerships.

"While we must have well-rounded universities, we also must build on our strengths, rather than being

average at everything — we can't be all things to all people," Jindal said. "The areas of excellence will build on our

Strengths and serve as the foundation for other initiatives."

The process of choosing these areas was a collaborative one, which involved the deans of each college,

University President Randall Webb and Vice President of Academic Affairs Thomas Burns.

The process began with the deans of each college. Each dean made a proposal to Webb and Burns as to what

areas they thought should be designated as areas of excellence.

"The deans of each college chose the one program that had the greatest potential," Burns said. "We chose

these six programs because we felt these areas had the strongest programs."

What constitutes a strong program? There are a number of criteria to review the past performances of each

program: the overall success of each program, the success these areas had in attracting grants and other external

funds, the student success in each program and the human resources in the areas.

"We were looking for outstanding characteristics, and I believe we found some in each of the areas chosen,"

Burns said.

Each program chosen receives enormous benefits.

"It's a status-type designation, which means these programs will be considered for funding to emphasize that

they are areas of excellence," said Burns.

By having six areas of excellence, programs within colleges are emphasized, bringing credibility to each

college as well as the University as a whole. It also shows diversity in the University, which brings benefits to NSU,
Burns said.

"Because of the broad spectrum of the six areas chosen, it says that Northwestern has strong programs in all

areas of its college," Burns said.



MulNEY, MONEY, MONEY

The requested budget for the 1999-

2000 fiscal year is a total of $43,569,397.

Every dollar of the $43 million has a

certain spot allocated for it to be spent.

There are 12 functions for the

expenditures of the money. They include

instruction, research, public service,

academic support,

student services,

institutional
services,
scholarships and

fellowships, plant

operation and
maintenance, E & G
expenditures,
transfers, athletics

and ACT 971.Each
function is further

divided into

departments, that

have their own

budget.

University Assessed Fees

student records

For example,

the department of education falls under

the instruction function. The department

has a projected budget for the 1999-2000

fiscal year of $1,382,159.

The department is then subdivided

into more detailed expenditures. The first

expenditure would be personnel services.

Salaries, compensations and benefits fall

under personnel services. The projected

total of the salaries is about $1,146,389,

and the compensations projected total is

around $10,600. Benefits are expected to

total about $208,320. The department of

education also has operating expenses.

Operating expenses are broken down into

three smaller categories. They include

travel at $5,850,

operating services

at $6,375 and
supplies at $4,625.

The total cost of the

support and
operating expenses

comes to $16,850.

Personnel services

comes to a total of

$16,850. The totals

from personnel

services
($1,365,309) and
support costs

($16,850) equal the

total expenditures

for the education

department.

Each department has a budget

that is broken down like the education

department. The only difference is the

amount of money designated to each

department.

The second function is research,

which also has departments that receive

a budget. In fact, all 12 functions have
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lepartments and detailed expenditures like that

)f the institution function.

So where do the students

"ees

50?

A full-time

;tudent in 1999

>000 pays $825
or tuition, $10

or a building

lse fee, $25 for

in academic

enhancement
ee and $55 for

i technology

ee. These fees

otal $915. On top

)f that, a student

ilso pays $15 for a

itudent records fee, $5
or assessment test fees, $60
or a student union fee, $15 for

he recreational complex fee and $15

or student insurance. These University Assessed
7ees come to $110.

In addition to these fees, there are the

Student Assessed Fees. These equal $133.50. A
itudent pays 75 cents for Artist Series, $5 for the

•ecreational complex, $2.25 for the SGA, $20 for

the Potpourri, $3 for the Current Sauce, $1 for

Argus, $3 for KNWD, $1 for

Student Drama, $1 Union
Baord Drama, $10 for

student union

programs, $5 for

intramural fees,

a 50 cents

Alumni fee,

$2 for club

sports, $1

for the

speaker
program,
$2 for the

rowing
team, $1 for

the rodeo team

and $75 for the

intramural center.

Total fees for a

nonresident are $1,163.50.

The fees for in-state residents are

$2,145 while fees for out-of-state residents

are $3,308.50. Dormitories cost $725 for a

single room, and a meal plan costs about $648.

Lastly, students pay $35 for health services.

This budget report proves that, despite

popular opinion, students are getting their

money's worth out of Northwestern.^ «"«>„,&

Story by Joni Naquin
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CoCCege of(Education

Dr. Cathy Seymour

Story by Stephanie <Dan6y

Dr. Cathy
Seymour
discusses
the latest

trends in

elementary
education.

and the award for favorite teacher under the College of Education goes to Dr. Cathy Seymour.

Assistant Professor of Education.

Seymour has been teaching in education for 24 years and hasn't slowed down yet.

She is a product of Northwestern with a master's and a doctorate degree in education. However, she did not

always want to be a teacher.

Because both of her parents were educators, Seymour wanted to do something different with her life.

She wanted to be a medical

technologist, but fortunately for her

students, she wasn't very successful in a

particular professor's science class, so

she changed her major to education.

"I can't imagine doing anything

else," Seymour said. "I think teaching is

the most important thing that you can

want to do with your life."

Although she initially tried to

escape from her parents' profession.

Seymour said that it was her parents

who later influenced her decision to

become a teacher.

"I saw a 54-year-old man last

night who told me 'You probably don't

know this, but it was directly because of your daddy that I got to go to college and play college basketball','

Seymour said. "I would really like to think that one day somebody would walk up to my children and say to them

that I helped them achieve something in some way."

In getting students to reach their desired level of achievement, Seymour uses what I like to call the

"whatever works" teaching technique.

"I'll do almost anything to help the students understand," Seymour said. "I think that if students don'

understand, it's not their fault. It's because it hadn't been said to them in a way that they can understand it."

Whether it is her open teaching technique or her love for the teaching profession that makes Seymour the

students favorite teacher under the College of Education, one thing is certain; according to most students, no one

makes learning how to teach more enjoyable than Dr. Seymour.

Senior elementary education major Marcia Agents said Se>Tnour continuously inspires her students to

become great teachers.

"She is such a great teacher herself," Agent said, "that she makes all of us try even harder to be like her.

Seymour is proof that "those who can, do and those who can do more, teach."
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(Dr. (Penny Simpson

Story 6y (Ericca (RgynoCcfs

^Business

Penny Simpson
is a favoriteamong
business
students, such

as business

major Marcus
King.

Many years from now, when we
look back on our college years, we will

remember that one special professor

who touched our lives. Dr. Penny

Simpson, Associate Professor of

Marketing, goes that extra mile to make
an impression on her students that they

will carry with them through the rest of

their lives.

Simpson graduated from the

University of Texas at Pan Am with a

bachelor's degree in business

administration, a master's degree in

finance and a doctorate in marketing

from Louisiana Tech.

Before coming to Northwestern in 1991, Simpson taught business administration on a high school level and

Dn a college level at Louisiana Tech. She also worked for a couple of savings and loan companies. There she learned

extensively about marketing and the value of customers.

Simpson is grateful for her work experience in the field because it has benefited her teaching in the

:lassroom.

"I gained experiences and I can relate those experiences to the students," said Simpson.

It's because of this very reason why most students enjoy her class.

"I like Dr. Simpson's class because she brings real life marketing tools and examples into the classroom which

makes learning more fun," said senior business administration major, Ian East.

Simpson finds the area of marketing interesting because it's "fun, exciting and different." She enjoys being

a professor of marketing for a couple of reasons.

"Because there are new things happening all of the time, it's a challenge," said Simpson. "When you're a

professor, you have the best of both worlds because you, in some ways, are still a student....you never quit learning."

Simpson's philosophy when approaching a class is to set structure and to set an outline for students to follow.

She is also very application oriented in her style of teaching.

"I like the students to come into class knowing the theory and then be able to apply it," said Simpson.

Although Simpson does it from time to time, she thinks the worse thing she can do is lecture.

"I think the best thing I can do is to give the students the tools to go out into the workplace and understand

how to use these tools," said Simpson. "The best way we can to that is through application in class."

Senior business administration major, Louis Hollins, enjoys her class for a variety of reasons.

"Dr. Simpson makes the class so interesting that you actually want to read the book. She comes to class

prepared and seems to genuinely care about us," said Hollins. "She is probably one of the best professors, if not the

best professor in the department."

Simpson often thinks that her students don't like her because of the amount of work her classes demand.

T hope two years from now when my students have good jobs and they know what they're doing, that they'll realize

it was all worth it," said Simpson. "One ofmy ultimate goals is for them to come back and tell me they like me now."
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Inside every department is one teacher, who stands out above the rest, especially to students. They go the

extra mile to push the students a little closer to success. They teach, advise, laugh with the students and often

become extensions of students' own families.

Sonya Yandell, in the General College is one of those special teachers.

As a counselor and instructor in the General College, she teaches Orientation 1010, counsels and advises,

and most importantly, she works one-on-one with "at risk" students who come from low income families or

disabled students.

"I'd like to think of myself as a student advocate," Yandell said. "I just really enjoy the students."

"She's crazy," sophomore Jamilah Davis said. "She has an awesome personality. She is a people person

and knows how to get her students involved."

"She is an excellent counselor for

students," junior Heather Patton said.

Yandell is Heather's own counselor. "Anyone

who needs her help or advice can go to her,

and she's really great and open minded."

As a student advocate, Yandell tries to

get students to also be their own advocate.

"If they are having trouble in some
area, I try to get them the information they

need to help themselves," she said. "If there

is one message I want to give students is that

they are important, and I tell them not to let

anyone devalue themselves."

After growing up in Blanchard, she

married and moved several times with her

husband who was in the Air Force. She came
to Northwestern last year with her husband

and three children. Yandell received her two

degrees from Northwestern, a bachelor's degree and a master's degree in psychology.

Yandell counsels Yandell said her family, her faith and students are the three things that make her life

one of her and her job fulfilling.

students, Latasha

Jackson, as a part

of her duties.

Jackson also

teaches
Orientation 1010.

"It is seeing people, especially young people, struggle and overcome their

problems that makes it worth it," she said.

According to the students, her love for her job shows in the way she treats

students.

"If I have a gripe or a problem, she is right there for me, and she is a friend

more than a faculty- member," Patton said.

Yandell says being a counselor allows her to value people and every individual.

She knows the students enjoy her help, and she knows how to treat them as individuals.

"I think, more than anything, students realize I care about them and make time for them," she says. "I

have a sense of humor with them as friends, and they like that."

Yandell plans to eventually get her doctorate, but right now, she is enjoying herself. She plans to stay

around and help students a little longer.
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Liberalflrts
<Dr. LisaAbney

When looking for a teacher that

vill listen, understand and help,

students in the College of Liberal Arts

nost often suggest one special

professor.

Dr. Lisa Abney, director of the

Louisiana Folklife Center and assistant

Drofessor of English, graduated from

rexas A&M University with a

Dachelor's degree in Spanish and a

naster's degree in English. She then

ittended the University of Houston to

"urther her English degree status to a

Ph.D.

During her college years, Abney
lad "in and out" aspirations of
:
ollowing in her father's footsteps and becoming a lawyer. But after her first humanities Abney lectures
:ourse, those aspirations were a thing of the past. to students in an

"During my first semester of college, I came home at Thanksgiving break, and I English class.

:old my parents that's what I think I want to do," Abney said. "And my parents said Abney is also the

Well, I'm sure it's just a phase you'll grow out of." director of the

Fortunately for her students, not only has Abney not grown out of her "phase," but Folklife Center.

me has found a way to make it interesting to students.

Abney feels students are more likely to understand and enjoy what they're learning if it can be related to

experiences outside of the classroom.

Is her academic style of teaching really effective? It certainly is according to students, and it's among the

:op three reasons why they voted Abney their favorite teacher in the liberal arts college.

"She's helpful, easy to get along with and always available," Kratina Fletcher, junior psychology and
Dusiness administration major, said. "I like the way Dr. Abney relates to her students by presenting the subject

natter in a way students can understand."

Although Abney is considered a mentor by many of her students, she could not have become "Miss Liberal

\rts" without a few mentors of her own.

The teachings of Dr. Guy Bailey, Provost at the University of Texas San Antonio, and Dr. Elizabeth Brown-

Suillary, professor of English at University of Houston, are two of the greatest influences in Abney's life.

rheir "words of wisdom" have traveled with her from college, through her 12 years of teaching and still remain an

everlasting mental flow of advice for her to follow.

Although Abney remains dumbfounded about the reason why she was named the favorite teacher among
iberal arts students, she would like to believe that this honor justifies the effectiveness of all of her mentors'

pieces of advice.

Whether it was their advice, her personable nature or a combination of both, one thing is certain: A
:alented, hardworking teacher who cares about the students will never go unrecognized.
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CoCCege of Nursing

Lisa StnitH-^Pecferson

Story 6y Ericca <%eynotifs

Professor Lisa Smith-
Pederson practices

what she preaches,
working part-time at

LSUHSC-Shreveport
with neonatal care.

Some NSU teachers not only teach in class but do things outside of class that pertain to their field. Lisa

Smith-Pedersen is one of those teachers.

Pedersen graduated from the University of Colorado, Beth -El College of Nursing in Colorado Springs,

Colorado in the Neonatal Nurse Practitioner Program (NNP). She received her MSN from NSU with a focus

on Maternal/Child Education and then she went to

Colorado and received her post-master's certificate as a

neonatal practitioner.

Pedersen taught one semester as an adjunct faculty in

the Fall of 1995, she taught pediatrics in the AND program
and has been on faculty at NSU since the Spring of 1996 as

an Assistant Professor. Also, she has taught OB and
Pediatrics in the BSN program for the past 3 1/2 years.

Pedersen is the coordinator of the Neonatal Nurse

Practitioner Program.

Pedersen is the only person in Shreveport or the sur-

rounding area that is qualified to coordinate this program.

"You have to have a masters degree to teach in the

graduate program at NSU but there are four other NNP's in

town but none of them have a masters degree," said

Pedersen.

Dr. Norann Planchock, dean of nursing, asked

Pedersen to design the curriculum and be the coordinator of this program.

A "Neonatal Nurse Practitioner" is a nurse practitioner who works with ill newborns in a NICU(neona-

tal intensive care unit) setting. Pedersen works part-time at LSUHSC-Shreveport and she is responsible for

the medical management of all the babies.

"Anything that the babies need while I am at the hospital, I have access to the baby, decide what to do

and evaluate what I've done," said Pedersen. "I operate under certain perimeters since I am not a physician."

The NNP Program started in the Fall 1999 and provides graduate education to the students to prepare

them to function as a team member in any NICU.
"We are offering an assessment course uniquely designed for NNP students," said Pedersen. "We only

discuss neonates and their potential medical problems."

After graduation, new NNP's will be able to work in a NICU and take care of sick babies. They will be

able to figure out what is medically wrong with the baby and prescribe something to treat their malady, either

medicines and or specific treatments or procedures.

"The word is spreading of the existence of this program," said Pedersen. "Only time will tell how many
people will decide that it is the right time for them to go to graduate school."
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Dr. Fraser
Snowden
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round table
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his classes.
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Dr. Fraser Snowden, professor

of philosophy, has been chosen as the

favorite professor in the Scholars'

College.

Snowden is originally from Atlanta,

Georgia. He left Atlanta at the age of 19,

moved to New Orleans where he

attended Tulane University and
received a Bachelor of Arts, Master of

Arts and a doctorate in Philosophy.

His first job was at the University

of Louisiana. Snowden taught philoso-

phy for 2 years.

Snowden came to Natchitoches in

1970 and began teaching at NSU.
During his time here, Snowden has done several things. He served as the chairman of the committee that put

together the proposal for the Scholars' College.

In the early 80's, he served as the philosopher in residence at the Natchitoches Parish Hospital for two sum-

mers.

"I gave a number of programs on the nonclinical aspects of health care," said Snowden. "It was an interest-

ing experience to see how the health care system works."

Along with Chandice C. Harris, Snowden edited a book entitled "Bioethical Frontiers in Perinatal Intensive

Care." This book consisted of several papers that were delivered at a conference in Shreveport sponsored by the

College of Nursing. The book discussed severely handicapped newborn babies.

Snowden believes that "all learning is self education."

"With me, I know what all I have learned has been a result of my own efforts," said Snowden.

In his classes, Snowden encourages the students to interact with each other.

"I do see students as active participants in the educational process, not just empty recepticals," said Snowden.'T

think it's important for students in philosophy to relate what they're learning to their own ideas and beliefs."

Snowden says one of the real values of philosophy is that a person develops an ambiguity tolerance, that is

one can understand why people hold different views.

In years to come, Snowden says he doesn't care if his students remember him personally.

"I do hope that many of them will carry away with them a certain love of wisdom," said Snowden. "After all,

that's what philosophy is."
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In each college here at NSU, there is that one

professor that stands out from the rest. Dr. Kelly Knowlton,

Associate professor of physics and geology, is the outstand-

ing professor in the College of Science and Technology.

Knowlton graduated Texas A & M University

with a bachelor's, master's and doctorate in physics.

Before coming to Northwestern nine years

ago, he worked in the industry and taught for three years.

Knowlton worked for Texas Instruments in Lubbock,Texas

for two years. Knowlton didn't like it because it was very

high pressure.

"It was always produce, produce, produce!"

said Knowlton. "I didn't like their philosophy."

It was at this point, Knowlton decided he liked

the academia environment better because he has a lot of

autonomy.

"They tell me to teach a course; then they leave

it up to me as to how to teach it," said Knowlton.

Beginning at an early age, Knowlton has

always been interested in the area of science. The space

program was taking off when Knowlton was a child.

"I wanted to be an astronaut," said Knowlton.

"As I got older, I took an interest in astronomy."

This interest in astronomy grew into an inter-
j

est for physics and geology. The reason for Knowlton's

interest is the broad range of problems to examine.

"There are so many unsolved problems," said Knowlton. "I have a broad range of interests, and this prevents

me from specializing in one certain area."

Knowlton says that, in the classroom, communication is the important thing. He tries to take a concept and

(Dr. %etfy KjiowCton

express it on a level where the students can understand it.

"I like his class because Dr. Knowlton uses actual physical examples in teaching us concepts which makes it

easier to understand," said junior biology major, Joseph McGowan.
Knowlton says he is a very visually oriented person. He gives a lot of imagery and does a lot of demonstra-

tions.

"Students have told me they like the demonstrations because it gives real life examples," said Knowlton.

Knowlton enjoys teaching here at NSU. He enjoys the academic freedom that teaching allows and he geni

uinely likes the students.

"We really like to hear tha+ the students like us, too," said Knowlton. "That's the real reward of this profes

sion.
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Although considered a small university by

some, the University is grand in the technological

field and has been for several decades.

In the late 50's and early 60's, NSU pioneered

Educational Television (ETV) in Louisiana before

any other university in the state. The only problem

with ETV was the reception was poor.

In the late 80's and early 90's, Dr. Robert

Most, former president of NSU, started distance

learning programs using the technology the

University previously had, which was the satellite

system. In 1991, Dr. Ron McBride and Dr. Alost cre-

ated Louisiana Instructional Satellite

Telecommunication Network (LISTN).

"Right away we did five or six satellite classes,

per semester," McBride said. "Most of them were

graduate courses in education. We also offered some
business classes and some social science classes."

NSU was the first in Louisiana to teach dis-

tance courses through an interactive satellite.

"We beamed it up using the studio in Kyser

Hall, and the signal went between eight to ten receive

sites throughout Central Louisiana," McBride said.

Shortly after, NSU entered into a second

phase of technology developing the first video com-

pression network in the state. This allowed profes-

sors to teach classes at the Natchitoches campus,

while students participated in the classes via satellite

from other sites. Seven sites were established, most

at rural hospitals. New sites also formed on the NSU
campus, Leesville, Alexandria and Shreveport.

During this time the Department of

Education started Internet courses, the third techno-

logical phase.

"Today, NSU still does more distance learning

than anyone in the state, and our total course offer-

ings are larger than anyone in the state," said

McBride.

NSU is averaging 25 to 30 Internet courses a

Prompt Seruice

Right to Vour Door

Story by Ericca Reynolds

semester and twenty video compression classes

per semester.

The new kid on the block in technology

this semester is the Desktop Video Conferencing.

It uses video compression but on the desktop.

The big advantage in using Desktop Video

Conferencing is its uses in other areas. This is

unlike video compression, which is a single pur-

pose only.

For the future in Edtech, the entire mas-

ter's program will be on-line. Edtech was chosen

because of its adaptability to the program.

Because Edtech pertains to computers and tech-

nology, it's a natural fit between what NSU is try-

ing to do and the technology NSU is delivering.

"Our goal in education is to provide the

best possible degree program using the latest

technology," said McBride.

Because the technology is so dynamic, it

gives the University the potential to do virtually

anything," McBride said.

"I think it's safe to say that we are the only

university using three major technologies,"

McBride continued. "Most institutions commit
their heart and soul to one technology. By not

doing that, we have flexibility to go different

directions."
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Two faculty members, Dr. Stan Chadick and Tommy
Whitehead, received medallions in honor of thirty7 years' service

at the University.

Dr. Stan Chadick, department of mathematics professor,

came to the University thirty years ago from Humnoke, a small

community in Arkansas. Chadick completed his undergraduate

studies at the University of Central Arkansas and received his

doctorate from the University7 of Tennessee at Knoxville.

After receiving his doctorate, Chadick applied to Arkansas State,

LU and NSU.
"I was looking for an environment like the one I grew up in," said

Chadick.

Natchitoches appealed to Chadick

because of its location in the Red River

Valley. Because it is a farming area, he felt right at home, Chadick

said.

The size of the University7 also appealed to Chadick.

"You didn't feel like a number," Chadick said.

Chadick felt he had an opportunity to make a

contribution to NSU.
During his time at the University, Chadick has held

many academic positions: Professor of Mathematics and

Fellow of the Louisiana Scholars' College, Director of

Louisiana Scholars' College, Professor of Mathematics,

Curriculum Coordinator of the Louisiana School for Math,

Science and the Arts, Department Head of Mathematics,

Associate Professor of Mathematics and Assistant Professor

of Mathematics.

According to Chadick, one of the things that has

changed the most has been the increase of technology and the

effects it has had on the Department of Mathematics. Chadick

was instrumental in the policy for requiring every student to

have a graphing calculator.

"We were one of the first schools in the region to do this,"

said Chadick.
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President Randy
Webb and Director

of Institutional

Advancement Tony
G u s t w i c k

congratulate Dr.

Stan Chadick and
Tommy Whitehead
on their thirty

years of service.

After making this a

requirement, the

Mathematics Department

began to notice the books

they were using didn't

include using the calculator

as a main factor in the

teaching process.

Dr. Ben Rushing and

Dr. Chadick co-authored

College Algebra at Northwestern State University of Louisiana.

"Dr. Rushing and I wanted to do something that would match what we were trying to do here at NSU,"
said Chadick.

Tommy Whitehead of the department of journalism came to the University thirty years ago from

Zachary, La. Whitehead completed his undergraduate studies at NSU and received his master's degree from

Boston University, while teaching high school for one year in Clinton, La.

Whitehead was very pleased to be honored with the medallion.

"I was even more pleased when I saw my name engraved on the back," Whitehead continued. "I haven't

figured out where to wear it. Do I come to school and teach with it?"

During his thirty years at the University, Whitehead acquired a list of accomplishments: Director of the

University's International Student Exchange Program (ISEP), Chair of the Institutional Effectiveness

Committee, a member of the Louisiana Film and Video Commission, office facilitator for the filming of Steel

Magnolias and advisor to the student media.

On a more personal level, Whitehead feels he has made positive impressions on certain students who
have gone and achieved degrees of success.

"I feel that I've played a small part in that taking place," said Whitehead.

When talking about the many changes that have occurred in the last thirty years, Whitehead said the

biggest change has been in the student body.

"When I first came here, there was a degree of ruralness to this campus," Whitehead continued. "That's

not true anymore. The students are much more worldly and much more knowing about what's going on

around them and much more involved."

After thirty years at the University, the 1999 fall semester was Whitehead's last semester. Whitehead

said he would miss the students the most.

"It's hard to believe at times, but I really am going to miss the students," said Whitehead.

Whitehead enjoys seeing the change of the students from semester to semester because it keeps him on his

toes.

"If it was the same old thing all of the time, it would get really boring," said Whitehead. "This way there

is always something new."
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/Twenty cans of paint - $200; 775 square yards of

m *ir carpet - $12,300; seeing the look on journalism students'

f ^W^ faces when they saw their new department for the first

^^^^ time - priceless.

^^^ There are some things money can buy. For

everything else, there's Steve Horton.

Dr. Steve Horton became department head of journalism in late May 1999
following Dr. Ron McBride's move to the College of Education.

Along with Dr. Horton, Mrs. Dootsie McNeely, formerly the secretary of alumni

affairs, came to take the reigns as the new secretary of the department of journalism.

While most students spent the summer relaxing, Dr. Horton and "Miss Dootsie"

were working hard to give the department a new look for the fall semester.

Their first goal was to reorganize the structure of the department.

Due to the increase in journalism faculty, it was no longer possible to fit the entire department of

journalism in Suite 108 of Kyser Hall.

So, a storage room in the Studio B of Kyser Hall was transformed into the department head's

office. Studio B's control room became a conference room. Also, the actual studio was converted into a

multi-media classroom, which can not only operate as a classroom but as a fully functioning television

studio as well.

Suite 108 has remained the faculty office but in a carpeted and less congested form that allows the

reception area to be just that, rather than a secretary's office.

Dr. Horton's second goal was to improve the department's physical condition.

With a little paint, a little carpet and a lot of time, he succeeded in doing just that.

"With a lot of borrowing and begging, we acquired a conference table, located all of the chairs that

were originally part of the old conference table and had some cabinets built to house the books and to

provide storage," Horton said. "We did the remainder of it, which was to clean."

Improvements have also been made to the Ora Williams Studio, formerly known as "Studio A."

In the studio, necessary repairs have been made to the broadcasting equipment. The floors and

walls have been repainted, the backs of the audience chairs have been upholstered with new material,

and the entire studio has been recarpeted.

Aside from the physical "face-lift" of the department, a technological upgrade in the journalism

lab replaced the 17 Power Macintosh computers with 17 G-4 Macintosh computers.

"I wrote a grant and applied to the Student Technology Fee Committee for the

computer upgrade," Horton said. "Obviously, since we're using student funds, it will

be available to all students."

As part of the improved lab, students will have scanning capabilities, Internet

and fax access, advanced desk-top publishing and multi-media presentation through

Power Point.

Dr. Horton plans to move five of the

17 old Power Mac computers to the News
Room to be used by the students on NSU
News22. The remaining 12 computers will

be installed in the multi-media classroom ^ ^V * ,«fl^V , E
as an "overflow" for students who only

need to do simple word processing and

printing.

"Dr. McBride had done a lot of this

already," Horton said. "All I did, more or

less, was get it back together in a setting

that was different."

Academics

Journalism students

enjoy one of the

new additions in the

conference room.
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Students and faculty members warmly welcomed 42 new professors to the University this year.

Dr. Janette Ralston, assistant professor of music education, is among the three new professors who were
idded to the department of creative and performing arts.

Ralston's bachelor's degree in music education, master's degree in vocal performance and a doctorate in

:urriculum and instruction with an emphasis in music education made her well qualified for her current position.

As luck would have it, there was also an opening in

the department of journalism with her husband's name on it.

Ralston was sold, and the University adopted two new professors

instead of only one.

Ralston, Christopher Foster, Dr. Roberta Walters, and Scott

York make up the list of new professors in the department of CAPA.
The College of Business invested in three new professors as

well: Marcus Jones, Barbara Russell and Dr. Jack Russell.

Dr. Cynthia Lindsey, professor of psychology, accompanies

Virginia Cecchini on the list of new admits to the department of

psychology.

Lindsey's master's degree in clinical psychology is a product

of Northwestern, and she received a doctorate from Spalding

University in Kentucky.

"I still have alot of pride with Northwestern and still

consider it home," Lindsey said. "So when there was a chance for

me to return, I grabbed it."

Other new professors who are a part of the University

include: Dr. Reagan Curtis and Brenda Hanson of the College of

Education, Dr. Alexei Muravitski and Dr. Patricia Phelps of the

Scholars' College, Dr. Adam Janik and Dr. Glenn Moffett of the

department of IET, Dr. Craig Bauer and Charles Burns, Jr. of the

_ department of mathematics, Mary Brocato and Neil Ralston of the

^ ^| department of journalism and Nancy Alexander and Audrey Jo

B ^ Weaver of the department of family and consumer science.

New professors in the department of language and
communication include Dr. Jim Cruise, Dr. Joe Hardin, Dr. Julie

Kane and Helen Sugarman.

Bob Brooks, Frank Kyle and Dr. Brennan Martain are the

new additions to the department of social sciences and John Byrd,

)r. Steven Gabrey and Dr.

ciences.

The University also welcomed Debra Baggett, Cindy Brocato, Hilda Brown,

layles, James Murrell and Mary Powell to the College of Nursing.

Other new faces include Tara Gallien in the department of health and human performance and Charles

Jaudin in Watson Library.

"All the professors at NSU meet the Southern Association of College Standards requirement," Dr. Tom
Jurns, vice president of academics, said. "The professors we've hired this year are exceptional and very well

[ualified."

me of NSU's new professors, Neil Ralston

ectures on problems with print journalism.

Ahmad Darvish make up the list of new professors in the department of biological

Deborah Humphery, Dr. Sandra
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"Is my loan check

The new
Financial Aid

office offers a

friendlier staff

with more
private areas
for the
counselors and
students.

"What else am I

missing?"

"How much
longer?"

These question are

probably all too familiar

to the average NSU
student.

The Financial Aid

Office has gone through

a series of changes in an

attempt to make it

more pleasant and
positive experience for

students.

In the old office,

there was one main
computer, one main counter, no seating and no privacy for the students.

"We've tried to make it as private as possible," said Mary Odom, Coordinator of

Financial Aid Client Services. "Students can sit down and talk to the person on a more one

on one basis."

Financial Aid moved to their new office on Feb. 8, 1999, located a couple doors down.

The new office has four computer terminals, seating for students and a degree of privacy has

been added.

"Having four computers really helps clear the room a lot quicker," said Odom.
Because of the increase in enrollment, Financial Aid has made some accommodations to help

the process go smoother.

"We know this is a situation that needs improving," said Odom, when talking about

the difficulty students have getting through on the phone lines.

Before there was only one person in charge of answering the phone. Now, Financial

Aid has one phone line that rolls over to four people to answer the phone. This allows

students better access to financial aid.

"We know this issue has not been solved but what we've done so far has helped," said
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Odom." "It's an improvement compared to what we used to have."

Financial Aid has added two full time loan officers and four full time counselors.

"Basically, what we try to do in the front, is to answer all questions," said Odom. "If a student needs

further assistance, we can refer them to our counselors."

Financial Aid has a "mini-computer lab" in the office to assist students. There are two computers set up
for the students and the student workers for completing federal application forms on-line. The student

workers and the staff are there to provide assistance where needed.

One event that has become successful is Financial Aid Night. This gives students the opportunity to

find out more about financial aid and ask questions they need answered.

The Financial Aid student workers definitely feel the office change has been a plus.

"There's a lot more room. I think it's not as confusing for the students, " said Kristen Thornbert.

"It looks nicer and I think that has something to do with how the students have reacted to financial

aid," said Casey Aguillard. "As a worker, you're always going to face negativity when it comes to financial

aid but because of the new structure,there's been a positive reaction."

Despite the changes to financial aid, the average
student spent over one hour at fee payment in

the financial aid line.
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Dr. Steve Horton as the

editor-in-chief of the

Potpourri.

For a short time, the alumni center was run by a young, new face.

From Jan. 19, 1998 to July 1, 1999, Dr. Steve Horton was the Director of

Alumni Affairs.

"It was good for me because it gave me the experience I was missing," said

Horton.

Horton had taught for 10 years in the classroom. When Elise James, then

Director of Alumni Affairs retired, this was an opportunity for Horton to get

involved in the administrative side of the University.

"I always had an interest in alumni relations," said Horton.

As Director of Alumni Affairs, Horton was the liaison between the

University and its alumni. He was also the Executive Director of the NSU
alumni association.

Horton's main role focused around fundraising but also involved other

aspects such as reunions, Homecoming and the development of alumni chapters

throughout the United States.

Horton expanded on some of the things that James started.

"Because I was younger, I saw different needs and wants from my
generation and the generation before me and the generation ahead of me," said Horton.

Horton says the biggest problem with alumni is the graduates typically don't feel like they can come back.

"I tried to make an environment that was comfortable so they would return," said Horton.

Horton, along with a committee,

refurbished the alumni center to give it a

more elegant look.

According to Horton, previously the

pieces were sparse, and they didn't fit the

time period that the house was built in.

Today, most of the pieces located in the

alumni center are original alumni pieces.

Horton enjoyed his short reign as

Director of Alumni Affairs because

"everything was fun, and I made a lot of

friends."

"I feel like I established a good rapport

between the alumni and the university,"

Horton. "I rejuvenated spirit for the

University through the time I was director by

providing programming that made people

want to come back to NSU."

Qfotorp bp GLricca C^epnoUs

As Director of Alumni Affairs, Steve Horton

worked to make former graduates feel more
welcome at NSU.
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Changes Hands

With every year comes a little more
change. The Alumni Center has also changed

hands. Chris Maggio moved to Director ofAlumni

Affairs this year after spending 12 years as part of

the University's administration.

He received his bachelor's degree from

Northwestern in 1985 and returned in the spring

of that year to receive his teacher certification. He
went on to teach at St. Mary's Academy for three

years.

He returned back to Northwestern as the

assistant track coach in 1988. After spending a

year in track, Maggio was named the head

women's track coach. He spent six years coaching

track and cross-country.

Then he became the Director of

Admissions and Recruiting. Maggio was the

University's recruiting director for five years.

During this time, his official title changed to the

Director of Enrollment Services. He was in

Enrollment Services when the opportunity came
for him to be known as he is now, the Director of

Alumni Affairs.

Working with the Alumni greatly

differs from working with the incoming

freshman. Maggio's new position entails being

Maggio's early days at NSU as a track star.

the liaison between all of Northwestern

graduates and the University. It also means he

will be planning the Alumni reunions and

Homecoming events for the Alumni. The Office

also promotes Northwestern to the Alumni.

Maggio plans to enhance Alumni Affairs

by accepting the challenges of technology. He
would like to put a web-site on the Internet for

the Alumni. He feels that alumni should be

able to reach Northwestern anywhere in world.

"Northwestern needs to be out there,"

Maggio said.

He also wants to enhance the personal

contact between alumni and the university.

Maggio will, however, continue to miss

working in the Admissions office. He will miss

working with the students above all else,

Maggio said.

"I met over a thousand parents and

students this past year," Maggio said. "That is

what I will miss the most about working in

Admissions."

Maggio says he looks forward to the new
challenges he faces in his new position.

Newly appointed Director of Alumni Affairs Chris

Maggio says his new position at the Alumni Center
is challenging, but enjoyable.

Q&tarp bp (^oni cNatfum
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NSU Theatre
The University theatre program opened two major plays

in the Fall. "Cinderella" ran in early October, and "Steel

Magnolias" in November.

"Cinderella", the first, was a very large production. Jenna
Westbrook, who portrayed the Stepmother, said they rehearsed

seven days a week.

"Our rehearsals are run very efficiently; a lot of us came
in from Summer Stock jobs real late," explained Westbrook.

With a very busy performance schedule, most people

would have been nervous, but not Shelley Colvin who starred in

the title role of "Cinderella."

"I don't get nervous because we rehearse for such a long

time that when you get out there you're like a machine sort of,

you just do it," Colvin said. "But this show is probably one of the

biggest shows we've done in a long time as far as sets, costumes,

music, an just the overall picture."

to

1975 production of One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest.

Laura West, who played the Queen, agreed that "Cinderella"

was bigger than the average NSU Theatre Department show.

"The set and everything in this show is big and glamorous,

very intense. All the basic storyline is there just with a couple

of flourishes. Some of the character types aren't what the

audience would expect, there are a few little twists," she said.

"Even Cinderella is a little different than she was in the Walt

Disney version," said Darcy Malone, who played the

Godmother.

In fact, many of the cast members agreed that their version

of "Cinderella" differs considerably from the extremely popular

Walt Disney version of the fairy tale. However, they all still

used words such as "magical", "fantastical" and "fairy tale"

when describing what the audience should expect.

The Theatre Program's Version

of Steel Magnolias starred, from
left, Jena Westbrook, Kayla

LeMarie, and Amy Lynne Houk.
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Prosonts
Stony by ftaechal Leone, Lacy

Chisrn and Earl Gates

"The audience should really expect sheer spectacle and a lot of fun," West said.

"This is a show that will appeal to every age group," Colvin said. She also explained that though the main

aracter will be slightly different, she will not be too different from the fairy tale Cinderella everyone loves, just a

tie smarter.

"She's not naive, but very intelligent, sweet and pure," she said. "I think her character is still relevant today

:cause a lot of girls don't get to express their true selves or give everything they are capable of giving. Hopefully

is will inspire some of the kids at the performances we do for schools to keep on dreaming and keep on hoping and

at maybe their dreams can come true."

"Steel Magnolias" is a tribute to the writer, Robert Harling's, sister, Susan , who died from diabetes in 1987.

isan graduated from the University with a degree in nursing. Harling also graduated from the University and went

1 to get his law degree at Tulane.

"He originally wanted to be an actor, but he was told there was no money in it," said Vicki Parrish, director

the play.

Harling is one of the top screenwriters today. He wrote "Soap Dish" and "The First Wives' Club," which he

so directed. He also wrote the sequel to

erms of Endearment" called "The Evening

ar."

"What makes the play different from

e movie is that all the scenes are based in

e beauty shop. There are no outside

fluences," Parrish said. "It's the same
ript, but the locale has changed."

"The goal of live stage is to connect

ith the audience one-to-one. That's the

Ivantage of doing a play compared to the

ovies," Parrish said.

1 987's

Amadeus
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ITECH

Welfare

to

Work

Qfbtorp bp GLricca (Reynolds

The Department of Industrial and Engineering Technology
(ITECH) is an emerging area of excellence at Northwestern to the exten|

that the Department offers unique programs and has the unique ability t(

interface with industries in the area.

The department started out as the Department of Industrial Arts in|!

the late 1940s. The purpose was to prepare teachers for "shop" classes in

the junior high and senior high schools. The department of industrial arts!

later evolved into the department of industrial education.

In the early 1970s the department had yet another name change. It'

seemed that many of the students were entering industries instead ofj

teaching because of such a huge salary difference. The Department of

Industrial Education

became the Department

of Technology.

"About two years

ago, we changed it to The
Department of Industrial

and Engineering

Technology," said Dr. Bill

The ITECH workers often

have guest speakers
who participated in the

program.

Dennis, coordinator of

industrial and engineering technology.

ITECH assists the division of continuing education with the

Welfare to Work Program, which is a grant to the Northwestern

division of continuing education.

Whereas the division of continuing education teaches

students math skills, and to upgrade their reading and English

skills, ITECH teaches the technical skills needed such as blueprint reading, applied

mathematics, occupational safety and health practices on the job and precision

measurement.

"This program has been quite successful," said Dennis.

In the fall of 1999, ITECH began a program with Alliance Compressors called "NSU at Alliance." Alliance

Compressors pays for the students' tuition, fees, books, and supplies related to the courses. NSU has approximately

forty of their employees enrolled in courses on campus.

ITECH has two funded projects that not only help the faculty interface with modern industries but also help

the students because they get hired to assist in the research and the energy conservation.

The first funded project is with the Louisiana Department of Labor. This is a two year training program that

ITECH has contracted to provide training for employees at Baker Manufacturer. As an incentive to those who
participate in the program, Baker Manufacturer increases the salary of those that complete the program.

"The reason for this project is to upgrade the

workforce in Louisiana," said Dennis.

The second project is also with the Louisiana

Department of Labor. In this program, ITECH does

research and service for area industries designed to help

with energy conservation.

"Having the students actually going out to the

plants to assist with energy audits enables them to get

good, valid, hands on experience,"

The ITECH workers said Dennis. " This will help them
assist the professors to be more attractive to

in training welfare employers."
recipients.
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Several Normal College girls

take a break between classes.

^

SHOES AT M. LIEBERS
THE FLORSHEIMSHOE $4, $5,

LEONARD SHAW AND DEAN $4.

THE FELLOWCRAFiT $3.50

PATRICIAN $3.50 and $4

THE NORMAL GIRL $2.50, $3.00 and $4.

etter shoe for less money. ITry them and you will be satisfied./

LJfc.
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The 1910 Potpourri staff consisted of an editor-in-chief,

a business manager, an assistant business manager, a

first assistant, a second assistant, a literary editor, an art

editor and a humor editor. The 1 91 Potpourri was 1 43
pages with an individuals section, an athletic section and

lender of the previous year's events.
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[ranees G. Fournet Albert A. Fredericks

1,047 Enroll at Normal for Fall Term Session
\ The Current Sauce, Sept. 30, 1926

George Williamson

H. Lee Prather

Potpourri only $3
The Current Sauce, Jan. 15,1973

V.L. Roy, presit

La. Normal Sch

jent of

lOOl

-^3. 9 a « -^

Scharlie Russell

The "Demon 11" football

team played Iron Man
football in the 20s.

John Edward Guardia

Normal ghost finds new abode in Music Hall

The Current Sauce, Sept. 30, 1926 /

Dean E. Varnado La. Normal students

relaxed in a salt water
pool located on campus.

1

3
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VifteenMost Outstanding Events--,

Of College For 1939 Outlined

Fifteen events on the campus
loom out as outstanding during

Expansion program
All-time record enrollment

Undefeated football team
Three championships in

sports

Change to semester basis

Revamping curricula

Increased appropriations for

college

Banner Home-Comings
Change In Potpourri

Over 300 intercollegiate for-

ensic contests

Half dozen conventions

Band and Vocal clinics

Prep School meets
Weekly broadcasts over two

lildings completed during the

Dean And Students
Are Victims Of
Holiday Accidents

(Note: It is with regret that

we announce that Miss Faye
Roberts, the story of whose
Injuries appears below, passed

away at an early hour Wed-

Mary Nesom. of Benton, senior

at the college was seriously in-

jured on the morning of Decem-
ber 16. when the car In which she
was riding was forced from the
road between Clarence and Grand
Ecore.

According to attending phy-
sicians Miss Nesom's life

saved by her sister, Virginia
"" -"-' '

e wa*-'

If The La. State Normal
College Pep Parade

i K
College to offer flying course to men this sessiorr

The Current Sauce, Sept. 21, 1939

In 1934, Albert A. Fredericks,

former rural education
professor, becomes president
of La. State Normal College.

The Men's Dorm of

La. State Normal College

Students Cable Plea for Peace ^

to Hitler, Chamberlain Following Radio Address

The Current Sauce, Oct. 6, 1938



\ ^Frederick's Removal
The Current Sauce, March 6, 1941
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4
'en Big Events Outline Progress

Of College In Past Decadi

tiding Program Which Is Nearing Com
pletion Heads List of Milestones

The past decade, 1929-1939, has witnessed the great

dvance of the college in its history, academicallj

lly, and athletically. Competent and faithful hav
ilie faculty, administrative staff, and instruction;

fa bringing about marked improvement in such
These 10 years of prc-

by 10 ma-
the majority of

In very recent

i 1934-39'

HMO.000.00 building pro-

the campus, begun in

a Fine Arts building.

Field bouse

pool, power plant

garages for buses, high

and a trades

I building dormitory for

and senior women, and a

kauon and landscaping

a. Completed several years

and considered a big event

decade, were the library

a plant. These additions

rovements to our campus

I will continue to make it

tag among colleges the

Mr.

A. A. Fredericks Become*

past ten years saw a change

aftgdnlstratlve staff of the

with a change in presl-

kUM A.

tad Ui Tison

tarn of office has produced

advances In the college In

tt athletic career reach-

Hi in the season of 1939

l Demons crashed through

n with no
l points »n

been rivaled in the history

ended for Normal 1U JOth

is college for teacher*. This

«at celebrated extensively

to the hill to revive

of Alma Mater. They
i increase in enroll-

• to 10001), many
the campus.
.11 m.nl--.

New Gymnasium to

Be Used First Time
Tomorrow Nigh

Basketball fans will be gn
treat tomorrow night. January l:

when Coach Prather's Demo
cagers meet the Louisiana Colleg

team in the first game to be play

ed in the mammoth new gyi

nasium.

An open gate will be in effec

as was the case when the nei

grid plant was dedicated recentlj

All sports fans are invited to se

the Demons in action and also t

Inspect the building which is sai

to be one of the finest of its kin

in the South.

The structure still lacks com
pletion by a few minor detail!

and for this reason it has nc

been accepted, college authorise

stated. A formal dedication of th

new gymnasium will be held late

at which lime several members o

the State Board of Education ma
be asked to appear on the

Hurt In Accident

NSC students enjoy a football game at the old stadium.

Students Calm in Face ofWar

The Current Sauce, Dec. 11, 1941

^ r

l

Dr. Joe Farar became
president of NSC in

1 941 when Fredericks

was removed.



1 NSC enrollment reaches 1,700

The Current Sauce, Oct. 3, 1954

Snow was abundant in 1951 as

temperatures reached a record
low of three zegrees below zero.

The Nursing Program of NSC took off in the

40s and 50s, largely due to the war-time
effort of young women to become
involved.

CITY BUS SCHEDULE

Leave Bus Station Every Hour
FOR COLLEGE AND FOR COLLEGE AND
HEDGES ADDITION HEDGES ADDITION

Via East Natchitoches

t V

Arrive at College

LEAVE FOB ARRIVE AT

Bailey Heights Bailey Heights

|9 < 31 I

Carter discusses segregation in interview here

The Current Sauce, May 15, 1954
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6
Construction on the Baptist

Student Union begins

m
College

Costs Up
At Most Schools

The Current Sauce, July 18, 1968

Kennedy
Speaks

The Current Sauce, Sept. 28, 1962

Chevrolet vehicles were the most
popular in the 60s and 70s.

Kilpotrick Appointed Acting President

Guardia Hall burns down in 1967



University

Title Expected in

President Predicts at Conference
The Current Sauce, March 14

onference J ^k &r

A cartoon that appeared in

The Current Sauce depicting

the Demons beating the
Tech Bulldogs at the State

Fair football game.



1 Kilpatrick retires Jan. 31
The Current Sauce, Sept. 6, 1977

Musician Jim Croce, who sang such
hits as "Operator" and "Bad,Bad
Leroy Brown", is killed in a plane
crash after performing at

Northwestern.

Turpin Stadium
as it is known
today opened in

September of

1977.

6,126 students enrolled at NSU
The Current Sauce, Oct. 11, 1977

T
Louisiana governor
Edwin Edwards came to

Natchitoches in 1978 to

lead the annual Christmas

Festival Parade.

Residents receive dorm telephones

The Current Sauce, Oct. 4, 1977



Bienvenu named next NSU president
The Current Sauce, Sept. 20, 1977

Tri-Sigma Celebrates 50th Anniversary

The Current Sauce, May 2, 1978

New degree programs

to be offered this fall

NSU experienced a

changing of the guard
in 1978, when Dr. Rene
J. Bienvenu took over
as president from the

outgoing Arnold
Kilpatrick.

The Current Sauce, Feb. 7, 1979

Board says 'yes' to beer on campus
The Current Sauce, Feb. 20, 1979

O

Recreation Complex opens today

The Current Sauce, April 3, 1979

Famed defense
attorney F. Lee
Bailey spoke to

NSU students as

part of the
Distinguished
Lecturer Series in

February of 1 978.

Freshmen registration program to be initiated

The Current Sauce, March 27, 1979



'Vic' chosen as mascot's name
The Current Sauce, Oct. 2, 1984



Alost's 'new

Northwestern' opens
The Current Sauce, Aug. 26, 1986

'Red Dawn' over

Chaplin's Lake
JjNSU students calm with threat of war

The Current Sauce, Sept. 11, 1984

The 1 985 Lady Demon basketball team tasted

sweet success as they posted a 20-6 winning

record on route to winning the Gulf Star

Conference.

Northwestern students saw many changes
in the 80's, like this ATM machine on campus
(above) in 1 986 and this Budweiser ad (left)

which was allowed in Tfie Current Sauce in

1984. W'/JPF

O



( Webb named University President
The Current Sauce, Nov. 2, 1995

Goodwin posts 101st career

win as Demons pound

Southwest Texas, 36-21

The Current Sauce, Nov. 2, 1999

ntvi

Adult novelty shop stirs

controversy in Natchitoches

I -LTTie Current Sauce, Aug. 31, 1999 i

T

Louisiana governor Mike Foster

receives a motorcycle helmet from
President Randall J. Webb at the
dedication of Russell Hall in October
of 1997.



Women's old gym
burns

The Current Sauce, Nov. 2, 1997

Enrollment over

9,000 for fall

llflj_
No. 12 never

to be worn again
The Current Sauce, Oct. 28, 199:

Millennium celebrated

The Current Sauce, Sept. 28,

With a new decade came a new
Dr. Randall J. Webb (above) came
office of the president in the spring of 1 996
and was dedicated to showing the students

of Northwestern that they truly did come
first

e

pr

into

e
the throughout University

The Current Sauce, Homecoming 1999

Former New Orleans

Saints Bobby Hebert
was honored at

halftime during
Homecoming 1997.

Hebert's jersey was
retired in tribute to

the man who set

several records in his

days as the Demons'
quarterback.
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In 'Memory of...
"Make your grades, pull together as a team."

This infamous statement made by a very

special lady, who had a great love for NSU and its

students, will always remain in the hearts of

STorthwestern students.

Liz Carroll, Assistant Director of Student

\ctivities, passed away on June 30, 1999.

Carroll came to NSU in the early 90's to

vork with student activities after managing the

Recreation Complex for quite some time.

According to Carl "Skeeter" Henry, Carroll

iked working at the pool and with

student activities because of the

personal contact with the

students.

"She liked to see students

Accomplish their goals," Henry

said.

Carroll had the ability to

lelp students set goals and then

lelp find ways to achieve them.

5he would often challenge

students to strive to do better

md to reach their potential,

rhere was not anything she

wouldn't do to assist a student

set and reach their goals,

several students said.

"Mediocre was never

*ood enough for Mrs. Liz. Either

io you best or don't come out,"

Eteatha Cox said.

Every Thanksgiving, Student

\ctivities Board (SAB) does a

rhanksgiving service project called

'Lend a Hand, Give a Can" which is a can food

drive. SAB would award the person that helped

3ut the most with the Robert W. Wilson Award.

SAB would've voted for Carroll every year if she

wouldVe let them, SAB members said.

It didn't matter what the project, Carroll

was there with a kind and giving heart.

According to Cox, Carroll put more of a

focus community service aspect of being a student

in this community probably more than any other

staff member on campus.

Carroll came to know the students on a

personal level. When a student walked into her

Dffice, she wasn't on a huge throne. She was right

Liz Carroll with student and SAB
member Ashlee Crooks

there on the level with the student.

"Immediately, we just had this bond,"

Ashlee Crooks said. "We called each other our

guardian angels. She was mine and I was hers,

always. She was a mother to every student who
walked through the doors of the SAB office."

Anytime a student had a problem, Carroll

didn't want them to avoid it. It didn't matter how
much work she had to do or if it took all day,

Carroll made it her job to make the student feel

better and keep a positive outlook.

Everything was 'climb over

that mountain and get

higher' with Mrs. Liz," said

Crooks. "But it was O.K. if

you did bad because she was

there to pick you up."

Carroll liked to see

students and student

organizations be successful.

"Ifwe had an event that

failed, she was there. We
may have not showed up but

she did," Crooks said.

Cox said she couldn't

think of anyone on this

campus that knows the

motto "Students Come First"

more than Carroll.

"If anyone could be at

100 different places at once, it

was her," Cox said.

During her time here at

NSU, Carroll touched the hearts

and souls of many people and

was a friend to everyone she came into contact

with.

"Liz was one of a kind. She could brighten

your day with her spontaneous sense of humor.

We miss it a lot," Phyllis Gardener, student union

secretary, said.

"Not only did Mrs. Liz help me out with

special events, she also helped me personally,"

senior Emily Tracy said.

"She's given me so many things that

wherever I go in my future, she'll always be a piece

of me," said Crooks.

"I don't think she'll ever leave this campus,"

Henry said.

Q&torp bp QLticca 0Zeynolds
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Will the banks lose my money? Will the world, as we know it, come to

an end?

More importantly, will my student loans and credit card bills be wiped

out? One could only hope.

These were the questions many students asked as the year 2000
approached, but NSU students had nothing to fear.

Dr. Anthony Scheffler, director of the Computer Center, and his staff made sure that

things were set to run smoothly come Jan. 1, 2000.

All "life support systems" were made Y2K compliant, Scheffler said.

"We concentrated on the critical systems; the ones that could cripple the University,"

Scheffler said.

Scheffler said students should not worry about errors with financial aid because all

programs used to calculate financial aid and student information were updated and

thoroughly tested for problems.

Scheffler said over 300 personal computers were upgraded or replaced on campus.

Getting NSU ready for Y2K began two years ago with a "check process."

First, everything was inventoried that might have an embedded computer chip on it.

Secondly, the Computer Center completed an assessment of each item's level of

compliance. Each piece of inventory was then either replaced, corrected or upgraded.

Once corrected, each piece had to be tested - and re-tested - and re-tested.

Although Scheffler felt confident that things at NSU would run smoothly, he added,

"Mv resume would be readv!"

Qfotorp bp GLricca GKepnoUs
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5
threat ofY2K

tilities in home

5t year, the media has steadily warned the public of the

ng from crashed personal computers to a lack of

ucts to save computers,

watches and other electronic devices

Nevertheless, after theNevertheless, after the a storm ot media hype and near-frenzy, the year 2000 came
with few glitches.

Likewise, Northwestern suffered no crashed computers, no deleted files and no lost

loan checks.

The hype surrounding New Year's weekend found many students preparing for what

would be either utter chaos or a hell of a party.

it to the grocery store and stacked up on water bottles, canned goods and

flashlights," senior John Freedman said. "Now, I don't know to do with all that stuff."

Other students opted for a more liberal celebration of the new year.

"I didn't really care if the end of the world came or not," sophomore Samantha
RuSSell Said. "Either Wav I Was deter™

i

nprl tr» hnvp a crnnH timp hrincnna in tViP npw

^xicity or not!

Junior Kellev Hansi

aME
of firework

to DisneyWorld to join the festivities.

'No one was scared anything would happen. There

mine and lots of fun."

O&fory by cMelissa (Robertson

Academics
0^9
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SPORTS

Baseball has another

great season.

Seven new superstars

join the Hall of Fame.



\
fib*

Kenta Bell leaps to

_ another All American.
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and Still

UNTING

La Normal ScjaraLagd the arch
granges, on#«ii«pftas stayed
(ffby no othdfrunwersity in LouTSl
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Football
Stony Sep fay JLcftet

Qpii|vr'-i.ir Sophomore Not]

Black carries the football on his way to S

recognition.

g he rich history of football

" m at Northwestern State

I 7 University goes as far

^^^^^ back as the turn of the

20th Century. In 1999, this university,

unlike many others, has over a hundred

years of Demon football history. Over the

past 17 years, Coach Sam Goodwin has

experienced a roller coaster ride of ups

and downs with the football team. He

talked about the 1988 SFA game-Stephen

F. Austin was #1 in the nation.

Northwestern was in the Top 10. Both

teams were undefeated. NSU won 20- 1 7.

He also discussed the 1987 hail

mary pass when Stan Humphries made the

completion to Jackie Harris for a last sec-

ond win. Goodwin said that it felt like

time froze for an eternity. "Just like in the

movies.

He also

remembered great

players like Andre

Carron, Jermaine

Jones and 'Tank'

Arthur Berry. These

were players who
dominated their

positions and

brought greatness

to NSU and college football. Goodwin has

coached some amazing players through

some amazing situations, and the 1999

team is no different. Having just fin-

ished two conference championships

and a ranking of #3 in the nation last year,

Goodwin's 17th season at the turn of the

century could easily be forgotten. Or

^cTonv Taylor carries

the football through a

hole 111 the line and down

field for one of his record

breaking touch downs.
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could it?

It was a season of near misses and powerful

plays. It was a season of not

catching the necessary breaks

and players overcoming tough

obstacles. It was the year of

turnovers and injuries. It was a

year of tough losses and hard

fought wins.

Even though the team

had a season record of 4-7, there

are plenty of good things to

remember. Head Coach Sam
Goodwin became the winningest

coach in the university's history,

as he bypassed former coach

Harry Turpin. On top of that, the

sophomore tailback Tony Taylor broke the school

records for most points scored, the most touch-

*J7 he Aubrey Jones debut at the end erf the season made the outlook for 2000 bright.

downs and the most yards in a single season.

Records being broken were not the only

things Northwestern fans enjoyed seeing. Any fan

at an NSU game enjoyed watching one of the

greatest defensive shows in the Southland

Conference.

In the years to come, individual sta-

tistics, team statistics and awards will con-

tinue to prove the wealth of talent

Goodwin had to coach at the end of the

20th Century. "We were definitely

better than our record talent-wise,"

agreed Goodwin. What was the direct (

cause of the team's record? Maybe it

was the fact that NSU has been play-

ing consistently in the postseason and

Owike Green intercepted the football for a much
needed touch down.

exhaustion just caught up with them. Maybe it was

the innumerable injuries that were incurred on

players. Maybe it was the loss of

1 1 seniors-four of which went to

the NFL, and maybe it was the

fact that the team did not

perform in certain clutch

situations.

No matter what theory you

subscribe to, there was a

tremendous amount of

achievement this year. Four

young men-William Broussard,

B.J. Williams, Mike Green and

Tony Taylor-made the SLC First

Team. Broussard was not only

effective on the field, but he won
the most prestigious academic -athletic award in

college football. Williams led the team in tackles

with 113. Green led the SLC in pass break-ups, and

Taylor as stated earlier led everyone in everything.

Two star offensive players, Gene Tennison

and Nathan Black, made the SLC second team.

Tennison was a major part of the offensive line,

while Black became an instrumental receiver and

kick returner. Three other young players on

defense-Terrence McGee, Herchel Monroe and

Curt Rodriguez-received the SLC Second Team
honor as well. Monroe was a

sophomore and integral

part of the defensive

squad. McGee
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defensive squad.

McGee and

Rodriguez, both

2 freshmen, had

amazing stats.

Rodriquez was

the second lead-

I ing tackier on the

I team and McGee
I led the league in

interceptions for

most of the sea-

son.

In the end,

three final play-

ers on the NSU
squad were hon-

ored by the

Southland
Conference. Chris Pritchett, Damion
Brown and Kendrick Llorens received

honorable mentions.

(3L VXC Granger has

been a major part of

NSU's offensive aerial

attack. This is his first

catch of the season at

Southern.

- 106

X^hns Pritchett, who came within sewn
receptions of NSU's career reception record, on lib

List play .is an NSU receiver.

Having lost three players off

defense to the NFL last year, the way
defense came through this year made
Goodwin very happy.

"It gives me lots of hope for next

year and a base

to build on in

the future,"

said Goodwin

of his young

defensive
squad.

The
Demons played

very well

despite their

final standing.

They were very

effective in most of the

games they played.

Almost all of the

games were hard

fought, and they

played close. It just

seemed that all too

often the clutch

situations were

decided on

turnovers.The
turnover seemed

to be the big bee

that continually

stung the Demons.

Interceptions were

common and the occasional

fumble did not help, but in the

end, the Demons pulled

through stronger for their

efforts.

There were three very

close games, decided by one

«
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touchdown or less, that would have made a

tremendous difference in the outcome of the

season. Hopefully, all the NSU fans will

remember that and come out hoping for the

best as the Demons take the field in 2000.

The students have been much better

to the team, and Coach Goodwin took time to

reflect on that as well.

"The longer I've been here, the more

quality players we've had," he said. "I think

this has helped the student support grow.

I've seen it grow, and I've really been

impressed with the student support."

He said that the most remarkable

support came last year in the play-offs when
so many people came to see the Demons play.

This was a very rewarding time for him. In

Coach Goodwin's own words, "I hope we
can do that again soon."

What will the future hold for the

Demon Football Team? Another century of

football? Perhaps. More players like Joe

Delany? Maybe. Who knows what the future

will bring for the Demons?

Not even Sam Goodwin and his

assistant coaches can see the future. In the

year 2000, however, there is a pretty good

bet that Coach Goodwin will be on the

sidelines at Turpin Stadium helping his

players achieve Northwestern's traditional

excellence.

.*
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Adding to the Fun in the

Next Century

Northwestern students have long enjoyed

the benefits o( having an Olympic size swim-

ming pool and student golf course.

In fact, students will be enjoying the golf

course much more in the near future, when
uction that has been started on a back nine holes is

completed. This addition will bring NSU's course up to the

standard 1 8 holes.

Students are allowed the opportunity to swim

absolutely free from the end of the sp
'

through the su

Full-time NSU students are also allowed to vh

relaxes me and gives me a ch;

between classes."

Other students enjoy the benefits of

ool and practicing

ming skills.

One NSU studei

that he really enjoys the oppor

swimming in the pool.

"I've swam nearly every single day

of my life," s;

change of the scenery out by the pool."

All registered NSU students ,

—le at the pool and oi

n great for the studei

turv and will be even better in the next

¥

/
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Crew
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Photos bp (lowing &rew

Varsity men'sfour
practices on

Chaplin Lake.

Nineteen ninety-

nine was a

successful and
exciting year on

and off the water

for Northwestern's

intercollegiate
rowing program.

The Crew captured

medals at nearly

every race

attended in the

spring, winning

gold and silver at

races in Atlanta

and Topeka. In

the fall the team competed in

Knoxville, Shreveport and New
Orleans, medaling in Shreveport and at

the Louisiana State Championships in

New Orleans.

Off the water a tide of change swept

t h e

program
as years

of work
paid off

in the

form of

significant, long-awaited changes. Since

its conception, the team has been

consistently the largest and most
successful club sport on the campus. A
model student run organization directed

by officers and committees, Crew
maintains high standards of

competitiveness. Rowers' dedication

has always paid dividends of medals and

personal achievement, but this year a

different sort of success was won for

rowing and for the University.

In the spring, the Crew attained a

new top of the line Dirigo racing shell

made of polycarbon fiberglass in the

- 112 Crew -



NSU Crew has strong showing

at State Championships

favored racing yellow to join its three

other Dirigo shells, all newer than 1992.

Updating equipment is vital to the team,

whose fleet of second hand racing shells

dates in some cases to 1980. This was a

landmark achievement for a team who
has not had a new 8 boat in years.

The walls of a new boathouse went

up on Chaplain's Lake in late November
1999. Building a boathouse was a

project of the team for more than a

decade. The proposal to use the club

sports fund was approved by the SGA in

the spring. The new facility for boats

and equipment on Chaplain Lake is a

huge improvement from past facilities.

In its early days, the team used a

basement in Russell Hall for storage

and, until this year kept boats in a

facility with a roof, but no walls.

According to Iggy Ingargiola, "This is a

testament to the hard work of student

athletes who strove to succeed against

the odds. We've always worked towards

the future, and now the team is coming
of age."

Heath Crawford

leads a boat down
to the water.

Hauke Seger

tries his

hand at

coxing.

Crew 113
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Stony &q fay j£tflu

he 1999 Demon Baseball team may haw been one oi the

most underrated teams in college baseball history. Not only

did they sport the best team ERA in the Southland

Conference and an 1 1th place ranking nationally among
Division I teams tor their .967 fielding percentage, but they

clobbered sewn school records.

The Demon players, who weren't regarded as

power-hitters, were responsible for breaking the 1974

home run record of 51 with a record setting 58 home runs

in a single season.

The 415 record for runs scored set in 1998 was

also wiped clean when the 1999 Demons scored 457, a

number that topped the SLC.

A new RBI record was established during the

process when the Demons drove in 414 runs, 30 more

than the 1998 team.

They set a new walks record with 306, which broke

the record of 292 set by the 1998 team.

Records from the 1 996 team were broken as well.

With 6 1 hits this season, they broke the old mark of 583.

The other 1996 record of 853 total bases was demolished

with a new record of 926.

In the field, the Demons turned 59 double plays to

top the 1994 and 1998 teams that turned 58.

This team also featured six different players batting

over .300 and four players to have at least 40 RBIs. This

was accomplished for the first time in school history.

Finally, David Balcer, who already holds the school

record for most appearances, broke the school strike out

record by surpassing the 206 mark.

&&&T
REWRIT
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Vernon

Baseball
Stony Sy (faOric fywiett

*e

@n the field,

the Demons led

Ilk- Slv' with a

fielding

percent!

ike every

other
sport at

Northwestern

State University,

baseball has

evolved. It has

also grown into

one of the

greatest pro-

grams in the

country.

With the

21st best win-

ning percent-

age of the

decade and six

SLC titles, NSU
Baseball will

only get better

as it moves

ahead into the

next century of

America's game.

The 1999

season turned

many heads to the baseball diamond to

catch a glimpse of what our Demons

had up their sleeves. In the Southland

Conference preseason baseball polls,

NSU was chosen second and was picked

sixth on the conference's preseason

baseball squad.

Northwestern was proud as its

boys lunged toward the many victories

held in store for them this past year.

Just as the season began to open, NSU
reached its 1 ,000 win milestone with a

spectacular victory over Centenary, 13-

3. The Demons also snatched their fifth

straight win from LSU in Shreveport

with a score of 5-3.

In March, the Demons smashed

the No. 8 ranked LSU Tigers 12-6 with

four homers for a confidence-building

win. Although the Demons faced a few

losses, they

stormed back

with excep-

tional wins.

Left
behind in the

dust were Sam
Houston,
McNeese, UTA
and Nicholls,

to name a few.

A four-run

eighth inning

carried NSU to

a 7-3 victory

over USL as

well. In April,

Lamar was

defeated in

three straight

/Demon Baseball



Offensive Future Bright for

Demons In the Next Century

and

games, the sweeper being a 3-2 win.

As the season began to come to an

end, the Demons jumped on every

chance to pummel their oppo-

nents to make the season the great

est offensive season NSU baseball

has ever had.

Some of the teams that could

n't hang were SLU with a 5-2 loss.

McNeese experiencing an over

whelming loss of 14-1

Southeast losing 13-11. All

this built up to tournament

time when tension began to

rise. Despite great plays and excellent

sportsmanship, NSU had to respectfully step

down out of the SLC Tournament play with

a 4-8 loss to Southwest Texas.

"I am very proud of this season. We
broke just about every record this year and

won more division games than many other

teams," said Cohen about the overall year.

"We had some outstanding wins versus LSU

and UCLA, and we had a phenomenal

offensive year. I am more proud of the

work we
accomplished

in three

months than

I could be in

the work
accomplished

in one week."

Five
players were

named to the

Southland
Conference
Honorable
Mention
Squad: Tom
Batson, David

Balcer, Brent

Trosclair,

Steven Bell and Chris Phillips.

In March, Balcer broke Dennis Choate's

pitching record for most career strike outs

during NSU's win against UTA and

helped beat LSU with 1 3 strikeouts.

Matt Stovall, executing another great

pitching performance,

* struck out 10 of

Southeast's batters and only walked

three, which earned him a win in

an 11 -6 game.

Batson was drafted into the

Philadelphia
Phillies profes-

sional baseball

system. He became

the fifth NSU play-

er to gp pro in the

past two years.

As all great

things must come

to an end, so did

the 1999 Demon
baseball season.

We can all look

back with pride at

the stunning

achievements our players made. Because of

all the great plays and games, the 2000 sea-

son is greatly anticipated.

Qoach John Cohen

provides the signals

that were instrumental

in the greatest offensive

outing of a demon
baseball team.

*£^he Demon
pitching staff

defied all odds

by keeping the

best ERA in the

SLC after losing

four of 1998's

pitchers to the

pros.

Demon Baseball/ 119
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daemon team-

mates nci up the

return on the volley-

Kill court.

s the end oi the 1999 volleyball season

drew to a close, NSU fans knew there

was something different about this

team. The team went 11-20 on the

season and 4-16 in conference, which

tied and set a record respectively. The 1 1 wins

tied the 1994 record for most wins and the four

conference wins were the most Southland

Conference victories for a Demon team.

Both of these achievements occurred

under the direction of first year head coach

James Onikeku. The new coach came to NSU
from the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

where he was the assistant coach for five years

and the recruiting coordinator. While he was

there, the team won three Southern Conference

Championships.

6l finished my masters, w©d won
our conference for the last three

and I just wanted a personal

120 /Demon Volleyball



Earning Respect at the

Close of the Century

challenge,6 said Onikeku about coming to NSU.

A personal challenge is exactly what he

got, but Onikeku was quick to point out that

this yeatds team improved from the 1998

records of 5-26 and 2-18.

The wins were not

dominant in the season, but

they were strong and

competitive achievements for

the Demons. September was

the strongest month for the

Demons when they opened to

five wins in six matches. They

beat Centenary 3-1 while

opening the season on the road. They then shut

out Mercer and Samford in 3-0 matches dur-

ing the Troy State Tournament. The Demons

dropped a match 0-3 to New Orleans during

the tournament but won out their last two

games: 3-2 against Troy State and 3-0 against

Grambling.

The University of Tulsa Tournament

First year head coach, James Onikeku,

explains how the team should be playing.

was the next challenge for the Demons, as they

played tough but only won one more game

before starting SLC play. There were five con-

ference games before the end of September.

The Demons dropped two matches

at home to Texas-San Antonio and

Southwest Texas State. They shut

out Louisiana-Monroe at home and

took the show back on the road.

They dropped two hard fought

matches at Texas-Arlington and

Sam Houston State.

October would be no friendlier

to the Demons, as they had only

scattered victories during the month. Nicholls

State did not have enough to stop the Demons

on their home court, as NSU would beat

Nicholls 3-1. McNeese, playing in Lake

Charles, barely stopped the Demons as the

match went five games and resulted in a 2-3

loss for the Demons. The Demons went on to

stop Arkansas-Pine Bluff 3-0 in Prather colise-

um and Louisiana-Monroe

3-0 in Monroe.

November had four

more games for the Demons

but only one win.

Northwestern conquered

Nicholls 3-0 in the final

match of the season. The

Demons won the match 18-

16, 15-10 and 15-8.

QVe have a good

foundation now,6 said

Onikeku of the season. OWe
need to get a couple of new
recruits in, and we can

improve on this yearO yojysy

Vernon
performance and a new coach

set records in Q&ollepball
fy he spike is a

favored play of the

Demon Offense.

- Demon Volleyball / /A 21
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footage of

Mann Polk.

Basketball
Stony Sty fay j£qte&

Wyoming off a season of unexpected

talent, the Demons were not expected to

achieve much more than a middle of the

field Southland Conference finish. This

season is proving everyone wrong.

The guidance of a new head coach

helped the Demons reach new heights.

They did lose four of their first six games,

but the rest of the season is history.

During December, the Demons lost at

Rice and Lamar but recorded a three-

game winning streak. The month of

January would be even better with a five-

game winning streak, including wins over

Stephen F. Austin and the University of

Louisiana-Monroe.

Much of the credit for this year's

season should be given to the new Demon
head coach Mike McConathy.

Coach Mike McConathy moved to

Northwestern after the departure of J.D.

Barnett last year. McConathy comes to

NSU from Bossier Parish Community
College in Bossier, LA. During his 16-year

career at BPCC, he coached his team to

352 wins while only dropping 1 59 games.

He coached his team to nine conference

championships, including six straight

Miss-Lou Conference Championships

between 1994 and 1999. He watched his

team win 79% of its games over the past

seven years and attend the Region 23

tournament 13 out of 14 years. This

moans that the team finished either first

or second in conference.

McConathy brought more than

just a lol of good statistics to Natchitoches

when he came to Northwestern. He

brought a winning family tradition. His

father, John McConathy played basketball

for NSU. Coach McConathy's uncles, J.L.

and George McConathy, also played here.

He also brought a sense of belief with

him. The whole theme of the basketball

program now is to encourage team

members to believe in themselves. From

this angle, he feels that the team has been

very successful this season, and that is

more important to him than numbers in a

win column.

When it comes to the future,

McConathy does not bat an eye. "I think

we can take steps to have a basketball

team that will compete well for SLC titles

in the future," he said.

This might be true, but like all

college players, three seniors, Brentt

Shropshire, Richard Taylor and Kenton

Fisher will be graduating. After several

hard and competitive seasons, these

young men will move on, and McConathy

will have to find players to replace them.

As hard as that might be, the past

is behind and the future is in on the table

now. With McConathy at the helm, the

Demons should

be able to

continue their

success far into

the 21st Century.

124 IfVI / Basketball
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QlgranJec LASUZZO

(below) swats the

ball back over the net

when the IVmons faced

Lunar in the final match

St<ny Sy fay Acfte^

n his five years as coach of the Demon
tennis team, Coach Willie Paz has seen

some great tennis players. When he

inherited the program upon his arrival

here, he got the chance to coach the

15th ranked tennis player in the nation,

Ludmila Pavlov.

With Pavlov and great recruits like

Marta Zivanov, Coach Paz has transformed a

group ofyoung women, each ofwhom was driv-

en for her own personal success, into an SLC
tournament contender.

One of the things holding back this

Demon tennis team that was brimming with

talent was a shortage of team members. In the

past, the Demons have been short a person and

were finally able to play as a whole

team this year because of better

recruiting.

The Demons played hard this

season and finished with a solid sev-

b
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Demon Tennis Matures in

the last Five Years

enth place in the Southland Conference. They

recorded 6-8 overall and 4-6 conference

records. These records tied Lamar and were

good enough to bring about a

final match between the two that

would determine the final spot

in the SLC tournament. The
match was a close one, but the

Demons dropped it to Lamar.

The result was a seventh place

Demon team.

Brandee Lasuzzo,

Kathryn Olsen, Danielle Steele,

Brandi Mathews, Merlin

Prezens, Natalie Unger, Liza

Mulholland, Marta Zivanov and Jelena Lukic

(she was red shirted in her junior year due to

a hurt wrist) made up the tennis squad. "We
will be successful," said Paz of this team's

up-coming season in 2000.

In actuality, success should be staring

the Demons in the face. Most of the team will

be back, and they all have another year of

experience to take into battle next season.

Aside from that, Lukic will be returning to

action next season. Lukic, according to Paz, is

expected to be the number one next year. She

was recruited from Belgrade, Yugoslavia in

Coach Willie tells

it is on the tennis

Kathryn Olsen how
court.

1996. In her first season here, she did not lose

a single match. She won the conference and

the conference tournament.

She has had tremendous success

since that time. Although she

lost three matches in her ssec-

ond season, she came back and

won conference again during her

third.

As the 1999 season was

approaching, Lukic was expect-

ed to be a major part of the team;

however, she suffered a severe

wrist injury and was forced into

being red shirted for the season.

According to her, she feels that the change in

courts is what affected her.

In Yugoslavia, they play on clay tennis

courts. In the United States, she has played on

a much harder surface. It seems that the dras-

tic change led to the tearing of the ligaments in

her wrist.

She claims that her wrist is still very

weak but is getting better. Coach Paz is also

optimistic, believing that she will be one of the

top players this season.

Lukic is a senior this year and talked

her experiences at NSU as she

approaches her final season of compe-

tition. "It was really nice. We worked

as a team, and I had a great time."

This team had a tough season,

but the 2000 season is looking bright.

In the next century, Demon tennis will

continue to grow and get better. In the

words of Coach Paz, "We will be a

strong team physically and mentally,

because we have a lot of talent."

about

Q//"arta Ziranov

performed in top con-

dition during the

1999 season.

Benton
pride improves the

sport of ^T^etiHis

Demon Tennis/
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NSU Softball

Tradition for

Years to Come

(f hough the Demon
\^J Softball team of

1979 and 1980 did not

win a conference
championship, they

did lay the foundation

for what NSU coaches

have cultivated and
molded into a

Southland Conference

powerhouse team.
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Vernon

Softball
fi

^o.kM McNllU

uses here hands to

her

heartfeli feeling

about the situation

on lap.

f^he Demon
lid "see

*\.r time and

a.^"" 10 the

softball in tins

lu;;hly offensive

Stony Sy (fabric (^vnett

O n

the Demon
Softball team's

20th birthday,

they celebrated

by winning the

Southland
Conference
Regular Season

Championship
for the second

year. It was not a

bad present for

head coach Gay

McNutt and the

assistant coach

Cindy Wille.

"I was

very proud of

them this year,"

McNutt said

about the team's season. "I am sorry for

them that the SLC tournament did not

work out, but that's the way it happens

sometimes. I believe they played hard

and had a great season."

The season of 1999 was a hard

fought battle to stay atop the Southland

Conference. The Demons made it

happen even though they faced tough

competition from other conference

including the University of Texas-San

and Southwest Texas. The Demons
opened the season with a two game split against

Mississippi State.

The rest of February was a steady mix of

wins and losses leaving the Demons at .500 going

schools,

Antonio

into March.

March opened with a bang with th

Demons winning four straight games, and seven ct

the nine wins were in the first weeks of the month

These victories were countered when

Southwestern swept the Demons and when Texas

Arlington won two of the three games in tha

series. By the end of the month, the Demons werej

just above .500 with an 18-17 record.

Like the previous months, the Demons

followed the pattern of winning in the beginning

of the month. They swept Nicholls in three

straight games, and even though they lost the next

game to Louisiana Tech, the Demon spirit was still

strong. They bounced back winning eight of the

next nine games, seven of which were straight

wins. In those eight wins, Southeastern and Sam

Houston State were swept in three games apiece,

and Stephen F. Austin only managed to steal one

game.

The competitiveness of the season was not
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Southland Conference Championship

is Team Tradition

enough to keep the Demons from laying claim to

the SLC Championship, which they did during the

regular season. However, success did not come

easy. The

Demons
began to

suffer from

exhaustion. As

the price of

regular season

success
started to take

its toll on the

Demons, the

Southland
Conference
Tournament
came around

all to soon.

The tired players were not in shape

to face the fresher conference teams

and Southwest Texas laid claim to the

SLC Tournament title.

The tremendous season had

some incredible statistics. Five players

had maintained a season batting

average of more than .300.

Brandi West led the team in

batting with a .333 batting average.

Shannon Straty was second with a

.325 average. The other three were as

follows: April Cook with a .321, __
Brandy Kenney with a .312 and Erin Mancuso

with a .310.

Kenney also

led the team in homeruns with

six. The team had an overall

batting average of .284, 189

RBIs and 27 homeruns.

On the pitching front,

Cindy Leggett (18-13) made an

incredible showing with a 2.16

ERA in 34 appearances. Amber

Welker (9-9) also had a good

showing with a 1.95 ERA in 25

appearances, and Cheri McCoy
rounded out the pitching front

with a 4.10 ERA in 17

appearances.

Over the years, the Demon Softball team

has made many changes from the 1979 team that

played its games in town at a public ball field to

QJ5ta Williams shows

off her defensive

skills during a very

offensive season.

the 1999 championship team that played its first

home games at night under the brand new lights.

Even though the Demon softball team is quite

new, the players have excelled with changes and

have produced at new levels.

Changes will continue in the coming

years, but they can only help the champion

team to continue its new SLC tradition of

winning the conference in the coming years.

The team as a whole played very well

this year, but as Coach McNutt said, "The

team played very well, but there is plenty of

room for improvement in the future."

- Demon Softball
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Stony Sty fay Acfiu

*P&oto& Sty {falty *i¥cVld4UHO*t

~jg>eclor Andujo

led the I

-

home during the

Southland Conference

Championships.

/*J ' ighteen years ago,

vTSs^ Coach Leon Johnson

came to Northwestern State

University to coach the mens

track and cross-country teams.

In his years here, he admits that

he has not pushed cross-country

as much as he has indoor and

outdoor track, but that has not

stopped the team from being a

consistently good team. This

year's team finished very strong

in seventh place after being

plagued with injuries.

Returning to this year's

team were four seniors,

each having three years

of experience on the

cross-country course.

Hector Andujo, Robert

McCormack, Mark
Keough and Todd Boddie

all performed well, but

the four experienced

seniors and their efforts were not

enough to make up for the terrible

injuries that affected the team.

Keough, who led the team last

year, suffered an achilles tendon

injury that prevented him from being

overly productive this season. Chris

Baker, who was also a star member of

(Robert McCormack
ran fast enough to

come in second place

for the Demons

6
during llu- SI.C

Championship.

the team last year, received a hip injury during

the season that kept him from producing the

results from the previous year. To top off all the

injuries, during the week of the SLC

Championship meet, four members of the team

came down with the flu and were unable to

record the necessary times.

"Yeah, it was a little disappointing," said

Baker of the season. "We had a great chance

this season with some of the best distance

runners we've ever had, but we'll have to come

back and do it better next year."

On most occasions, Andujo led the

cross-country team, but McCormack often led

the team. Another member of the team, Danon

Cross-Country -



Twenty Years of Success Wasn't Easy

O'Kelly, also stepped up

finishing close behind the

leaders. One final team

member, Kyle Thomas,

rounded out the returning

unners; however, he ran

ostly for conditioning.

According to Coach

nson, this team had some

at moments. At Lamar,

(they actually ran neck and

_^^vieck with Stephen F. Austin

*^M^ho had an outstanding

/fWeason this year. They just had

^__^foo many obstacles in their

Jivay to overcome. Losing four

\
seniors could be another set

Hack to next year's team.

"I don't see any major

changes in the program other

l»mn we have to recruit four

^f five really good distance

runners," said Johnson when
speaking about the team's outlook.

With the returning seniors on the

team, a few recruits and Coach Leon Johnson

in the driver's seat, the 2000 cross-country

team should have the talent, ability and

leadership of a quality

team. ^

- Cross-Country f(\\ 133
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Cross-Country
Stony Stf fay J.qk&

C^hante Daily led

the l.ady Demons
most 01 the season.

women's cross-coun-

try team was very suc-

cessful this season.

The team took sixth

place in the Southland

Conference.
Considering its size

and returning upper

classmen, the women
performed quite well.

There was a steady

struggle for the top

spot on the Lady

Demon cross-country

team. Most often, the

Lady Pemons ^^^fc^int
//# 'M ^ were led by sen- j J ^Ws

— n—.,, ior cross-country A ^L
""" —i s t a r ^^^r j win

ante' Daily. On occasion, however, m the 1

senior Jody Weierholt would step up to the chal-

lenge of leading the team. The team had only five

other members to figure into the score, so one bad

run could really hurt the team.

The rest of the team consisted of Lisa

Fortenberry, Liza Mulholland, Crystal Munsinger,

Emily Norton and Molly Wingard. Their abilities

were utilized well, and Coach Sylvia Salinas

pointed this out.

"I was satisfied," she said when talking

about the team's work this year. "We ran well at

conference. Everyone even had a decent meet at

least once during the course of the season."

The Lady Demons ran their best meet at

Lamar where they performed well and won the

race.

The most important aspect of cross-

country now, aside from continued training, is

recruiting for next year. Coach Salinas has made it

clear that she understands the problems facing her,

and she will be recruiting for her team.

"I hope to have 12 or 15 distance runners when
we begin competition next year," she said when
discussing her plans for recruiting.

^ Her future plans will be to look for the best

Q runners in this area and then to branch out

into other areas, possibly even more foreign

>tudent recruits.

One thing is for sure. If she gets her wish,

winning should not be that difficult. After all,

Lady Demons
already have five

excellent returning

runners and some

excellent prospects

which will make

running in next cen-

tury much more

successful.

^f j

i

Success is Measured One Step at a Time

/Women's Cross-Country
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The Lady Demon basketball program ]

in the earliest days on campus, woij

which to participate. Today that d



roots as deep as the university. Even
i have had a basketball program in
5ram is one of the best anywhere.

^H!
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Basketball
Stony S(f fay JLcfkt

( /
I J "We're a better

^^^^^/ ball club than we
were this time last year," said Lady

Demon Head Coach James Smith about

his 2000 team.

That must have been a hard

statement to make, considering the fact

that the 1999 Lady Demons were

Southland Conference Champions. The

statistics say it all.

The Lady Demons had lost only

three games going into February. As

Coach Smith pointed out, the team has

much more depth on it than in seasons

past. Seniors Judy Clark, Louise Chase,

Jennifer Graf and Kia Converse

continued to play at an accelerated pace

this season, but all of the other team

members were able to see action on the

floor this season and played well.

In fact, they have played so

incredibly well that they were in an

exceptional position to reclaim the SLC

Champs title. Smith is hoping that his

bench will be good enough to continue

winning and advance to the SLC

tournament where the team can win

and get a bid to the NCAA tournament.

This should not be a hard task

for the Lady Demons. Aside from the

above mentioned starters and Jamila

Newman, other team members like

Tweety Evans, Nikki Vernon and Emily

Hucy stopped up as well and played

gpod basketball.

Over the past 20 years, Coach

Smith lias watched many young women

gp through his program and become

excellent players. During the last two

years the Lady Demons have produced

more than ever, but the program has

seen many good teams. In fact, the thing

Smith is most proud of doesn't even

revolve around championships or

tournaments.

"I am most proud of the consis-

tency that the team has retained over

the past 20 years," he said. "In fact, I

don't know for sure, but I imagine that

if you go through the records, you'd see

that we have been consistently close to

19 or 20 wins a season."

The Lady Demon program has

seen a lot of changes since its original

conception, and it is destined to see

more. As the Lady Demons take to the

court through the rest of the 2000 sea-

son there will be only a drive guiding

them to another SLC Championship

and another fabulous season of basket-

ball in the beginning of a new century.

Women's Basketball

^oach Locke looks on as Coach Smith tells

the sirls to score more points in his own words.

l
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Talent for the New Century

X> he Demons set to

stop the drive.

Women's Basketball / ((% I 139



INTRAMURAL
Demon Intramural Sports

Pi Kappa Phi and Kappa

Alpha face-off in the 200c

intramural basketball

jamboree.

1!

\^i \r*
A '£4'«lt

^^i

wm$%c^
t " -"^*
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Providing A Variety of Activities

From One Century to the Next

•
(. i

/" ^^^\ / he Intramural Sports program

I ( yly has been in place since early on

^^i ^ in the century. In fact, the

building it is currently housed in was

constructed in 1939. Today, Northwestern is

even considered the statewide leader in

intramural sports. The program, which started

as far back as the early 1 900's, has gone from

being a program of a few organized sports to

offering a number of competitive events like

darts, soccer and trivial pursuit. It has also

come to include a number of "health and

wellness" programs.

"I want students to gain a healthier

lifestyle and have a chance to

compete on a less competitive

level," said Marcus Deshotel, the

Assistant Director of Student

Activities IM and Recreational |

Sports, about the Intramural sports

program at Northwestern.

Deshotel has helped to push

the expanded activities in an

attempt to reach a larger number of

students. He will have an even

bigger opportunity to reach more

students when a new
intramural sports

center is opened in

the near future. The

construction on the

building should be

started as early as

the summer of 2000

and hopefully be

completed within a

year or two.

Deshotel hopes to

reach an even larger

crowd (including faculty, staff and alumni)

when it is opened.

Until that time, the

program is func-

tioning beautifully.

This year's worn-

ens flag football

team won the

Regional Qualifier

in Arlington, Tx.

and went on to the

quarterfinals in

New Orleans.

Three team members-Mia Cook, Tiffany

Cronin and Regina Roe-were

voted to the Ail-American Team.

Other students feel very strong-

ly about the program.

Pi Kappa Phi (1999 IM golf

champions) participates heavily

n the IM program. Pi Kappa Phi

M Chair Ryan Bienert feels that

the program offers many benefits

to students. "It allows students

that might not otherwise play

sports the opportunity to learn to

work together as a team," said Bienert. "I feel

like the intercollegiate competition offers stu-

dents something to strive to obtain."

In the future, Northwestern 's IM pro-

gram will continue to grow. The old building

will be renovated, and the new building will be

the foundation. New machines will be added

and old machines will be thrown away. In the

end, there will always be a program in place to

benefit the students at Northwestern who
choose to take part in the benefits.

Sttity Sy fay J,<fte4

'pfottt Sty (f&ity
t

t¥<i%d<i*K<yH,
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• NSU Soccer

Demon Soccer:

A Winning Season

to Start

the New Century

V^ jy he Demon Soccer

Team received a new
coach this year. Without
much of a traditional

foundation, this team
achieved its best season

ever. In fact, as the new
century draws closer,

the Demons are poised

for their most competi-

tive season ever. With a

strong season behind
them, more experienced

players on the field and
a new coach to boot, the

Demons will only get

better in 2000.

NSU Soccer

St*%ty Sty faty JLtytct
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Soccer
StWUf, fy fay JUjlu

q5?:;

Q^irst Team
SLC member Janel

Callahan lakes the

offensive and

scores for the

Demons,

its few years

existence,

the Demon soccer team has

had an odd evolution.

There have been a number

of coaches since the team

began NCAA play at

Northwestern, and there is

only one winning season on

record. (However it is not

the 1998 season in which

the Demons won the SLC

championship).

The trend in changing coaches

continued this year in the first season of

head coach Jimmy Mitchell. Mitchell

came to NSU from the great state of

North Carolina where he had coached

for several years. In the last four seasons

at Belmont-Abbey College, Mitchell

coached his team to numerous national

tournaments. The main difference

between Mitchell and other coaches is

that he is here to stay.

In only one season as head coach,

Mitchell led the Demons to their first

winning season going 9-8-

2 and 5-5-2 in conference

play. Not only was this the

first winning season for the

soccer team, but the

Demons managed to record the most

conference wins in NSU history.

The fact that Northwestern has

a fairly new program does not scare

Coach Mitchell.

(The program being in existence

for a short amount of time is a plus,

because you can build your own
tradition,6 said Mitchell of the young

team.

He also said that he was excited

about next season. There

will be great players

returning and seven or

eight new recruits. Some

of these returning

Q$tar Demon athlete Missy I'.ivn,

shows off the skills thai made her

sophomore success story.

/Demon Soccer



Looking For A Fresh Start

In A New Century

players are Britiany Cargill and Holly

Horn, who were First Team
Southland Conference and Missy

Payne, who was Second Team
Southland Conference.

All of these players

contributed heavily to the success of

the soccer team this season. Other

award-winning players, who are

graduating, are First Team SLC

member Janet Callahan and Second

Team SLC member Kelly

Knapschaefer.

The team closed on a

successful note but had a mediocre

start at first. On Aug. 27 the team

opened its season at Southern Mississippi

where it lost a tough match. September did not

bring much comfort as the Demons only won
four games and tied one while losing six. The

end of the month was a genuine losing streak

as they dropped four in a row.

Coolly Horn

kicks one o( the

goals that con-

tributed to

making her one

of the top play-

ers in the SLC.

Olt took a while

to learn how to

win, but after

we started win-

ning; we started

winning a lot.O

--Holly Horn

I

^M^WZ
October was a complete 360-degree

turn around for the team. The Demons began

playing with a passion the team has never had

before. They lost only one game and tied

another. They won five of their last six games

and four straight to end the season. This was a

big enough streak to bring conference attention

to the team. They were nearly accepted into the

Southland Conference Tournament. It all

hinged on Stephen F. Austin losing their final

game. In a tragic turn of events, however, the

Lady Jacks won and kept the Demons out of

post-season play.

Holly Horn credits the teamOs success to

learning the new way of playing the game.

Olt took a while to learn how to win, but once

we learned, it became easy,6 she said.

CWinning the games seemed easier after

the team learned how to win,6 teammate Missy

Payne agreed.

While it was hard on the team to miss out on

^ r*VI*
|
the post-season, there

were other important

non- statistic results that

came out of the season.

The Demons finally had a

chance to tell the rest of

the Southland Conference

that the Demons would be

a force to be reckoned

with in the next century.

Demon Soccer/ 145
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From this sm&Jl band of Louisiana

Normal School runners, Northwestern

coaches have fouitf one of the -finest

track programs on any college

campus,



Track
I

Q^Cc c t o r

Andujo and

Duun O'Kellv

lead fellow

r e n c e

runners m a

mam-
down the inner

lane at the NSl'

Stony 6y fay JLcfkt

/^rj>\ ver the past 1 7 years under the direction of head coach

\^y I^con Johnson, 34 Ail-American honors have been won
by 19 Northwestern athletes. The number, as astounding as it

may sound, is only a physical way to tell the rest of the world

what NSU students and athletes of all eras already know which

is Northwestern State University has the finest track program

anywhere.

The 1 999 Demons will be remembered as another rung on

the ladder of excellence that has come to dominate the world of NSU athletics. In

one valiant outdoor season, the Demons claimed the 1999 Southland Conference

Men's Outdoor Track and Field Championship.

The Demons kicked off the 1999 season with a stunning performance at

the Walter Ledet Track and Field

Complex during the NSU Relays.

Kenta Bell qualified for the

NCAA Track and Field

Championships on his first day in

competition. Bell tied the 19-year-old

school record, 26-4 in the long jump.

The Demons took four of seven field events and four of 1 1 races to top

the field.

Other bright spots this year came in Filipe Apablaza and Tyson Dillard.

Bell, Apablaza and Dillard went on to compete at the NCAA Championships in

Men's Track



Bell Leaps to Another

Ail-American

home
onally tf

Boise, Idaho.

Apablaza, the three time SLC high jump champion, was tied for 18th nationally

with his 7-3 best. That jump earned him the national record in his home

country of Chile. It also earned him the title "Filipe Apablaza, the

Chilean Champion."

With his 52-7 in the ~"TB

triple jump, Dillard went to Idaho

as a sophomore ranked 15th in

the nation.

At the championships,

Bell won his second Ail-

American honor as he took home
eighth in the triple jump with a

distance of 53-5. He also took

1 1th in the long jump with a 25-3. Apablaza

ranked 1 5th with a high jump or T~07 and

Dillard placed a very high 1 1th with his 52-2

in the triple jump.

Coach Johnson's athletes

have combined to win 34 Ail-

American awards. "None of those

young men who have been All-

Americans were what you would call

outstanding when they arrived here,"

said Johnson after thinking about

how his young athletes grew into

exceptional competitors.

He said that LaMark Carter was probably the most accomplished All-

American who has ever attended NSU fresh out of high school. Carter, who won
four All-American honors during his career at NSU, once had a triple jump of 51

feet in high school. He is currently training for the 2000 Olympics, and he is

ranked the top triple jumper in the United States.

Johnson even remembers improvement in the best NSU athletes. Six time

All-American Brian Brown was one such athlete.

"He was not an exceptional athlete when he came here, but he left a very

decorated All-American," said Johnson of Brown's career. Brown, who is

finishing his doctorate, later married Natasha Kyser, a silver metalist at the

Barcelona Olympics.

Things are looking great for Northwestern Men's track as they approach

the millennium. Jr. U.S. National Javelin Champion, LaTrell Frederick, will be throwing

for NSU. Dillard will be coming back to jump, and Bell will have one more season of

eligibility.

On the track, outstanding runners like Todd Boddie, Kyle Thomas, Hector Andujo,

Chris Baker, Robert McCormack, Juan Landono and Danon O'Kelly will have many more

races to run.

With talent like this and a whole lot more, the Demons will be a competitive force

in the years to come.

Men's Track
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• NSU Wo

15 Years of

Commitment Builds

Strong Foundation

for Future Success

/^>^ In 1985, a womens'
V^_ ^y track team was

created on the

Northwestern State

University campus. Many
people thought that the

idea of a Lady Demons
Track Team was crazy
However, with the aid of

Demon coach Leon
Johnson and a hot new
boys' basketball coach at

St. Mary's, Chris Maggio,
the team has grown to be
a very successful part

of the NSU athletics

program.

St&tty Sty ty&ty J,<fte&
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Track
Stony Stf fay £cfle&

ff*rtzg .is it may

sound NSU and

confcieuoe Ihlrtw

do this for lim and

rwrnitt

^hristin Carter's

hair is adversely

affected by gravity

a.s she leaps over

Ihc bar during the

high jump.

Ithough the

Women's track

program is still

very new, the

1999 Women's

Demon Track

Team was no

stranger to suc-

cess. They held

up to the best

standards
they have

ever had, set

new records

and sent the

second team

member in

school histo-

ry to the

NCAA

Championships in Boise, Idaho.

The 1999 season

opened to a stunning

performance by the

Demons during the NSU
Relays.

Tiffany Cronin provi-

sionally qualified for the

NCAA Track and Field

Championships on her

irst day in competition.

Cronin broke the NSU

triple jump record, as she won her

event with a distance of 4 1 -6.

Overall, the Lady Demons swept

the field events and won four of the

nine races in the meet.

Regina Roe was another integral

part of the success of the Demons last

year. Roe finished the season with the

12th best javelin throw in the nation

and her new NSU record of 166-9. Roe

later went on to compete at the NCAA
Championships in Boise, Idaho.

At the championship, Roe easily

finished with a very strong 1 7th placing

in the javelin throw with a distance of

152-10.

Cronin almost made the cut, but

she was three jumps behind the final

152 /Women's Track



Javelin and Triple Jump
Look Great at Home

qualifying jump. She was only a few cen-

timeters off the mark to qualify for the

meet.

This has been an improvement for

the women's program which evolved from

an all walk-on team in 1985. It has

improved to become one of the strongest

teams in the SLC.

Under the guidance of head coach

Dean Johnson, many of these young women
have risen to new heights of competitive-

ness.

Johnson took over the program in

the fall of 1994. He had been a grad-

uate assistant during the 1985 sea- y'
son of walk-on competition. He knew

how the program had started and how
hard he would have to work to take it

somewhere.

"Like quite a few women's pro-

grams, Track and Field is very new here at

Northwestern,"

said Johnson.

"I've seen this

program grow
to one that is

fully funded

with regard to

other schools we
compete
against."

During
Johnson's

tenure,
many
things have

happened.The
Demons have battled their way into a

top three ranking within the SLC. Last

year, the 4x100 team broke the SLC

record, and he watched Roe break the

school record and make her way to the

NCAA Championships.

He will coach the first NSU

foot

female pole-vaulter, Laura Turner, and he

has had the opportunity to coach the best

jumper ever to come out of Colorado,

Tiffany Cronin.

Out of high school, she was

a 39 foot jumper in the triple

jump and recorded an 18

foot long jump. She

improved to just over 42

feet in the triple jump
and to a 19-10 in the

long jump.

Johnson also said that

the women's team has some

great prospects for the

future. Stacey LaThompson

has "a great opportunity to be

the best sprinter in the SLC."

As the women's team begins

its 15th year of competition

in 2000, it will have chances to

do things no other Demon team

has. It will be able to compete on its own
terms and set its own rules. With a solid

foundation underneath it, the Demon track

team will be able to build an even better

record next year. After all, the bright

future, youth and talent that the team pos- qy he Nsu relays feature

sesses will only help them run forward many exceptional races

including the women's
at a faster pace.

j 500 meter run.

Women's Track/ V 153 -



Most Recruited Sport
/Q ike it or not, recruiting has become a huge

(f^V^ pari of college athletics, (.one arc the days

ol a player longing to play for a certain team and

walking on with only a duffel ha;; and grim hope

for the tut urc.

Well, those things still happen, but the old

traditional form of athletics has been replaced with

a grand science that benefits everyone. The best

example of this practice occurs in NSU's most

recruited sport, football.

Football recruiting is a year round task of

the Demon football coaching staff. This is not a

simple task. After keeping an eye on the high school

football teams and prospects, Coach Sam Goodwin

and the seven assistant coaches have 20 days in

May to hit the schools. They concentrate their

efforts m Louisiana, east Texas, Southern Arkansas

and Mississippi junior colleges. During this time,

grades are gathered, and the players are watched

during practice. There is usually a list of more than

1000 students. Watching films at the end of the

season narrows this list down. Then each coach

focuses on eight to ten prospects, which is later cut

in half.

Generally, there are 40 possible recruits

who visit the university during the last three weeks

of January. There is a three-day program that

allows the prospects to meet the players on the

team, watch highlight films and attend a basketball

game. The players, as well as their parents, have a

meeting where they sit down with the position

coach and discuss how they like NSU. On Sunday,

there is a short program during breakfast, and

Coach Goodwin takes time to talk with all the

players. During this time, he makes decisions about

who will receive a scholarship.

Many of the recruits come from Ruston,

New Orleans, Natchitoches and the "Golden

Triangle": Beaumont, Port Arthur, and Orange. The

Demons have had walk-ons from Chicago and

Washington State, as well as students from as far

away as California and Florida. "Often times, the

highest ranked players will gp to LSU

or another large school, but we go

for the best." says Coach Goodwin.

As anyone can see, our

Demon football staff is doing

whatever it can to make sure that

North western can be proud of its

football players and continue to

strive for more winning seasons in

the future.

/Most Recruited -

Sam Goodwin examined

his board of possibTe

jjgnees, .is players made

up their minds on

where to pluv college

football.



Most Funded Sports
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f~^ri unding is another very important

\^y part of today's athletic structure.

Athletics have become a huge part of the

college experience, and the funding a

program receives helps determine how
good the team can be. At Northwestern, the

football team spends the most money
overall but definitely not the most money
per player.

When it comes to funding, Associate

Athletic Director Donny Cox is the man
with all the information. According to him,

the budget of the football team can be

rounded off and broken up into three

simple groups: with forty percent to

scholarships, with forty percent to

personnel, and with twenty percent to

operations.

The state allocates a certain amount
of money depending on the size and
division of the school. McNeese, Grambling

and Southern are among the schools in

Northwestern's financial grouping. There

are 63 full scholarships that NSU is allowed

to offer. Often, the starters on the football

team get full scholarships, and the

remaining scholarships are divided

accordingly to allow most of the remaining

players to get partial scholarships.

Of course money is spent on the

salaries of the football staff, and the

remaining amount is for operations. These

operations consist of maintenance and
repairs, recruiting and travel expenses.

The allocated funds are not enough
to cover the costs of operating the football

team, so the Demons earn additional funds

through fund raising, gate receipts and
donations.
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Z\ stumbling bunch of drunken newspapermen from every corner of the state came
^-—^V together in 1950 to figure out innovative ways to cover Louisiana high school

football. After a rowdy meeting in the lobby of an Alexandria hotel, the

men set to work. In the process, they achieved the idea for a

comprehensive system that would honor the greatest athletes ever to

compete in Louisiana.

That idea materialized in the form of the Louisiana Sports Hall of

Fame. The hall has become the most complete compilation of Louisiana

athletes and their memorabilia anywhere in the state.

In 1972, the Hall of

Fame finally came to rest in

Prather Coliseum. Any

young man or woman raised

^ on the hard work and

accomplishments of Louisiana athletes from every

^ sport in the state, professional or amateur, male or

female, can come to Natchitoches and view the

glories of their careers.

Before last year, 187 athletes found their way

to a spot behind the cases at Northwestern. During last year's ceremony, seven outstanding

Louisiana coaches and athletes found a home in Prather. Louisiana College coach Billy Allgood,

LSU coach Dale Brown, "The Father of Louisiana Professional Football" Dave Dixon, pro and

collegiate quarterback James Harris, All-Pro linebacker Rickey Jackson, running back Joe Profit

and three-time pro bowler Pat Studstill will be remembered in posterity for their

accomplishments in Louisiana athletics.
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Dale Brown

'£7 he Louisiana

Sport Hall of Fame

inducted Rickey

Jackson. Joe Froffit,

Dixon, Pat

Stud.slill. Pale Brown,

Minis and Billy

Allgood during the

monies.
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Graduate
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Club

"^1
r I n the Summer of 1978, me and several

^^1^\ I others reorganized the Graduate 'N' Club,

/ I ^^1/ because we thought it was important to

V V / recognize and honor the athletic greats of

^^m^^^ Northwestern State University," said Johnny

Emmons, the current head of the Graduate 'N' Club about why it

was restarted.

Its nine founding members were Johnny Emmons, Stan Powell,

Walt Ledet, Buddy Barnett, John Ropp, Jarod Pierce,

Ted Wright, Glenn Talbert, and C.L. Starns.

At their first meeting, they put together a process

to select members. The executive committee meets

early in the summer to decide who goes on the

ballot to be inducted into the Graduate 'N' Club

during the Homecoming game.

The criteria for being a member are that the

individual must have lettered in some sport while

attending Northwestern, and they must have been

away from the college for at least five years.

Although the club is titled the "Graduate" 'N' Club,

the members do not need to have graduated from

Northwestern. The club is open to any athlete from

I

Leon Johnson poses with former Lady IVmoii Track coach Chris Ma\'<io| oil SHOrtS

Keeping Northwestern's greatest athletes in our memories is important, and thanks to the

Graduate 'N' Club, our athletes are not only remembered but honored.

The list of athletes includes many greats: H. Lee Prather, Harry "Rags" Turpin, Walter

P.Ledet, Jack Clayton, Al Dodd, Frank Trammel,

Gary Reasons and Bobby Hebert call the 'N' club

home.

This year, the 'N' Club added to their ranks

several outstanding members. Women's
Basketball head coach James Smith, head

football coach Sam Goodwin and mens track

head coach Leon Johnson were inducted at the

NSU Homecoming ceremonies.

Smith exam-

ines his per-

sonal portrait

that will be

put on display

when he is

inducted into

the 'N' club.

Q§a m
Goodwin
poses with his

wife and

mother dur-

ing the 1999

homecoming
awards cere-

mony.
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AFRICAN-AMERICAN CAUCUS

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Terrick Harrell (Chaplain),

Atari Warner, Shawn Bruce (Vice

President), Christopher Joffrion

(President), Khakillya Babers

(Treasurer), Krisy Coleman
(Parliamentarian)

Row 2: Carline Lafontait, Kristy

McDaniel, Tamekia Means, Sametria

Samuels, Christina Jones, Theodore

Fountaine

Row 3: Tenecia McGrew, Dympha
D. Davis, Shymika Stephenson,

Cristalyn Reynolds, Miquel Womack,
Chanarey Pearson

Row 4: Derrick Britt, April

Washington, Alando Marston,

Tiffany Washington
rURPOut: To promote equality among all

students

ALPHA ETA RHO
rURrUbt: Promote the growth of aviation

through service and camaraderie.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Ben Andrus (Public

Relations Officer), Cory Mack
(Sergeant-At-Arms), David Cony
(Treasurer), Wesley Boyansk

(Secretary)

Row 2: Paul Jenkins, Brad

Krockel, Raymond Floyd, Brennen

Mack
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PURPOSE:
Promote biological

research and
awareness

among students.

MEMBERS
Row 1: Diane Kisner (Historian), Heather Jarrell (Treasurer), Timothy

Kraemer (President) Jessica Nguyen (Vice President), Laura Finn (Secretary)

Row 2: Michael Reagan Slaughter, Melanie Banks, Joseph McGowan, Alish

Hays, Jeff Lenkart, Helen Pham, Monica Whitfield, Shukella McCoy, Brock

Oakes, Nicole M. Jagers, Shondra White

PURPOSE: BLUE KEY
To serve the community and the University and promote well-

being among Northwestern students.

MEMBERS:
IRow 1: Meredith Tohlen (Volunteer Coordinator), Wayne Bush

(Treasurer), Rusty Broussard (Vice President), Tim Long (President),

iTonnia Hymes (Secretary), Scott Dodd (Public Relations)

IRow 2: Missy Dugal, Louis Nelson

iRow 3: Amy Johnston, Henry Burns, Nikki Walker, Melissa

Robertson, Scott Gottreau, John Conde

Chartered by the

University in 1959, Beta Beta

Beta continues to be the only

national honor society for

biology majors.

Jerry Allen, Beta Beta

Beta advisor and professor of

microbiology, said this

organization focuses on
fostering an interest in the

biological sciences and
encouraging undergraduates

to become involved in

biological research.

"It is a club that is

heavily involved in student

research," Allen said. "The

national organization

encourages research and even

provides grants for students to

pursue research."

Although Beta Beta

Beta does have its community
service obligations, they are

considered secondary to the

mission of the organization.

"Our mission is simply

research and dedication to

biology as a science," Allen

said.

In order to be an

eligible member of this

organization, a student must
have a 3.0 GPA, be classified

as a sophomore and have

completed at least one course

in biology.

"Any student who's

serious about pursuing a

career in the biological

sciences certainly owes it to

themselves to become
affiliated with this

organization," Allen said. "It

tells what a career in biology is

all about."

Story by Stephanie Danby
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CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Tasha Breaux

(Secretary), Jennifer Culpapper

(Treasurer), Christen Gremillion

(President), Rhea Campbell

(Lieutenant Governor), Kristi

Storm (Vice President)

Row 2: Taryn Vinet, Jeremy

Nelson, Amber M. Cooper,

Kristen Taylor, Erin Ashley,

Stephanie Painter, Michael

Reagan Slaughter

Row 3: John Birch, Corine

Clark, Danna Graff, Sarah

Osborn, Emily Russo, Lindsay

Mallory, Joseph Downs, Jeri,

Bromfield, Emily Smith, Crystal

Bergeron

rUKr Out: A world-wide collegiate

service organization that improves communities

while providing fellowship and leadership

opportunities to its members.

DEMON SWEETHEARTS
PURPOSE:
To assist the football program in recruiting perspective

student athletes and promote school spirit throughout

the community and the University.

Row 1: Chanae Howard, Kelly Masters)

(Historian), Jacquelyn Bailey (President).

Cynthia Harmon (Vice President), Renee'

Foster (Secretary)

Row 2: Kim Stroughter, Jill Morgan,]

Khakillya Babers, Jessica Rushing,

Rashunda S. Sims, Kathryn Sanford

Row 3: April Jordan, April-

Washington, Xanthia Calahan, Tacia

Estem, Tasha Jackson, Shondra White,

Julie Owen



THE STRENGTH BEHIND THE TEAM

There is no doubt the Demons are an

awesome football team, but behind the scenes, there is a

team of women who stand by and support their men.

The Demon Sweethearts are a volunteer organization for the^

Demon football team. These women mainly serve as recruiting agents for"

the team. They assist the football department in recruitment of perspective athletes,

they promote school spirit throughout the community and school.

The Demon Sweethearts meet two to three times during the season, and they plan 1

[activities for the football team, assist coaches, and prepare goodie bags for the team, and]

promote Demon spirit.

"This year, we are very excited about our new sponsor, Mrs. Niki Viola," said.

Demon Sweethearts president, Jacquelyn Bailey. "She is the wife of Coach Curtis

and

Viola.

The Sweethearts not only support the Demons with recruitment

weekends, but they also encourage and support the football team and^

staff. In the spring, the Sweethearts continue their support

of the Demons by assisting with the spring

banquet.

Story by Joni Naquin

EL CLUB DE E6PANOL

PURPOSE:
To promote a better understanding of the Spanish language, customs
and culture.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Kodwo Pratt -

Panford, Robena Pratt-

Panford, Ebo Pratt-Paford

Row 2: Euanna Alvis,

Cristina Martinez-Burdeos,

Anita Kinder (Director of

Activities), James Myers
(President), Christina Jones

(Vice President), Anne Jones

(Secretary)

Row 3: Comfort Pratt -

Panford (Faculty Advisor),

Brien Hollenkamp, Patti

Waddle, Francisco Ugochi,

Sharonda Hamilton

Row 4: Ana Cabrejas, Rosa

Linda Garcia, Helen Pham,
Taryn Toms, Latisha,

McDaniel, George Kampa
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MEMBERS
Dr. Glenn Moffett (Faculty Advisor), Ben Spartman

(Vice President), Russell Fields (Past President), Dr.

Tom Hall (Faculty Advisor)

PURPOSE:
The IEEC (Institute

of Electrical and

Electronics

Engineers is an

organization for the

growth and

development of

pre-professional

engineers.

N5PIRATIONAL MA66 CHOIR

PURPOSE:
To spread the word
of God through song.

MEMBERS:

164

Row 1: Terrick Harrell Parliamentarian/Chaplain), Arien Phillips (President), Tonya Means

(Secretary), Michael Addison (Treasurer)

Row 2: Niecy Sheppard, Jamika Perry, Tanya Ducke, Aundrea Harris, Corey Deon Williams

Row 3: Eddie J. Hamilton, Marche' Garland, Teneka Gash, Sametria Samuels, Nathelda Baham,

Jasheika J. Dennis, Ronald Josh Jones, Tiffany Washington (SOP), Chanacey Petrell Pearson,

LaShenQuita A. Claiborne

Row 4: Sonya Jeannette Hall, Tasha Simpson, Jantie' T. Wooden, LeNisha Douglas, Chantoyal

Gregg, Bridget D. White, Pamela A. Johnson, Tyneshia Taylor, Angela McKinney

Row 5: Raymond Winzy, Jermaine Proshee, Travis Williams, Tiffany Chanel Hall, Essence Douglas,

Cedric L. Williams, Frederick Atkins, Derrick Britt, Gracie Carter

Organizations



I.R.T.5.

PURPOSE:
The International Radio and Television Society's

purpose is to promote the field of broadcast journalism.

MEMBERS
Kristy McDaniel, Larry

Collins, Joni Naquin
(Vice President),

Sametria Samuels,

Heath Crawford

(Parliamentarian)

KAPPA MU EP51LON

PURPO&E:
A mathematics honor society

dedicated to furthering

students' interest in math.

MEMBERS:
Scott Dodd, Kristen Russell (Secretary), Michael Walker
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LOUISIANA SCHOLAR'S

COLLEGE FORUM

PURPOSE:
The purpose of the

Scholar's Forum is

to provide a place

for discussion

between faculty and

students. In

addition, the forum

organizes Scholar's

College activities

throughout the

year.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Martial Bonvillain, Jeremy Nelson, Lily Kusljic, Lakesha Harris, Jonathon Chanie, Evan Come
Row 2: Brett Chiquet (Freshman Rep), Bess Vincent (Sophmore Rep./Moderator), Valene Broussard (Freshman

Rep.), Charlie Penrod (President), Michael Callac (Secretary), John Birch (Treasurer), Rusty Broussard (Junior

Rep.)

Row 3: Xiao Chen, Michelle Gravois, Chandra Smith, Gini Bullard, Tasha Breaux, Travis Clough, Kristy Frame,

Mariann Noonan, Vanessa Byrd, Laura Dovcet, David Knox

Row 4: Jason Edwards, Melody Heiskell, Michelle Fogleman, Jennifer Brumley, Gregory J. Gelpi

Row 5: Bryan Carp, Melanie Allen, Kathryn Richards, Michelle Harvey, Amber M. Cooper, Mandi Jo Hopkins,

Missy Dugal, Amanda Cason, Matthew iDucki Comeaux, Edward Lee Boudreaux III, Sarah Muth, Jennifer

Rogers, Pauline Naquin, Megan Wyatt, Rhianna Ray

Row 6: John Durham, Jeremy Heniques, Alex Billioux, Louis Nelson, Jeff Lenkart, Chris Owens, Jeremy

Kirkwood, Jenny Rhea, Kris Reed, Jennifer Stokey, Shelly Miller, Marie Loeffler, Crissy Bergeron, Sarah Feistel,

Lisa Robinson, Zachary Thomas,

Row 7: Clint, Beniot, Triston Mclnnis, Jeffery Whitney, Joe Naquin, Mario Uiavez, Becky Owens, Jeremiah,

Newsom, Andrew Davis, Cedric Garrett, Sally Hernandez, Stacie Cosby, Josh Keitner, Brittany Lirtlejohn, Leslie

Westbrook, John Wesley Smith
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When the members of Scholars' College Forum meet, more than just great minds are at work.

Even though every Scholars' College student is considered a member of the Forum, the Forum is actually a

smaller group of dedicated Scholars' students. The mission of the Scholars' Forum is to contribute to the academic

development of students and faculty, as well as, to form a unifying organization within the Scholars' College.

The Forum's yearly events include food fairs, thesis barbecues, special activities, and the most anticipated,

the Scholars' Formal. The funds collected throughout the year go toward these events. All students in the Scholars'

College are invited to participate in these events.

This year the Forum participated in all of the Homecoming activities, elected new officers, and reinstated the

Scholars' General Forum. They have also lobbied the administration and the Student Government for new plans

for the Scholars' College.

The Forum meets every week, and on the second Tuesday of each month, general forum is held. All students

in Scholars' College are invited and given the opportunity to voice their opinions.

"We are all excited, motivated and dedicated to making Scholars' a more unified place," President Charlie

Penrod said. "The eight members of the forum spent many hours ensuring the best results."

MATHEMATICS ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA

PURPOSE:
MAA is a student organization

dedicated to helping those

students interested in

mathematics and to develop

their professional math skills

and understanding of math
concepts.

MEMBERS
Row 1: Michael Walker,

Scott Dodd
Row 2: Stewart

Thompson, Jessica

Stokes, Kristen Russell

M.

E.

N.

C

MEMBERS:
Eric Zelasko

(Secretary/Treasurer)

,

Wendy Grissom (Vice

President), Cherissa

Legendre (President), Mark
Reilly, Johnna Owecki,

Melissa Gilliam,

Bartholomew D. Romero,
Janette Ralston (Co-Advisor)

PURPOSE:
The Music Educators National Conference's purpose is to promote the

field of music education to college students.
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PURPOSE:
To educate students on career

opportunities in health and medical

professions.

MEMBERS
Row 1: Missy Dugal, Rebecca Leonard

(President), Laura Finn (Secretary)

Row 2: Nicole M. Tagers, Jason

Milligan, Melody Heiskell, Mandi Hopkins

(Vice President)

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Bill McSween
(Secretary), Jeff Tynes

(President), Ferlar

Whaley (Vice President)

Row 2: Adam A
Jannik (Faculty

Advisor), Russell Fields,

Sherman Kogel (Faculty

Advisor)

N.

A.

I.

T.

PURPOSE:
The National Assoication of Industrial Technology is an organization of various technical

disciplines that are devoted to the advancement of industry.
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NATIONAL ORDER OF OMEGA

PURPOSE:
National Order of

Omega's purpose is to

promote Greek unity on

Northwestern's campus.

IV I u /V\ JJ> U K w '. Rashunda Sims (Treasurer), Clarence

Frank (Secretary), Wendy Lanier,

Casey Ashley (Vice President)

PHI BETA LAMBDA

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Walter Creighton (Advisor),

Jarrod Sanson (President Ex-Officio),

June Michot (Treasurer), Lana Breland

(President), Laura Bucker (Vice

President), Amy R. Martin

(Reporter/Historian)

Row 2: Ashley Beason, Chad
Barrington, Terrick Harrell, Johnathan
Sexton, Brad Tyler, J. Eric Johnston,

Allyn Hall

PURPOSE:
Phi Beta Lambda promotes service, education and leadership in

the field of business.
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PHI CHI
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MEMBERS:
Row 1: Khakillya

Babers (Treasurer), Jules

Duncan (Secretary),

Curtis Bennett

(President), Matt Sykes

(Vice President), Row
2: Wendi Petrus, Jamie

Walker (Treasurer-Elect),

Dale McPhearson, Gerrit

J. Huttink

PURPOSE:
To encourage, stimulate and maintain

excellence in scholarship and advance the

science of psychology.

PHI ETA SIGMA

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Larry Collins (Public

Relations Chair), Michael

Reagan Slaughter (President),

Joshuah A. Laird (Secretary),

Brad Tyler (Vice President),

Row 2: Henry Burns, Seth

Busby, Joseph Kiely, Wayne
Bush

170

PURPOSE:
An all-male society that promotes

academic excellence and

brotherhoodthroughout its members
academic years.
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PURPOSE;
To promote the finest in

American music and
instill awareness of music

and its importance in the

enrichment of the human
spirit.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Benjamin Drake (Music Director), Christopher Brown (Alumni Secretary), Trent Gunter (Historian),

Clarence Frank (President), Lane K. Dunn (Secretary), Mark Johnson

Row 2: Zackery Grant, Kenneth Scattergood, Uel Sarith III, David Thompson, Russell Greenlee, Eric Salmon,

Josh Aruizu, Nathan Keefer

Row 3: Kurt Hanawalt, Garrett Ford, Donald G. Gamble, Aaron Zeller IV, Joel Burris, Johnny Leake, Joey

Trahan, Jason Lancaster

Row 4: Paul McCune, Todd Modgling, Ryan Atwood, Bartholomew D. Romero, Terrick Harrell, Aarin Bridges,

Jason Lowkewicz, Mark Reilly, Michael Gibson, Scott Lindholm

MEMBERS:
Andre' Williams (Graphic

Design Artist),

Ericca Reynolds

(Treasurer),

Emily Leonard

(President),

Larry Collins

(Communications

Director)

P.

R.

6.

S.

A
PURPOSE:
The Public Relations Student Society of America is dedicated to

presenting "real life" experiences to its members while fostering

communication between professionals and undergraduate members.
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MEMBERS:
Row 1: LaQuinta Washington,

Lyndsey Courtney (Treasurer), Jaime

McElroy (President), Joni Naquin
(Public Relations Chair), Jamie Hughes,

Gylles Landry

Row 2: Wendy Lanier, Casey Ashley,

Ashley Beason, Chas Barrington,

Rashunda S. Sims, Suzanne Sewell

Row 3: Kelle Head, Lacy Dumas,

Megan Black, Angelique Duhon, Kristen

Russell

PURPO&E
The Purple Jackets are the official hostesses of

Northwestern.

THE ROWING TEAM

PURPOSE:
To promote rowing on

the competitive and

recreational levels.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Megan Juckett, Yonna Frost, Sarah Bynum, Gini Bullard, Marion Yelverton, Libby Palermo, Michelle

Walters, Ali Wylie

Row 2: Dave Seard, Heather Powell, Johnathon Sexton, Alan Pasch(Boatman), Anna Reves(President), Sarah

Muth(Secretary), Erin Ashley, Jessica West, Jessica Cramer(Vice-President)

Row 3: Christian Coombs, Ginny McNeil, David Clark, Audrey Baugh, Valerie Broussard, Iggy(Treasurer),

Edward L. Boudreaux III, John Wesley Smith, Lindsay Mallary, Corey Devillier, Trey Roberson, Duncan Miller,

Hanke Segel, Eric Randall, Jason Butler, Kirsten E. Weierholt, Gabriel Fletcher, Stephanie Painter
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MEMBERS:
Row 1: Emily Tracy (Secretary), Greg O'Quinn (Vice President), Ashlee Crooks (Public

Relations/Advertising)

Row 2: Christina Jones, Corey Duplantis, Todd of Yore, Chas Barrington, Laci Stokes

Row 3: Sarah Griffith, Molly Beach, Nancy James, Cary Rushworth, Jr.

PURPOSE:
The Student Activities Board's purpose is to promote culturally diverse activities for the

students.
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SCIENCE CLUB PURPOSE:
The science club allows science majors to get

together. They have regular research

opportunities and projects in a social

environment.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Matt Creighton

(ACS President), Marcie

Kimball, Tomiceana

Goodnight (ACS

Secretary), Gina Rigsby

(SPS Secretary), Michael

Walker (SPS President)

Row 2: Scott Dodd (SPS

Nice President), Gillian

Rudd (ACS Faculty

Advisor), Josephine Rudd,

Martin Rudd (ACS

Faculty Advisor), Kristen

Russell (SPS)

H &aHL4 *JW r»tk
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PURPO&E:
Student Government

Association is the

students'representative

to the administration,

faculty* and state. It is

the responsibility of

SGA to improve

students' lives.

MEMBERS:
Justin Courtney (Treasurer), Shawn Hornsby (President), Paul Rome (Vice President), Earl Gates

(Senate Chair), Ja(Juan Allen, Sametria Samuels, Leanna Anderson, Britt Ulmer, Rusty

Broussard, Matthew Comeaux, Andrew Davies, Vanessa Byrd, Paige Mitchell, Chas Vandersypen,

Shymika Stephenson, Kevin Brough, Joni Naquin, Jamie Hughes, Nathan Collies, David Gunn,

Bess Vincent
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PURPOSE
educate

on

To
students

opportunities in

free enterprise and

provide a

competitive
atmosphere for

excelling in the

field

5.

I.

F.

L
MEMBERS:
Low 1: Jodi Allardyce, Brandy Youngblood (Vice President), Brad Tyler (President), Victoria

erkins, Dale McPherson, Dr. Nat Briscoe (adviser).

Low 2: Dr. Bob Jones (adviser), Henry Burns, Clint Rashall, Laura Fields, Janelle Johnson, Xiao

!hen, Ben Evans, Leanne Price

THE COLOR OF MONEY
If you save $2 a week and invest in it for 40 years at a seven percent annual yield, you will end up with

$286,000 in your account.

Are you confused? Don't worry! The University's Students In Free Enterprise (SIFE) team can help.

SIFE tries to teach others how our economic system works. By doing this, they in turn achieve their

organization's goals.

"Most people don't perceive the benefits of saving and investing," Roberts Jones, assistant professor of

economics, said. "Even a low rate of return, over time, really adds up."

Students had the opportunity to learn all about how interest rates can add up during SIFE's Responsible

Use of Credit Week. A seminar sponsored during the week taught students proper money management, record

seeping skills and how to establish a workable budget based on goals, income and expenses.

Possibly one of the most valuable pieces of knowledge many students gained from this experience was the

ability to understand and interpret a credit report. This knowledge is sure to benefit a student's financial

awareness for years to come.

But, according to Jones, this seminar benefited the members of SIFE just as much, if not more, than those

who attended them.

"These activities give team members real world experience at using the skills employers will be looking for

when they enter the job market," Jones said. "They develop leadership skills and are given the opportunity to

practice them."

The completion of all required projects provides members with direct job market benefits at SIFE's

Regional Spring Competition where students can talk directly to interested employers.

"I enjoy working with the team when helping out around the community. I'm also really excited about

SIFE because the experience provides a number of opportunities and advantages for me after graduation,"

Brandy Youngblood, vice president of SIFE, said.

Many of the University's SIFE members agree that these opportunities and advantages make SIFE more
than an organization.

According to Jones, "SIFE is life."

Even though this is the team's first competitive year, these students will be providing competition in the

free market system for years to come.
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MEMBERS
Row 1: Angela McCorkle, Kelly Koover, Pamela Shore(Treasurer), Amy
Johnston(Vice-President, Membership), Kelly Watkins(President), Danielle

Prontka(Vice-President, Ritual), Micelle Walters(Secretary), Deanna Myers

Row 2: Wendy Grissom, Jeannie Campbell, Melani Thompson, Pamela Gullorti,

Kelly Kumbier, Allison Bishop, LeaAnn McFarlin

Row 3: Jennifer Jackson, Erin Tatum, Haguit Rivera, Jamie Camp, Cheryl Esparza

PURPOSE:
To promote music in America and in the community. We strive for

the highest in professionalism and within ourselves.
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PURPOSE;
To perform community service

and promotion of higher educa-

tion. The organization believes

that they can better serve the

community through higher edu-

cation. "Greater Service, Greater

Progress."

&IGMA GAMMA RHO
MEMBERS:
Felicia Williams (Historian), Shayna Hines (Vice President) Lakeisha Henderson

(President), LaQuinta Washington (Treasurer), Tonya Means (Secretary)

PURPOSE:
Caring,

Curing,

and Changing!

SOCIAL WORK
MEMBERS:
Row 1: Vanessa Wilson(Secretary), Resia

Minshew(Vice-President), Michelle

Theriot(President), Michelle Mire(Treasurer),

Wendy Ebarb(Parliamentarian)

Row 2: Vernon Sorrells, Jennifer Milne,

Daniel Tillie, David Sikes, Alisa Webster, Sue

Mixon
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SOCIETY OF APVANCEMENT MANAGEMENT

PURPOSE:
Learn about management
in all fields.

MEMBERS;
Monika Green (President), Shymika Stephenson, Daniel Wayne
Bush (Secretary), Marcy Fusilier (Faculty advisor)

SOCIOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE CLUB

PURPOSE:
Encourages sociology and crimina

justice majors and minors to worl

with the community at large an<j

promotes the use of sociologies

research.

MEMBERS:
Michelle Gravois, Dr. John Hillebrand, Rhea Campbell
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5.

P.

J.

PURPOSE:
The purpose of the

Society of Professional

Journalists is to

promote all fields of

journalism to any

major. It is a national

organization that is

open to NSU students

and

MEMBERS:

members.

Row 1: Neil Ralston (Faculty Adviser), Megan Carpenter, Larry Collins

(President), Courtney LaCour (Treasurer). Row 2: Greg Gelpi, Ericca

Reynolds, Shelly Briery, Donald Gervais, Nadra Harrison. Row 3:

community Shawn Hornsby, Heath Crawford, Melissa Robertson.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
The Society of Professional Journalists is an organization that is dedicated to fostering professionalism and

journalistic integrity within its members. This integrity coupled with the interaction between undergraduate

chapters and professional chapters is what makes this organization unique and beneficial to its members.

SPJ works hand in hand with professionals from surrounding areas.

"Being a member of SPJ has helped me in my job at the Alexandria Town Talk," Treasurer Courtney Hornsby
said.

"I am constantly learning things that I can apply to my work in a professional environment," she continued.

Through committees that concentrate on areas including the Sunshine Law and the Freedom of Information

Act, the organization is able to keep members informed of legal battles and ethical dilemmas that are facing

journalist around the world.

"There are laws that protect journalists in this country, and I think that it is important that we are all well

versed in them and how we can obtain help in legal areas if needed," member Shawn Hornsby said.

The organizations Legal Defense Fund was enacted to secure the First Amendment rights ofjournalists and
is readily available to aid in the often costly court cases that may arise.

SPJ also promotes the use of ethical behavior, and encourages the recognition of the society's Code of Ethics

among its members. The organization has instituted an ethics "hot-line" for any journalist that has an ethical

question or problem.

"Our chapter will reimburse anyone who calls the hot-line for advice or guidance in an ethical or legal

issue,"member Stephanie Danby said.

Vice president Josh Green said that SPJ also believes that giving back to the community is a wonderful way
to implant an interest in the youth of the area at an early age.

"We have worked closely with the Natchitoches Boys ad Girls Club and have even given them a tour of the

entire journalism department and let them watch a live broadcast of NEWS22," Green said.

The organization, with advisor Neil Ralston, who was named as the best faculty advisor in the nation at last

year's convention, is currently working toward attending the national convention, are working towards attend next

years convention.
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TAU BETA SIGMA

PURPOSE:
To provide service to the Northwestern State band during

practices and performances.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Kelly Manuel(Secretary), Sherri Pierson(Treasurer), Teresa

Charles(Vice President), Emma Dugas(President), Ashly Crawford, Lori Anne
Anzaldua, Andrea Reyes

Row 2: Renee Ramagos, Aaron Ravare, Dannell Bell, Meredith Fleck, Johnette

Perkins, Ebony Pouncy, Angie Kulaga, Gylles Landry, Lana Rodrigue, Jill

Manning
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VET TECH CLUB

MEMBER5:
Row 1: Tiffany Young (Historian), Kelly Koozer (Treasurer), Annie Simmons (Secretary),

Deborah Johnston (President), Alexandra Cognevich (Photographer)

Row 2: Kim Prejean, Elana Brown, Eric Mendel, Jamie Combs, Holly Wilson, Mary Anne
Barnett, Terri Reese (Vice President), Kim Kelly (Photographer)

PURPOSE:
To promote animal health, community service, and to

educate the public about animal well being.
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Religious Organizations

BAPTIST

COLLEGIATE

MINISTRY
r (JKr Uut: To know Christ and to make Him known. I

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Nikki Walker, Mindy Pope, Christy O'Banion, Chris Prince, Brad McCandless, Lana Rodrigue, Danette

Guidry, Dixie Land, Bruce Thomas, Brent Thomas

Row 2: Phyllis Collins, Cole Collins, Bill Collins, David LeBlanc, Lane Leblanc, Marcia Agent, Angie Kulaga,

Amanda Brown, Shane Regions, Lana Breland, Rachel Hetler, Jessica Waites, Chris Barho, Mariann Noonan,

Jennifer Bryant

Row 3: Misty Pope, Joey Kulaga, Jarrod Sanson Jamie Evans Bruston K. Manuel, Amanda Greer, Holly Bays,

Elizabeth Patchen, Christopher Landry, Heather Tolbert, Pamela Dorris, Carly Williams

Row 4: Hartwell Rice, Melissa Basco, Michael Wilson, Roubert S. Bailer, Johnathan Sexton, Cleveland Owers,

Cesar O. Isgitt, Kim Savis, Paul Endris, Suzie Webb, Shannon Maloney, Lisa Pryor, Melody Collins

Row 5: Grant Birdwell, Jason Gardner, Deran Schilling, Stewart Thompson, Cory Veulema, Randy Morvant,

Joe Wood, Joe Horan, Linsay Clark, Matt Dougay, Flint Miller, Bryan LaFiette, Whitney Long, Jessica Stokes,

Scott Gottreu
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CAMPUS MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL

MEMBERS: PURPOSE
Row 1: LaDesha Guin

(Historian), Anna Cecrle

(Secretary), LaKiesha Guin

(Treasurer)

Row 2: Laura Laborde,

Jinger Fugua, Crystal Long

To unite and encourage fel-

lowship among students

and to fulfill "The Great

Commission." (Matt. 28:

18-19).

CATHOLIC STUPENT ORGANIZATION
rURPUbt: To gather in fellowship with one another.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Mandi Jo Hopkins (Secretary), Missy Dougal (Vice President), Lori Cashio (President), Fr. Jose' Del

Toro, Kyle Thomas
Row 2: Sarah Muth, Marion Yelverton, Michael Walker, Kristen Russell, Sister Francisco Ugochi, Bridget

Louviere, Heather McCardle, Amy Bongiovanni, Robin Ramagos, Brien Holkamp, Kathleen Courville, Bertrand

Christopher, Jr.

Row 3: Edward L. Boudreaux III, Tasha Breaux, Scott Dodd, Anne Jones, Jessica Nguyen, Anitra Kinder,

Helen Pham, Latisha McDaniel, Jennifer Pellegrin, Renee' Ramagos
Row 4: Eric Randall, Frank Toro, George Kampa, Julia Dudley, Brandon Favors, Seth Busby, Matt Pinckwood,

Stephanie Painter, Heidi Manery, Lindsay Mallary
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WESLE/

WESTMINISTER

FOUNDATION
PURPO&E:
To provide a place for students to grow as disciples of Jesus, an

opportunity to develop their own spiritual identity, and to

experience God's love.

MEMBERS:
Row 1: Raymond Winzy, Ron Jones, Jermaine Proshee

Row 2: Sonya Hall, Tanya Ducre, Sametria Samuels, Niecy Sheppard, Aundrea Harris, Corey Williams, Jamika

Perry, Tonya Means, Marchei Garland

Row 3: Nathelda Baham, Tyneshia Taylor, Beth Watts, Tiffany Washington, Chanacey Pearson, Stephanie

Rogers, Tasha Simpson, Angela McKinney, LashenQuita Claiborne

Row 4: Teneka Gash, Jantie' Wooden, LeNisha Douglas, Essence Douglas, Frederick Atkins, Bradley Tate

(Secretary), Tristan Mclnnis (President), Lasheika Dennis, Chantoya Gregg.
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Student Media

THE CURRENT SAUCE
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GREEK
A Closer Look at Greek Life —

p. 2ll

iWhy People Go Greek



Events of Rush Week



Row 1: William LaGrange (Treasurer), Erik Coplin (Secretary), Bryan

Alleman (President), Jason Everage (Vice President), Joshua Rambo
Row 2: Kyle Busby, Chad Black, Todd Yore, Oliver Thomas, Will Hooper
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Row 1: Mary Lea Howe (Vice President), Virginia Dixon (President),

Amanda Killingsworth (Secretary/Treasurer)

Row 2: Sarah Griffith, Alexis Roy, Robin Sampson, Michelle Meyer

Row 3: Michelle Harvey, Nichole Laborde, Lindsay Lucas, Abbey

Norwood, Dana LeBlanc
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Row 1: Lacy Dumas, Virginia Dixon, Wendy Lanier, Norman Tanner,

Rashunda Simms, Shondra White, Paul Rome.
Row 2: Bryan Alleman, Nic Pace, Rocky Procell, Lakeisha Henderson,

Angelique Duhon, Wesley Breeden
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Row 1: Natasha McPhearson, Norman Tanner, Gaynelle

Stewart

Row 2: Tasha Jackson, Lakeisha Henderson, Shondra
White
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Row 1: Shawn Bruce (Secretary), JaJuan Allen (President), Vincent

Robert Hicks (Historian)

Row 2: John Conde (Treasurer), Marcus Kennedy (Vice President)

AOA
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Greek Forum

The Ups aod J)oWi)S of Greek life

Benjamin Wynne underwent two of the most time honored rites of passage at Louisiana State

University in September, 1999. He received a pledge pin from Sigma Alpha Epsilon voting him into

the brotherhood, and he got "rip roaring" drunk to celebrate. When police were called to the frat

house, they found almost two dozen men passed out on the living room floor. By early morning,

Wynne was dead of alcohol poisoning, and three of his fraternity brothers had been hospitalized.

According to the University's Greeks, it's the nationwide broadcast of a few "bad apples" on

the tree of Greek life that has created a binge drinking, hazing label for all Greek organizations.

"No matter what good you do for the community or what good you do for your fellow man, it

doesn't matter," Wes Breeden, President of Pi Kappa Phi, said. "As long as one fraternity somewhere
in the country messes up, you're still going to be looked down upon."

Heather McCardle, junior member of Alpha Omicron Pi, agrees that Greek organizations are

often stereotyped with a bad reputation that's not only derived from other Greek organizations as a

whole but also from individual members.

"If one person does something wrong," McCardle said. "The whole group is stereotyped."

But many of the University's "non-Greek" students believe that it is the actions of the majority

of the Greeks that influence the majority of the Greek life stereotypes.

"There's a reason the stereotype gets there, it doesn't just appear," a junior health and exercise

science major, who wants to remain anonymous, said. "They acquire the label because of what they

do."

Another stereotype, aside from the Greek "party life", is the belief that Greeks are "buying

their friends."

"I never had a desire to be in an organization where I had to pay people to hang out with me,"

a junior English education major, who also wishes to remain anonymous, said.

In defense, Chris Baker, junior Pi Kappa Phi member, considers his expenses to be more like a

business investment rather than the purchasing of peers.

"You're not buying your friends," Baker said. "Like a business, you need money to operate."

According to Baker, leadership skills, academic help and an instant family are just a few things

that are acquired by "investing your money in the business."

Also included on the "pros" list of Greek life is the opportunity to get involved on campus,
forming life long bonds with others and being part of a tradition.

The University's Greeks said they are willing to take the good with the bad in order to become
part of Greek tradition. It is this tradition that bonds them together and that exploits them as a

whole when someone falls off of the tradition track.

"Every organization has its ups and downs," Jeff Strozier, sophomore Theta Chi member, said.

"For me, the ups of being Greek are always going to overshow the downs."

It doesn't matter whether you joined a Greek organization for the ups or decided not to rush

because of the downs, you're still part of the Northwestern family.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha
established 1973

Row 1: Alisa F. Simmons (Treasurer), Tammy L. Francisco (Secretary), Shondra

White (President), Tasha Jackson (Vice President), Erinn M. Mitchell

(Parliamentarian) / ^ m£ / ^
Row 2: Kenyatta Foster, Bridget Maiden (Historian), Delonda R. Wysinger,

LaKoya Porter, Shemeka Woodard, Sharisa Roberson

192

Alpha Kappa Alpha members
at one of their meetings.
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T^r
Several Alpha Kappa Alpha
members work at the Jimmy
Long fundraiser.

Tasha Jackson and Shondra White at

a Alpha Kappa Alpha meeting.

The1976AKA's
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7\!pf]3 On)icroi) Q
established 1997

Row 1: Kim Pratt, Tiffany Jeansonne, Aimee Springer (Recording Secretary), Missy Dugal

(Treasurer), Lori Cashio, Alexis Roy, Heather McCardle, Kristy Pesnell, Lacy Dumas
(President), Amanda Killingsworth, Kathryn Richards, Dusty Rhodes, Caroline Bolter

Row 2: Brandi Williams Jessica Armstrong, Melissa Blakey, Angela Warnock, Jaclyn Mcgee,

Katie Bults, Nixie Craig, Alissa Hayes, Allisen Schrock, Charnella Mudd, Sophia Foshee, Cary

Disher #m M ^k
Row 3: Bridget Louviere Michelle Harvey, Candy Cox, Alicia Levell, Christie Noland, Nikkie

Trahan, Amanda Gathier, Kelli Morse, Natasha Furlow, Karen Francis, Amanda Warnock,

Renee Ramagos, Katie Brumfield _^^ ^L^ ^J _JL_
Row 4: Brearte Powell Amy Broussard, Kellie Hearne, Nicole Shreve, Carrie Rolaston, Erin

Fernandez, Jen Warner, Kathy Griffin, Melissa Jennings, Nichole Laborde, Crystal Ware,

Aliana Cooper, Melanie Robinson, Lanie Lites, Kathryn Wiley, Crystal Swanner

w :v
Bid Day Swimming Party
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Several Alpha Omicron Pi members
take a vacation in Destin, FL

Alexis Roy and Kellie

Hearne in Baton Rouge at

Alpha Omicron Pi State Day

Caroline Bolter and
Amanda Killingsworth at

semi-formal "Fall in the
French Quarter"

Provide a lifetime ofsisterhood

A
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Donwa.icnt
established 1972

Row 1: Gaynelle Stewart (Secretary), Natasha McPhearson (President),

Chanae Howard (Vice President)

Row 2: Xanthia Calahan (Sergeant-at-Arms), Jamila N. Anderson (Financial

Secretary), Ayanna Redmond (Treasurer)

1988 Delta Sigma
Theta members
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Greek Forum

Greek Vs. Greek
Sfsry by dm tiotytf

A little friendly competition never hurt anyone, and it doesn't even hurt the Greeks. In fact,

it seems to make the Greek system on Northwestern's campus even better.

Greeks compete against each other in everything from winning awards, organizations,

academics, pageants, honors, sports and especially with rush.

Frequently, the competition gets out of hand. Pranks such as vandalism, namecalling, and

insults are as common in Greek life as badges and mascots, but what is most surprising about

Greeks is that where most students would find this behavior destructive, Greeks find it beneficial.

"The competition helps us to strive to be the best," Julie Duncan, a member of Phi Mu
Fraternity said. "The competition keeps us working hard for our chapter."

Even the newest fraternity on campus, Pi Kappa Phi, finds competition to be a more
positive aspect of Greek life.

"The competition is natural," Wesley Breeden, president of Pi Kappa Phi said. "It helps the

bond you share with your brothers in the fraternity and makes us better."

The competition exists for many reasons. Some say that it is the bond the fraternities and

sororities share with their members that builds the pride, and the competition represents that.

"Everybody wants to be the best and for members to represent them well," Duncan said.

"That is why there is so much competition for members to win pageants, such as LOB, and to be

in the most honor organizations."

"If there is competition, it always helps our members to do better, to try harder and to

work together," Sewell said. "In the end, the competition just makes us better, no matter the

outcome."

"It's (competition) all part of being Greek here," Ronald Guillory, a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi said. "All the Greeks know that we have one common goal, and when we work together,

we can always achieve that one common goal."
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1981 Delta Sigma
Theta members

"Intelligence is the torch ofwisdom"
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Kappa Alpha Order
establihed 1963

Row 1: Eric A. Coplin (Sergeant-at-Arms), David Frederick (Treasurer), Brian

McCoy (Corresponding Secretary), Joseph Eidson (Vice President), Nic Pace

(President), Chas Vandersypen (Recording Secretary), Jeremy Antee (Historian),

Chris Chelette (Parliamentarian), John-Michael McConnell

Row 2: Michael Danos, Ted Smith, Jeremy Rivers, Floyd Falcon, Jason Peabody,

Paul Sanderson, Gary T. Rushworth Jr., Cory Mack, Rusty Jones, Cary Janet, Jason

Piccolo ^^ r^^^
Row 3: Donnie Thornton, Jonathon Posey, Cody Gilcrease III, Steven Funderburk,

Lee McLean, Brock Strahan, Justin Greer, John Testa, B. J. Robison, J. D. Williams,

Justin Chandler

Row 4: Justin Rockett, Aaron Dillard, Franklin Alsobrook III, Richard Harper,

Michael Ward, Jeremy Aaron, Marcus Rhymes, Jay Comeaux, Brent Paddie, Patrick

Surbeck, Patrick Young, Kyle Cassano
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Two 1 965 KA members prepare for the

State Fair football game against

Louisiana Tech.

1972 KA members
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Kappa Uim
established 1966

Row 1: Clint Nunnally, Ray Corbett, Joshua Rambo (Grand Treasurer), Trey Guillory

(Grand Procurator), Luke Brandon (Grand Master of Ceremonies), Rocky Procell (Grand

Master), Matt Courville, Jared Hewitt, Neil Fontaine, Micheal Hataway
Row 2: Dustin Floyd, Chris Laurence, James Beck (Alumni Advisor), Curtis Norris, Chad
Kellogg, Stephen Vansickle, K. C. Sirmon, Chad Griffin, Jeff Rachal, Bobby Beall, Stephen

Eddy Richard Armstrong,

Row 3:Matt Deshotels, Forrest Bolin, Andy Cox, Matthew Neal, Stephen Adams, Dusty

Finn, Korey Keith (Chapter Consultant), Bart Miller, Colin Douglas Trahan, Will Branton,

Dane Terrell Clayton Welch, Jaun Saldana,^^
Row 4Jonathan Clifton, Wayne Griffin, Jourdan Raacke, Mays Kee, John Webb, Zack

Hayes, Lamar Henry, Lance Poisso, Jason St. Germain, Jason O. Coleman, Jared Pearl,

Chuck Weeks
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1979
Kappa
Sigma
members

1 970 Kappa Sigma house
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"Service to selfand society
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fti Peta fym
established 1973

Row 1: Ryan Jackson, Mandrell D. Jones, Norman Tanner (Vice President), Bruce

Smith Jr. (President), John Coleman, Shaun Jackson

Row 2: Kenta Bell, Willie Wiggins (Secretary), Quail Parks, Brian Rayner (Sergeant-at-

Arms/Chaplain) ^L
Row 3: Joseph Johnson III (Treasurer), Jack Givens (Public Relations)

Mandrell Jones and
Norman Tanner at a

Talent Show
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Two members from the 1 976
chapter of Phi Beta Sigma.

Phi Beta Sigma members Norman
Tanner and Kevin Willis
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1 979 Phi Beta Sigma members

a
Culturefor Service and Servicefor Humanity

'
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Row 1: Melissa Champion, Summer Bryan, Kayla Morvan, Casey Jo Crowder

(Coresponding Secretary), Beckie Dauzat (Recording Secretary), Chas Barrington

(Treasurer), Angelique Duhon (President), Jamie Hughes (Vice President), Ashley

Beason, Jamie McElroy, Sarah Griffith (Parliamentarian), Tana Case, Michelle O'Neal

Row 2: Jessica Scriber, Jennifer Tippett, Casie Gray, Erin Carrigee, Tracey Camburn,

Marie Johnson, Cassie Shunk, Britt Ulmer, Kristen Holley, Jennifer Leger, Cherish

Traylor, Mary Lea Howe, Amy Derrick, Dana Reynolds, Laurin Harlan, Audrey Troquille,

Lesley Deblieux, Angelle Benoit, Margaret Marcello

Row 3: Jessica Sweet, Trisha Shrell, Jennifer Jackson, Michelle Meyer, Eileen Ehlers,

Joni Naquin, Caron Chester, Carrie Bourgeois, Christy Groves, Natalie Lafauci, Robin

Sampson, Candace McNabb, Rachel Howe, Allyn Hall, Ellen Dutsch, Shana Shirley

Row 4: Wendi Petrus, Ashley Spiegel, Robyn Shaw, Kirsten Aillet, Heather Miller,

Melanie Ryan, Angela Ryan, Allissa Ohmer, Meredith Roden, Tara Newman, Stacey D.

Thompson, Michelle Dominger, Katie Johnston, Courtney Riche, Heather Deggs, Megan
Sharkey, Celeste Gauthreaux, Jennifer Bennett, Brittany Brumley

Row 5: Katy Bond, Erin Brown, Emily Leonard, Michele McCormack, Julie Duncan,

Haguit M. Rivera, Lea Ann McFarlin, Allison Bishop, Misty Garrett, Keelie Creed, Sally K.

Deason, Heather D. Hebert, Lauren Richard, Nancy James, Christene Peterson, Leanna

Anderson, Susan Miller, Kelli Conn, Madi Rozas, Leslea Woodson, Emily Simpson, Khara

Brodrick
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Phi Mil's prepare for the Homecoming Parade.

1 975 Phi Mu members

'The Faithful Sisters
"
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£i Kappa hi
re-established 1999

Row 1: Manny Pitcher (Secretary), Michael Barras (Historian), Todd Bobbie

(Vice Archon), Wesley Long Breeden (Archon), Chris Baker (Treasurer), John
Huffstetler, Justin Hicks (Chaplain)

Row 2: Cory Wilson, Kyle Bobbit, Steve Franklin, Luke Hudnall, Jesse

Mancuse, Michael Johnson, Rick Jones, Heath Crawford

Row 3: Joshua M. Poche, Todd Modgling, Kyle Thomas, Stephen Tanner,

Brock Oakes, Rick Guillot, Joseph McGowan, Ryan Bienert, Justin Reynolds

David Morgan Jr.

Row 4: Jay Lyles, Chad Black, Josh Green, Robert Beramus, Hector Andyjo,

Knic Knippers, Michael Mauston, J. P. Fitzmorris, Jonathan Grant

206
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J. P. Fitzmorris, David Morgan
Jr., and Rick Guillot show off

their best G. Q. poses.

Juan Londono and Casey
Crowder share a Kodak
moment.

Luke Hudnall and Justin

Wolfe give their best to

the photographer.
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1 970 members of Pi Kappa Phi

"Building Better Men "
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3ign)a fym 3igrna
established 1928

208

Row 1: Casey Ashley (Executive Vice President), Melanie McBride (Secretary), Camille

Nunez, Wendy Lanier (President), Megan Black (Vice President), Kelle Head, Allison

O'Con (Treasurer)

Row 2: Bridget Hundley, Laynie Legendre, Shelly Tyson, Sommer Miller, Haley

Atherton, Erin McConnell, Abbey Norwood, Janelle Wheat, Suzanne Sewell, Lori

Miller, Courtney Payne, Whitney Fite, Heather Johnston, Lyndsey Courtney, Lindsay

Lucas, Mary Beth Scott, Rebecca Kaiser

Row 3: Amy Davis, Amy Hood, McKenzy Stewart, Leslie Grusjean, Leslie Prescott,

Megan Mayeaux, Jenna Mohl, Virginia L. Dixon, Molly Beach, Ashlee Crooks, Misti

Chelette, Maggie Cathey, Jill Richie, Dene LaCaze, Jill Morgan, Dana LeBlanc

Row 4: Lindsey Penneywell, Jennifer Gaar, Allison Bulot, Mignon Stelly, Bridget

Toups, Kristen Thorberg, Raechal Leone, Danielle Dupre, Shannon Catalanotto, Katie

Dollar, Jenny O'Con, Tricia Knox, Pattie LeBlanc, Diana Gandy, Katie Plummer, Misty

Tolbird, Lori Waguespack
Row 5: Lindsey Wright, Melissa Laney, Lauren Pasqua, Jackie Fenoli, Deidra Foley,

Jenna Connick, Lauren Kenaky, Jennifer Grey Davenhauer, Kim Goins, Chady Rink,

Meg Higginbotham, Allison Wilder, Melissa LaBauve, Hollie Book, Lauren Blakely,

Denna Ferrata, Candi Stanley, Christen Weeks, Micki Sebastien, Courtney Michels,

Ashley Carline, Nancy Bourn, Jamie Pullieg
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A 1976 future Sigma Sigma
Sigma member

Tri Sigma's cheer on
the homecoming court

at the pep rally held on
Front Street.

1 973 Sigma Sigma Sigma members cheer on
the Demon football team at a Pep Rally.

Faithful Until Death
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5igroa [hi
established 1997

Row 1: Jason Jarrean, Jared Norman, Derek Delaney, Dustin Laroux, Chris

Gaudet, Mark Merrell Jr., Trent Harrel, James Hollkamp

Row 2: David Gunn (Sentinel), Micah Coleman (Chaplain), Josh Merrit

(Historian), Kevin M. Toler (Marshal), Mark Bulot (Lieutenant Commander),

Allison Bulot (White Rose), Paul Rome (Commander), Greg O'Quinn (Treasurer),

Nathan Collier (Recorder), Kenneth LeBaron

Row 3: Shawn McCallon, Chad Simmons, John D. Copen, Josh Curry, Kevin

Odom, Will Hooper, Todd Yore, Ian Guidroz, Chris Romano, Oliver Thomas, Reade

Machen, Lee Faist, Greg Rachal

Row 4: William LaGrange, Ian East, Brandin Cantu, Jason Campbell, Joey

Hinderberger, Steven Fisher, Robbie Wadsworth, Brian Snyder, Lucas Wright,

Chris Collier, Rich Hill, Don David, Joey Reese

Row 5: Marcus Melancon, Daniel Speer, Brandon Oubre, Kevin Fonteno, Jordan

Gerard, Zachary Chumley, John Mottet, Matt Thompson, Colby Hebert, Jim

Jacobs, Walter Clement, Jacob Doucet, Jamie Reves, Josh Miller, Cory Cordova,

Tommy Wynn
Row 6: Justin Arnold, Adam Brooks, Blake Hines, Charles Tabor, Leon Nurman,

Regan Wilson, Jonathan Huillot, Stewart Messer, Brandon Moore, Joshua Ingram,

Ron Byles, Troy Bailey, Sean Cole, Chris Choate, Neal Tadlock
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Sigma Nu members
participate in the
Homecoming
activities by
performing in the Lip

Sync contest.

M
u

Greek Forum

STORY BY vIOMl NAQUiN
Before a Greek can wear letters, a badge, or shout chants, he or she has to go through

Rush Week. Besides being one of the most important weeks of the year for Greeks, it is also one

of the most scrutinizing. Rushees judge the Greeks, and the Greeks judge the rushees.

This is the time when rushees learn about the philanthropy, socials, brotherhood,

sisterhood, and the scholarship of the many different Greek organizations. After a series of

parties during the week, rushees make a decision on which organization best suits them.

The organizations also look closely at each rushee. They look to see if the rushee can meet

the criteria each organization has for its members.

"We want to make sure that a person who comes into our fraternity is not coming in just to

have fun," Ronald Guillory, a member of Kappa Alpha Psi, said. "We want them to be good
members who will strive for achievement in our chapter."

"We want a lady who will be comfortable and can be herself within the chapter," Julie

Duncan, a member of Phi Mu, said. "She should be willing to donate her abilities to the chapter

in order to better our chapter."

"I will look for someone who I can honestly call my brother," Reade Machen , a member of

Sigma Nu, said.

"We look for a girl who has a good personality, who shows enthusiasm from our chapter

and someone who is friendly," Suzanne Sewell, a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma, said.

Even though rush seems to be a harsh time, it actually has a distinct and important

purpose.

"Rush is the lifeline to your fraternity," Pi Kappa Phi member Wes Breeden said. "If you
don't have rush, you don't have new members, and your fraternity will slowly die out."

For most Greek sororities on campus, formal rush week takes place the week before

school. Each chapter has a quota or maximum number of girls to accept into the organization.

For most Greek fraternities, formal rush takes place about one to two weeks after school

starts.

The fraternities have no quota and usually obtain other rushees throughout the year.

"Love, Honor, and Truth
"
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Tsfl Kappa ^psiloD
established 1957

Row 1: Jay Hardy (Secretary), Lucas Troskin (Sergeant-at-Arms), Richard Campbell,

Shonda Wiggins (Sweetheart), Harrison Magee (President), Chris Rich (Chaplin), Nick

Jirovec W
Row 2: Matt Tounton, Leopold Klump, Bryan Alleman, Tate Strong, Jason Oberle, Mike

Hunt, P. Reitmeyer, Joseph Barton

Row 3: Trent Landry, T. J. Landry, Brett Johnston, Gary McFerrin, Jared Lightfoot, Kal

Cormier, Brian Wilkinson, Wil Ardis, Thomas Dyer, Glenn Salter, Joshua Dartez, Jason

Stewart

Row 4: Brian Racca, Peyton Giddens, Todd Lemoine, Jeremy Malmay, Sumner Taylor,

Amos Williams, Jamie Ezell, Kurt Thoele, Jason Noel, Patrick York, Chris Hill
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Players take a break at the fall

1 999 TKE Volleyball Tournament.

Molly Beach and Emily

Tracy are two of the TKE's

biggest fans.

Several 1 970 TKE members get ready for

the annual Louisiana Tech football game.
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"Love, Charity and Esteem
"
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Tfjeta (hi
established 1973

Row 1: Ramsen Sayad (Treasurer), J. Eric Johnston (Vice President), Shade Dufrene

(President), Edwin Lagarde (Secretary), Lucas Shaw (Marshal)

Row 2: Andy Walsworth, Brandon Matherne, Robbie Wagnon, Derek Veade, Kyle

Busby, Chad Barnhill, Matt Kees, Henry Eric Smith, Mark Doolittle

Row 3: Brett Barley, Joe Long, James Clements, Thomas Meyers, Nike Castelin,

David McFarland, Daniel Collins, Clarence Frank

Row 4: Joshua M. Clarkson, Billy Smith, K. J. Hebert, Jamie Seal, Ryan Atwood,

Corey Calcote, Joel Waldrop, Christopher Breaux, Jeff Hanel, Jason Haines
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Theta Chi's show their

Demon spirit at a pep rally.

A 1 986 Theta

Chi member.

1 979 Theta Chi members and the Theta Chi sweethearts.

'Alma Mater first, and Theta Chifor Alma Mater
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Zeta Qji §eta
established 1976

Row 1: Felicia Jones (Secretary/Public Relations), Natasha L. Neal (Assistant

Secretary), Rashunda S. Sims (President), Csendo Jackson (Vice President/

Historian), Andrea Ellison (Treasurer/ Parliamentarian)

Row 2: Danielle Reed, LaKesha Oliver, Inette Herron, Rowena Fe Nacino

Row 3: Alexia Miller, Kendra Young, Shannon Gordon
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1983 Zeta Phi Beta members
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Greek Forum

Why go Greek?
Story by Joni Naquin

With so many negative stereotypes about Greeks, why do so many students on

Northwestern's campus choose to go Greek? Maybe it's the influence of family members, the

opinion of friends, becoming involved or all these reasons.

For some, the Greek system was a way of life from childhood to college.

"I had the experience of growing up around Greeks, and throughout my life, Greek life has

been a crucial part of it," Ronald Guillory, a member of Kappa Alpha Psi said.

For others it's the everlasting friendships that sway students to join a Greek organization.

"It's the greatest thing that's happened to me since I have been at Northwestern," Wesley

Breeden, a member of Pi Kappa Phi, said. "I found a group of guys that are great and will help me
out no matter what troubles I have."

For others the social aspect also means getting to know people around campus.

"I wanted to get to know alot more people when I went Greek," Reade Machen said. "I also

wanted to improve my involvement with the school."

"My experience with Phi Mu has been awesome," Julie Duncan said. "I have been able to

make friends that I know will last me a lifetime along with developing social and leadership skills."

These are just a few examples of the reasons people go Greek, but there are more great

reasons to list.

"There are so many great things and positive things to get out of the Greek system," Breeden
said. "Especially the leadership, and a great group of friends are what made me want to go Greek."

Everyone in the Greek system all agreed that it didn't matter why they went Greek, the

experience provides memories for a lifetime.

ii

Together we stand, divided wefall"
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Greeks at the University are trying to set the record straight and dismiss stereotypes that arose from the recent

Louisiana State Police fake ID investigation.

The Feb. c), 2000 issue of The Current Sauce reported that law enforcement officials are currently investigating

college students' involvement in making fake IDs.

The investigation began after a student had to be revived after a night of excessive drinking. Not only was his

blood alcohol level three times over the legal limit, he also had a fake driver's license in his possession.

So far there have been 21 citations and eight arrests. Of the eight arrested, six have been University students

and four of the six are members of the University's

Greek system. Three are members of Kappa Alpha

Order and one is a member of Sigma Nu
Fraternity.

"I don't think this has anything to do

with Northwestern's Greek community," Richard

"Juice" Penny, social chairman of Tau Kappa
Epsilon, said. "It is just an incident that happened

between guys who happened to be a part of the

Greek system and which wasn't condoned or

accepted by the fraternity. It wasn't the fraternity's

fault."

Many others agree with Penny.

"It shouldn't be a fraternity issue," Stephen

Stroud, former KA president, said. "I don't think it

should be blamed on the fraternity as a whole.

Also, all the facts and the investigation hasn't been

over with yet. I think the article was premature

since the investigation isn't over with."

"We are all affiliated with one organization or

another; that is just something you face when you

join an organization," Bess Vincent, a member of

the Student Government Association, said. "It's

unfortunate that these students have been labeled

this way. It's just something that people have to

,, face. It's not their fault that their fraternity

I brothers did this, and that it had to be publicized

I that way."

Two members of Sigma Nu also share these

In the Spring semester several students, some of whom P 1™ons
* „ . .

were Kappa Alpha Order members, were arrested for
It will affect us by having a negative impact on

making fake IDs and other charges. Greek life because it is not looking at the acts ot

the individual, it's looking at the whole Greek

system," Nathan Collier, vice president of Sigma Nu, said.

"I think people need to understand that Greeks are members of society like everyone else, and they are

the microcosms of society at large," David Gunn, a member of Sigma Nu, said.

Other members of Greek organizations are also defending the Greek community.

"I think this will affect the Greek community, but I believe it shouldn't," David Morgan Jr., president-

elect of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity said. "Those were individual acts and those members should not have done

what they did. They didn't do it as part of the organization. It shouldn't affect the organization, but since

they are associated with it, it will still affect the group."

"They did it outside of the organization and it shouldn't affect the system, but because they are Greek, it

docs/' Laura Blakelv, a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority.

STORY BY JONI NAQUIN
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See Dr. Webb's

Version of the NSU Fight Song

p. 238

Who is Isabella?

^hat students have
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Do You Know Where the Columns
ARE FROM?
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Abel. Danielle, Dry Prong

Abels, Robin. Calvin

Ackerman, Catherine, Slide]]

Adams, Erica, Pineville

Adams. Stephen, Alexandria

Adams, Donna D., North Carolina

Adams Jr., Steven, Abbeville

Addison, Celeste, Natchitoches

Addison, Derek, Natchitoches

Agent, Marcia, Pineville

Aillet, Kristin, Monroe
Alaniz, Stephanie, Houston TX
Alexander, Travis, Natchitoches

Alexander, Charlie, Hornbeck

Alexander, Matthew, Natchitoches iiLft£l£i
Alford, Dequena, Natchitoches

Allain, Corey, Plaquemine

Alleman, Bryan P., Lafayette

Allen, Adam, Shreveport

Allen, Rodric, Houston TX

1 1

Allen, Melanie Lynn, Woodlands TX
Allen, Ja juan, Ponchatula

Allen, Kandice, Lena

Allen Ii, Jerry, Natchitoches

Alsop, Cynthia, Winnfield

Ambrose, Joshua, Pineville

Amos, La Darien, Haynesville

Anderson, Henry, Converse

Anderson, Leanna, Zwolle

Andrews, Athena, Natchitoches I % •£.if£
Andrews, Danyelle, New Orleans

Andrews, Lillie, Madrid Spain

Andrews, Shaunda, Natchitoches

Andrus, Benjamen James, Scott

Anholt, Ryan, Moose Jaw SK
ezm™
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Anthony, Crystal, Loaranger

Anthony, Natasha, Natchitoches

Anzaldva, Lori Anne, Sealy TX
Appleton, Matt, Henderson TX
Arabie, Holly, Lake Charles

Archield, Cece, Deridder

Armstrong, Richard, Zwolle

Armstrong, Lorenda, Natchitoches

Arnold, Justin, Haughton

Arnold, Jeremy, Natchitoches

Arnoud, Joy, Natchitoches

Artigue, Joy, Provencal

Ashford, Shantelle, Pineville

Atkins, Frederich, Lake Charles

Atkins, Kelly, Alexandria wmw
Ba, Troy, Natchitoches

Babers, Taquela, Coushatta

Babers, Khakillya, Coushatta

Babers, Stephanie, Coushatta

Babin, Brian, Baton Rouge

Badley, Nakia, Marrero

Baggett, Debra J., Natchitoches

Baham, Odessa, Natchitoches

Bailer, Robert S., Campti

Bailey, James, Austin TX

Bailey, La Scottskee, Natchitoches

Bailey, Mari, Dallas TX
Baker, Chris, Ruston

Baker, Julie, Natchitoches

Banam-Picard, Tammy,
Natchitoches

Banks, Melanie, Pineville

Barbo, Chris, Standard

Barbo, Rachel, Sibley

Bardin, Erin, Deridder

Bardwell, Laurie, Marthaville

IBRffi
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Barfaam, Doyle, Zwolle

Barker. Andrew, Baker

Barker. Pennie .lean. Baker

Barklev. Andrea. Deridder

Barmore, David, .Jamestown

Barras. Micheal. Alexandria

Barrier, Jessica, White Oak TX
Barrington, Chasity.

Natchitoches

Bartnik, Michael, Bossier City

Barton, Joseph, Wills Point fx

Basco, Melissa,

Columbia

Basco, Heather,

Prv\ille

Brad Tyler,

Brandee Lasuzzo,

and Dale Mcpherson

224

Brandee Lasuzzo, junior business administration major, Brad Tyler, junior business administration

major and Dale McPherson, senior psychology take the challenge of the NSU Quiz.

Potpourri: Have you ever heard of Le Rendevous? What does it mean?
McPherson: Uhh... a meeting place?

Tyler: Yeah, a meeting place.

Potpourri: So, what is the Bullard Mansion then?

Lasuzzo: The Bullard what? Isn't that where you throw darts?

Tyler: It's where the president lives.

Potpourri: Have you heard of the columns?

Lasuzzo: They're the first columns of the first building or something.

McPherson: No, there was some old plantation that burned.

Potpourri: Alright then, you guys have been here a while. Who is Isabella?

Tyler: (laughing) That's my aunt

Potpourri: Oh really? Well one last question. What are the school colors?

McPherson: Purple!

Lasuzzo: And white!

Tyler: Oh yeah and don't forget orange!

,a Individuals



Christy Rainwater

Christy Rainwater is a sophomore elementary education

major, and she will knock your socks of with her NSU trivia

Potpourri:

Rainwater
Potpourri:
Rainwater
Potpourri
Rainwater
Potpourri:
Rainwater
Potpourri:
Rainwater
Potpourri:
Rainwater
Potpourri:
Rainwater
Potpourri:

Rainwater
Potpourri:
Rainwater

What are the columns?

r I have no idea.

Okay, what about the Bullard Mansion?

: Ummm, not a clue.

Not a clue, huh? What about the school's colors?

: I know this one! Purple and white.

What does "Vic" mean?
r Eat - it means eat.

What about our fight song? Do you know the words?

: Go Demons Go, our something.

Who is Isabella?

: She's a ghost... I do know that.

What is Louisiana Normal School?

r Well, that's the school that I go to.

Who is Sam Goodwin?

r I think that he is Sam Walton's brother.

What about...

r Dude, I dunno any of this!

iWi^

Do you know this man?

Bass, Ashley,

Natchitoches

Bass, Jenae Lee,

Pollock

Bates, Michael, Natchitoches

Bath, Amy, Natchitoches

Baylor, Christina, Natchitoches

Bays, Holly, Sumerfield

Beach, Molly, Lafayette

Beall, Bobby, Lecompte

Beaner, Felton, Natchitoches

Beard, Nancy, Natchitoches

Beard, Julie, Arcadia

Beason, Ashley, Shreveport
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m-Craig, Melissa, Many
Beaver, David, Arlington TX
Beavers, Josh, Haynes\ille

Becher, Manuel, Bavaria Germany
Beebe, Ben, Lena

Bell, Kenta, Kilgore TX
Benevage, Emily, Florien

Benjamin, Randall, Oceanside

Bennett, Michael, Sulphur

Benoit, Angelle, New Orleans

Benson, Jennifer, Sterlington

Beoun, Saniyyah, Natchitoches

Bergeron, Mariel, Morgan City

Bergeron, Crissy, Kinder

Bergeron, Crystal, Gibson

Berly, Katherine Eddy, Campti

Besant, Mykeesha, Natchitoches

Bethley, Rosemarie, Many
Bienert, Ryan, Natchitoches

Bijeaux, Christopher, Houma

Billings, Gloria J. Jackson, Ft. Polk

Billioux, Alexander, Easley SC
Billmar, Christopher, Ft. Polk

Bills, Terri, Long Beach CA
Birch, John, Haynesville

Birdwell, Grant, Marthaville

Bishop, Allison, Natchitoches

Bizzell, Missy, Ft Polk

Black, Chad, Natchitoches

Black, Winter, Shreveport

Black, Megan, Zachary

Blackburn, Francesca, Ball

Blackwell, Tiffany, Harvey

Blake, Ryan, Winnfield

Blakely, Laura, Shreveport
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Blicklez, William, Baton Rouge

Boggs, Elona, Natchitoches

Boggs, Crystal, Dry Creek

Bolin, Forrest, Ringold

Boling, Bruce, Natchitoches

Bollens, Rachel, Natchitoches

Bollich, Brooke, Eunice

Bolter, Caroline, Baton Rouge

Bonadona, Jennifer, Donaldsonville

Bonvillain, Martial, Natchitoches

Book, Hollie, Natchitoches

Bookman, Kenya, Alexandria

Bordelon, Heston, Centerpoint

Borel, Brandon, Groves

Borne, Claire, Hahnville

Boswell, C, Simpson

Boudreaux, Danielle, Bauer

Boudreaux III, Edward L., Gretna

Bourgeois, Caroline, Ventress

Bourgeois, Becky, Ventress

Bourn, Nancy, Winnfield

Bourn, Nancy Deanna, Winnfield

Bowen, Katie, Pollock

Bowen, G., Metaire

Boyd, Cynthia Rena, Shreveport MHI
Bradford, Brandy, Natchitoches

Bragg, Alonzo, Natchitoches

Brandon, Marsha, Pleasant Hill

Brantley, Hillary, Homer
Braxton, Amanda, Kinder

Brazzel, Alice, Natchitoches

Brazzell, Jaime, Winnfield

Breland, Lana, Jena
Brents, Chasity, Vivian

Brewster, Theresa, Natchitoches

(f) Ifi& .,
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Brian. Donnan.

Natchez

Bridges, Aarin,

Minden
Bridges, Jimmy,
Houghton

Bridges, Julie,

Alexandria

Bridgewater, Cheryl,

Natchitoches

Britton, Pamela,

Natchitoches

Brodrick, Khara,

Welsh
President Webb

Brooks, Derrick, New
Orleans

Brooks, Renea S.

Natchitoches

Brosset, Amanda,
Natchitoches

Brough, Kevin,

Pineville

President Randall Webb is a product of Northwestern.

He enrolled as a student of the University in the summer of

1961 and had achieved a bachelor's degree in mathematics and

business education by January 1965. In the spring of 1966, Webb
received a master's degree in mathematics.

In 1989, he was named dean of Instruction and Graduate

Studies. He held this position until 1996 when he became President

of the University.

We were certain that Webb, as president of our University,

knew the answers to all of our campus questions. But, boy, was that

an understatement!

Not only did he know the answers; he knew the history behind

the answers and how each has changed throughout the years.

Webb couldn't say enough about Louisiana Normal College

and knew our Alma Mater from beginning to end. But when it came
to the Demon Fight Song , Webb was at a loss for words.

Potpourri: Can you sing the Demon Fight Song for us?

Webb: Let's see... Go ye Demons take the field. Northwestern

Demons never yield. Go Demons, fight tonight. Victory is on our side.

Purple and white shall ever reign, something about the battle strain.

Go Demons, do something and fight for dear old Demonland.

Potpourri: ok...

Webb: What did I miss?

Potpourri: Don't worry President Webb. You didn't miss much.

Webb: I didn't think so.

228 O-1^ Individuals
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Paul Monteleone

Maybe it's just a silly assumption, but we thought campus
leaders should know all there is to know about the University.

Some leaders could learn a little more.

Senior, Paul Monteleone, is former SAB president, and he

was a freshman connector.

Potpourri: Where did the three columns come from?

Monteleone: They are from the remains of the Normal School

from when it burned.

Potpourri: Did Normal School burn? I thought it just changed

its name to Northwestern.

Monteleone: Really? I thought it burned.

Potpourri: No, but let's go onto to the next question. What are

the words to the fight song or the Alma Matter?

Monteleone: Oh, that's a tough one. Something about 'go ye

Demons take the field. Purple and White shall never yield?' Is that

right?

Potpourri: Yes, those words are in there. There's more to it,

though.

Monteleone: Yes, I suspect there is.

Potpourri: What was Bullard Mansion?

Monteleone: That is where the Normal School was, and when it

burned, it left the three columns.

Potpourri: Wait a minute. I just told you that the Normal
School didn't burn; it changed its name.

Monteleone: Oh yea, that's right.

Potpourri: Who was Isabella?

Monteleone: A love struck fool that killed herself while

attending Normal School.

Potpourri: Was she a student?

Monteleone: I think so.

Potpourri: Do a little studying. Thanks, Paul, for the interview.

Monteleone: No problem, anytime.

Broussard, Eric Paul,

Lake Charles

Broussard, Teilla,

Erath

Broussard, William,

Crowley

Brown, Dane,

Converse

Brown, Janna,

Natchitoches

Brown, Lindsay,

Eunice

Brown, Kelli,

New Orleans

Brown, Miesha,

Grand Prarie

Brown, Damion,

Dallas

Brown, Ellana, New
Orleans

Brown, P., Slidell
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Brown. Paula, Shreveport

Browning, Robert, Natchitoches

Brumfield, Jeri, Natchitoches

Brumfield, Deanna, Franklin

Brumley, Cade, Natchitoches

Brumley, Jennifer, New Caney TX
Bryan, Summer, Shreveport

Bryan, James, Natchitoches

Bryant, Jennifer, Leesville

Buchta, Megan, Covington

Bucker, Laura, Haughton

Bullard, Merry, Minden
Bumcon, Brenton, Mansfield

Burford, Erin, Shreveport

Burkett, Crystal, Natchitoches

Burks, Te Taime S., Alexandria

Burnham, Jonathan, Natchitoches

Burns, Henry, Belmont

Burris, Wayne, Natchitoches

Busby, Julie, Provencal

Busby, Kyle, McKinney TX
Busby, Seth, Many
Bush, Monique, Natchitoches

Bush, Mary, Natchitoches

Butter, Vanessa, Pineville

Byles, Tara, Many
Calahan, Tanthia, Natchitoches

Caldwell, Mark, Campti

Calhoun, Sarah, Gilbert

Callac, Michael, Slidell

Callaway, Rebekah, Zachary

Camburn, Tracey, Belle Chase

Camp, Bryan, Slidell

Camp, Jamie, Palestine TX
Campbell, Autumn, Breaux Bridge
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Campbell, Kendra, Natchitoches

Campbell, R., Carencro

Campbell, Richard, Alexandria

Candler, Corey, Keithville

Cantrell, Amber, Haynesville

Cantu, Brandon, Marteso

Caos, Stacy, Natchitoches

Carey, James A., Woodworth
Carline, Ashley, Port Allen

Carlisle, Joyce, Natchitoches 1DM
Carpenter, Megan, Natchitoches

Carr, Makele, Clovis NM
Carrier, Jerome, Lake Charles

Carrigee, Erin, Metairie

Carter, Tommy, Alexandria

Carter, Felicia Antoinet, Natchitoches

Carter, Christin, Lake Charles

Carter, Carmen, Delhi

Carter, Christel, Delhi

Carver, Robin, Many

Case, Tana, Natchitoches

Case, Ty, Natchitoches

Casey, Ashley, Jena

Cashio, Lori, Baton Rouge
Caskey, Justin, Bossier City

Cason, Amanda, Natchitoches

Castell, Erica, New Orleans

Catalanotto, Shannon, Metaire

Cathey, Maggie, Simsboro

Cayer, Courtney, Tioga

Cecrle, Anna, Shreveport

Cedars, Heather, Natchitoches

Cedars Jr., Henry, Natchitoches

Chambers, John, Shreveport

Champagne, Jason, Opelousas
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Champagne, Verne, Natchitoches

Champagne, Jason, Opelousas

Champion, Melissa, Natchitoches

Chanae, Sarah, Simpson

Chance. Aaron, Florien

Chance, Ty, Rayville

Chapman, Alicia, Alexandria

Chapman, Billie, Coushetta

Charles, Travis, Belle Chase

Chatman, La Kimba, Homer

Chavez, Sonia, Elizabeth

Chelette, Misty, Montgomery
Chelette, Jason A., Montgomery
Chen, Xiao, China

Chenevert, Anita, Alexandria

Cherry, La Toya, Natchitoches

Chestand, Twana, Alexandria

Chester, Caron, Arcadia

Chiquet, Brett, Donaldsonville

Chism, Lacy, Many

Choate, Chris, Natchitoches

Christophe, April, Natchez

Christophe, Deirdre, Natchez

Ciaccio, Lori, Winnfield

Clabon, Crystal, Port Arthur TX

Claiborne, LaShen Quita, Mansfield

Claiborne, LaSheu Quita, Mansfield

Clark, Lindsay, Shreveport

Clark, Erin, Winnfield

Clark, Willie Mae, Natchitoches

Clark, Judy, Singer

Clark III, Grady, Farmerville

Claunch, Amber, Bossier City

Clements, Vincent, Slidell

Clifft, Jeremiah, Natchitoches
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lifton, Samantha, Boxe

lough, James, Minden

loy, Courtney, Sena

ockerham, Samara, Trout

ofleld, Nikki, Alexandria

'ofleld, Shawntika, Alexandria

oker, Melynn, Pineville

olclasure, Virginia, Jonesville

ole, Amanda, Leesville

lole, Kimberly, Natchitoches

o\e, Sean, Haynesville

o\e, Dedrick, Natchitoches

toleman, Jason, Shreveport

!oleman, Nathaniel, Shreveport

toleman, La Trease, Natchitoches

'oleman, John, Port Arthur

'ollado, Francisco, Alexandria

'oilier, Nathan, Bossier City

!ollins, Sanchez, Natchitoches

!ollins, Melody, Haughton

!ollins, Larry, Alexandria

!ollinsworth, Keasha, Gilmer TX
tollinsworth, Kris, Campti

!olvin, Stephanie, Winnfield

lomberrel, Janell, Harvey

lomeaux, Lucas, New Iberia

!omeaux, Kate, New Iberia

!omeaux, Matthew, Lafayette

'omeaux, Rachel, Baton Rouge
lomstock, Sean, Granbury TX

'oncilio, Michael, Bossier City

tonn, Kelli, Many
body, Cassie, Merryville

took, Colby, Natchitoches

took, Robyn, Florien
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Cooley, Destiny, Merryville

Copes, Tarkitha, Natchitoches

Coppage, Gregory, Natchitoches

Coiiey, Betsy, -Jena

Cormier. kal. Erath

Cosby, Stacie, Alexandria

Costello, Clay, Bastrop

Costello, Gwen, Natchitoches

Courtney, Lvndsey, Shreveport

Counille, Kathleen, Lake Charles

Courville, Matt, Basile

Cox, Lisa, Winnfield

Cox, Candace, Silas

Craig, Dixie, Natchitoches

Cramer, Jessica, Deridder

Crawford, Ashly, Stonewall

Crawford, Lana, Natchitoches

Crawford, Heath, Natchitoches

Creel, Channon, Winnfield

Creswell, James, Shreveport

Cripps, Teresa, Pineville

Crooks, Amber, Jena

Cross, Susan, Libuse

Crousillae, Scott, Natchitoches

Crow, Ella, Natchitoches

Crow, Monica, Slidell

Crow, Sarah, Slidell

Cruel, Montray, Houston TX
Culpepper, Valerie, St. Maurice

Cummings, David, Leesville

Cummins, Matt, Natchitoches

Curry, Nancy, Natchitoches

Curry, Andrea T., Haynesville

Curtis, Regan, Natchitoches

Cutrera, Shelly, Morgan City
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Dahlen, Josh, Natchitoches

Daigle, April, Plaquemine

Dallas, Chris, Zachary

Daniel, Derrich, Mansfield

Daniels, Terry, New Orleans

Danos, Michael, Cutoff

Dardar, Niquelle, Houma
Darnell, Brenda, Leesville

Dauenhauer, Jennifer, Bossier City

Davidson, Amaris, Leesville Mil
Davidson, Angela, Leesville

Davies, Stephanie, Winnfield

Davis, Amanda, Campti

Davis, Amanda, Campti

Davis, Bridgete, Sorrento

Davis, Chad, Livonia

Davis, Christopher, Shreveport

Davis, Danica, Pineville

Davis, Darryl, Alexandria

Davis, Davy, Jonesboro

Davis, Erica, Natchitoches

Davis, Erin, Shreveport

Davis, Jamilah, Baton Rouge
Davis, Jason M., New Llano

Davis, Joseph, Shreveport

Davis, Kiley E., Marthaville

Davis, Kimberly, Dry Prong

Davis, Taishiecha, Shreveport

Davis, Tara, Florien

Davis, Tammy, Campti

Davis, Toni Tashee, Natchitoches

De Moss, Sandi, Natchitoches

De Moss, Todd, Natchitoches

Deal, Rodessia, Natchitoches

Del Balzo Jr., Donald R., Slidell
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Delahoussaye, Kristin, Natchitoches

Delaney, Dawn. Ridgecrest

Derrick. Mclainc, Natchitoches

Derrick, Todd. Natchitoches

Deslatte, Kaitlin, Centerville
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Detraz, Deirdre, Natchitoches

Doxers, Christopher A., Shreveport

Devillier, Corey, Bunkie

Dickson, Sarah, Bossier City

Dickson, Tassi, Robeline

Dillard, Heath, Natchitoches

Dixon, Virginia, Abbeville

Dobson, Allison, Natchitoches

Doehling, Steven, Lafayette

Donaway, Jameka, Clarence

Doplessis, James, Natchitoches

Dornier, Danielle, Natchitoches

Dorris, Pamela, Natchitoches

Doten, Katrina, Natchitoches

Douga, Billie Jo, Merryville

Douglas, Le Nisha, Shreveport

Douzart, James, Pineville

Dowden, Elizabeth, Natchitoches

Dowden, Cheryl, Leesville

Dowden, Karla, Natchitoches nnsa
Downs, Tiffany, Natchitoches

Drayton, James, Pineville

Drewess, Jessica, Many
Dubois, Shelly, Bossier City

Ducre, Tanya, Natchitoches

Dugal, Melissa, Sunset

Dugas, Emma, Natchitoches

Duhon, Dana, Abbeville

Duhon, Angelique, Natchitoches

Dumas, Lacy, Natchitoches
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Duncan, Amanda, Denham Springs

Duncan, Katrina, Winnfield

Duncan, Julie, Shreveport

Dunn, James, Natchitoches

Duplantis, Cores, Houma

Dupre, Danielle, New Orleans

Durand, April, Elmer

Durham, Clint, West Monroe
Durham, Lindsay, Natchitoches

Durr, Claudia, Belmond

Durr, Jared, Covington

Dutsch, Ellen, Baton Rouge

Duval, Brian, Slidell

Duvic, Kathy, Denham Springs

Dye, Andrew, Natchitoches

Dyson, Scarlet, Natchitoches

Earnest, Brandi, Shreveport

East, Ian, Zachary

Ebarb, Wendy, Shreveport

Eddy, Stephen, Pelican

Edwards, Brandy, Monroe
Edwards, Tinikki, Natchitoches

Edwards, Yancey, Plaquemine

Eidson, Joseph, Houma
Elkins, Tracy, Natchitoches

Elmer, Amber, Natchitoches

Elmer, Shaun, Elk Grove CA
Emberly, Dustin, Saskatchewan

Encalade, Bernetta, Port Sulphur

Endris, Paul, Shreveport

Esparza, Cheryl, Waxahachie TX
Esten, Tacia, Natchitoches

Evans, Quanita, Natchitoches

Evans, Taneisha, Zwolle

Evans, Ben, Natchitoches
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Evans, Jamie,

Vidalia

Evans, K.,

St. Maurice

There is a girl on campus that is somewhat outspoken.

Her name is Melissa White and she is a junior education

major.

We decided to make her a victim of the "NSU Quiz," not

because of any title won, but bercause of her all-knowing personality.

We approached her before a class and asked her if she thought

she knew enough about the university to answer a few questions.

White: I can answer any question that you ask me about this

campus.

Potpourri: Alright then, let's begin.

White: Let's go. I'm ready for anything.

Potpourri: What do the three columns stand for?

White: Loyalty, honor and pride.

Potpourri: Are you sure?

White: Yep.

Potpourri: How does the fight song go?

White: (rhythmically bobbing head and humming) Den, den, den,

den... den, dit, dit... derit... dit, dit... derit. Victory.

Potpourri: Melissa, you're a walking NSU encylopedia.

Evans, Steve,

Waskom TX

Evans, Tafta,

Natchitoches

Ewing, Vanessa,

Pineville

Ewing, Anito Jo,

New Road
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Fabel, Summer, Rayville

Faist, Lee, New Orleans

Faith, Amanda, Bossier Cit

Falcone, Elizabeth, Jeffers*
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Farmer, Debra, Marthaville

Faross, Brandon, Empire

Farr, Michael, Baton Rouge

Fashbaugh, Martin, Lindsey MI
Felps, Ashton, Clinton

Fenoli, Jackie,

Natchitoches

Ferguson, Jessica,

Pineville

Fernandez, Erin,

Mandeville

Ferrata, Dena,

Shreveport

Fertsch, Dieter,

San Pedro

Festervan, April,

Stonewall

Olivia Richard, junior criminal justice major, and Tracy

Canburn, sophomore health and exercise science major are

good friends.

We approached these two and asked the questions

about the basics of Northwestern. We found that although

these two are friends, they don't have everything in common,
including their knowledge of the campus.

Potpourri: Let's get started, girls. Now tell us what are the

columns?

Richard: Oh wow, I have no idea.

Camburn: That's easy. They are over by the fountain.

Potpourri: What about our school colors? What are they?

Camburn: Purple, orange and white.

Potpourri: You two seem to have a lot of school spirit. Do
you know the fight song?

Richard: Beats me.

Camburn: Should I sing it for you? (adds a little dance to her

song) Go Demons take the field... uh... I don't remember it all.

Potpourri: I understand. Who is Isabella?

Camburn: She was our friendly ghost. Yeah, and the Bullard

Mansion was Isabella's castle.

Potpourri: Well, somebody passes today.
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Fields, Arthur, Boyce

Figgins, Mia, Alexandria

Figueroa, Cynthia, Puerto Rico

Flnkbeiner, Greg, Natchitoches

Flnley, Godfrey, Monterey

Fitzgerald, Shantel R., New Orleans

Fitzmorris, Chris, Natchitoches

Flanigan, Kimberlyn, Mansfield

Flech, Meredith, Eurett WA
Fleming, Travis, Franklin

Fletcher, Gabriel, Leesville

Fletcher, Ryan, Leesville

Fletcher, Amanda, Montgomery
Fletcher, Amy, Vivian

Floyd, Donny, Oil City

Floyd, Raymond, Fort Ann NY
Fogel, Tenille, Ann Arbor MI
Foley, Deidra, Monroe
Fontenot, Kevin, Eunice

Fontenot, Crystal, Natchitoches

Fontenot, Stacy, Natchitoches

Fonterot, Chelsea, Lake Charles

Ford, Stephanie, Natchitoches

Foster, Daniel, Plain Dealing

Foster, Dax, Terrytown

Foster, Stefanie, Elizabeth

Foster, Kenyatta , Natchitoches

Foster, Emily, Natchitoches

Foster, Renee, Tioga

Foster, Tammy, Natchitoches

Fowler, Robert, Natchitoches

Fox, Deidre, Natchitoches

Frame, Kristina, New Llano

Francis, Crystal, Deport TX
Frank Jr., David A., New Orleans
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, ank Jr., Clarence, Bay Town TX
Franklin, Kenneth, Bossier City

Franklin, Franchesska, Natchitoches

Franks, Patricia, Natchitoches

Frasier, Jamie, Ruston

Frazier, Monica, Winnfleld

Frazier, Christian, Zachary

Frazier, C, Zachary

Frederic, Tina, Natchitoches

Freeman, Joseph, Natchitoches

Freeman, Mary, Natchitoches

French, Shana M., Natchitoches

Friday, Tonya, Saline

Frizzell, Amber, Zachary

Frost, Vonna, Natchitoches

Fugua, Jinger, Harrisonberg

Fuley, Allison, Port Barre

Funderburch, Steven, Pineville

Funderburn, Fallon, Zwolle

Fuqua, Dustin, Marksville
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Gainey, Ryan Joseph, Natchitoches

Galiana, Amanda, Natchitoches

Gallier, Mahesha, Natchitoches

Gandia, Virginia, Spain

Garce, Melissa, Noble

Garceau, Dianne, Natchitoches

Gardner, Jason, Natchitoches

Garland, Marche, Alexandria

Garrett, Kristin, New Orleans

Garrett, Misty, Baton Rouge

Garrett, Cedric, Slidell

|

Garrigan, K., Alexandria

Garvin, Shawn, Jasper TX
|

Gash, Teneka, Morgan City

I Gaspard, Angela, Haughton
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Gaston, Todd, Natchitoches

Gauthier, Saul Leon, Pineville

Gauthreaux, Alaine, Bourg

Gauthreaux, Celeste, Natchitoches

(layer. Shannon Marie, Bossier City

Gelpi, Gregory, Baton Rouge

Georgetown, Nicole, Baton Rouge

Germany, Tametha, Heflin

Gervais, Kira, Metaire

Gervais, Donald, Florien

Gibens, Jack, Natchitoches

Gibson, Michael, Garland TX
Gibson, S., Natchitoches

Gibson, Clint, Robeline

Giddens, Jay, Shreveport

Giddens, Sarah, Baton Rouge

Gilcrease, Dustin, Leesville

Gilerease, William, Shreveport

Gillan, Robert E., Natchitoches

Gilliam, Melissa, Farmington MO

Gilmore, Jessica, Ruston

Gipson, Latoya, Jonesboro

Gipson, Raymond, Coushetta

Givens, Jack, Natchitoches

Goins, Kim, Haughton

Gonzales, Dana, Ft. Polk

Goodan, Leah, Alexandria

Goodknight, Michael, Deridder

Goodman, Crystal, Many
Gordez, Melissa, Elmer

Gordon, Shannon, Pineville

Gore, Rosco, Natchitoches

Gottreu, Scott, Quitman
Graf, Jennifer, Loaranger

Graves, Wyatt, Natchitoches
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Graves, Brenda, Natchitoches

Graves, Chris, Monterey

Gray, Casie, Shreveport

Gray, Billy, Castor

Gray III, Charles, Natchitoches

Gray IV, Charles, Natchitoches

Grayson, Jason, Clarence

Greely, Alicia, Baton Rouge

Green, Joshua, Pineville

Green, Kevin, Leesville Mil
Green, Bernard, Harvey

Green, Monika, Chicago IL

Greenlee, Russell, Tyler TX
Greer, Amanda, Haynesville

Gregg, Chantoyal, Natchitoches
JL JL
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Gremillion, Christen, Covington

Grenier, Gabridle, Natchitoches

Griffin, Katherine, Slidell

Griffin, Jennifer, Natchitoches

|

Griffith, Sarah, Johnson Bayou

Grigsby, Kataurio, Minden
Grisson, Wendy, Natchitoches

Gross, Jason, Natchitoches

Guernsey, Christine, New Orleans

Guernsey, Timothy, Syracuse NY

Guilliams, Karen, Natchitoches

Guillory, Eleazar, Cloutierville

Guillory, Jeanique, Leesville

Guillory, Eric, Shreveport

Guillory, Ronald, Abbeville

Guillory, Trey, Alexandria

Guillory, Joey, Shreveport

Guillot, Rick, Coushatta

Guillotte, Anthony Garrett, Iowa
Guin, La Desha, Tullos
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Oullottin, Pamela, Port St. Lucie

Gunter, Trent, Whitehouse TX
Guthrie, Kristy Kay, Sulphur

Guye, Natalie, Coushatta

Had, Vincent, Hammond

Hadnat, Deneshia, Merryville

Hagan, Rachel, Leesville

Hagle, Allard, Shreveport

Hailey, Kris, Marthaville

Haire, Beverly, Natchitoches

Hall, Michael, Baton Rouge
Hall, Sonya, Natchitoches

Hall, Veronica, Alexandria

Hall, Allyn, Bryan TX
Hamilton, Sharonda, Natchitoches

Hamlin, Brian, Vero Beach FL
Hancock, Josh, Kountze TX
Hand, Jessica, New Orleans

Hanes, Kristi, Natchitoches

Harbour, Carlyn, Shongaloo

Harding, Catherine, Natchitoches

Harding, Lakeisha, Baldwin

Hardison, Rodrick, Alexandria

Harford, Charles, Ball

Hargrove, Tosha, Natchitoches

Harlow, Jody L., Shreveport

Harman, Jeffrey, Denham Springs

Harmason, Tayressha, Alexandria

Harper, Stephanie, Natchitoches

Harper, Laura, Bossier City

Harrell, Tewich, Alexandria

Harrington, Joseph, Deridder

Harrington, Mary, Dodson
Harris, Cornell, Baker

Harris, Chuck, Natchitoches
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Harris, Aundrea, Minden

Harrison, Jason, Kilgore TX
Harrison, Nadra, New Orleans

Harvey, Katie, Cotton Valley

Harvey, Michelle, Lafayette

Harvey, Shareha, Shreveport

Hataway, Michael, Pollock

Hatfield, Carolyn, Shreveport

Hathorn, Patrice, St. James

Hattaway, Wesley, Calhoun

Hawthorne, Deborah, Natchitoches

Hayden, Sherrea' Lynn, Sport

Hayes, Reneka, Natchitoches

Hayes, Alissa Rae, Centerpoint

Hays, Alisha, Plain Regins

Head, Kelle, Bossier City

Hebert, Colby, Abbeville

Hebert, Maleena A., Cutoff

Hebert, K.J., Cutoff

Heck, Jason, Winnfield

Heiman, Yvette,

Heishell, Melody, Tallahassee FL
Henderson, LaKeisha,Cleveland

Henderson, Troy D., Many
Henderson, Michelle, Vivian

Henderson, Lashonon, Natchitoches

Henry, Victor, Boyce

Henry, Lamar, Alexandria

Herbert, Alisha, Eunice

Hernandez, Sally, Youngsville

Hernandez, Russell, Leesville

Herron, Inette, Monroe
Hesselschwardt, Annette, Natchitoches

Hetter, Rachel, Chalmette

Hicks, Willie, Natchitoches
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David Gunn

Hightower, Jared,

Natchitoches

Hill. Jamaal,

Natchitoches

Hill, Rebecca,

Natchitoches

Hill, Rondray,

Shreveport

Hill, Donald W.
Natchitoches

Hillman, James,

Natchitoches

Hines. Blake, Benton

Hines, Stephanie, Zachary

Hire, Katie, Natchitoches

Hodd, Stephanie, Natchitoche:

Hollinquest, Stacie, Arcadia

Surviving three years of Aramark food, dormitory life,

fraternity parties, and Student Government leaves not only a bit

of knowledge about Northwestern, but it must also leave some
sense of humor.

Potpourri: What are the University's colors?

Gunn: Purple, white and orange. Right, huh?

Potpourri: Well actually orange isn't one of our school

colors. I'll give you a chance to redeem yourself though. What are

the words to the fight song?

Gunn: Uhh... no comment.

Potpourri: What is Bullard Mansion?

Gunn: That is Isabella's old house.

Potpourri: Oh is it? Well, who is Isabella?

Gunn: She's the disgruntled old ghost who haunts

Varnado Hall.

Potpourri: What is Le Rendevous?

Gunn: It's the place that students buy greasy food, and

the name means, "The Place."

Potpourri: What about Sam Goodwin? Who is he?

Gunn: One helluva football coach!
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Earl Gates

Of all the students that should be most familiar with

the questions and the answers of the NSU Quiz, shouldn't a

person creating the questions be at the top of the list?

Maybe not.

We decided to test one of our own, drilling senior

physics major and associate editor of the Potpourri, Earl

Gates, about the ins and outs of Northwestern.

Potpourri: Okay, we'll be nice and start with an easy one.

What are the school colors?

Gates: Purple and white.

Potpourri: Who is the president of our university?

Gates: Dr. Randall Webb. This is his fourth year.

Potpourri: Is that your final answer?

Gates: Uhhh...yeah.

Potpourri: What are the Columns from?

Gates: (angrily) They are representation of the original

columns of Bullard Mansion. Everybody says that there

used to be four, and that one burned. But that's !*#@$!

because concrete doesn't burn.

Potpourri: I think you have some issues, but I guess you
pass.

Hollins, Louis T., Many
Hollis, Amy, Haughton
Hollkamp, James, Zachary

Holm, Elizabeth, Shongaloo

Holston, Jonathan, Heflin

Homann, Kenneth,

Natchitoches

Honora, Darrien,

New Orleans

Honore, Michael,

Natchitoches

Hood, Amy,
Natchitoches

Hooper, Will,

Shreveport

Hopkins, Mandi Jo,

Lake Jackson TX
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Homsbv, Shawn T., Tioga

llorton. Tina Michelle, Coushatta

Hoss, Pamela, Shreveport

Howard. Joshua, Natchez

Howard. C'hanae. Natchitoches

Howe. Rachel, Natchitoches

Howe. Mary Lea, Natchitoches

Howell, April, Sieper

Hrapmann, Tricia, New Orleans

Hudnell, Luke, Jeng

Hudson, Kenny, Shreveport

Huey, Emily, Alice

Huffstetler, John, Natchitoches

Hughart, Amy, Trout

Hughes Jr., M., Zachary

Humphres, Shondelle, Alexandria

Humphrey, Deborah, Natchitoches

Humphrey, Jawarren, Alexandria

Hunt, Catherine, Mansfield

Hunter, Shayla, Shreveport

Hunter, Stephanie, Natchitoches

Hunter-Jackson, Debra, Alexandria

Hurley, Chet, Natchitoches

Hyde, Linda, Dry Prong

Hymes, Shannon, Coushatta

Ingargioke, Iggy, Terry Town
Intrchoodech, Andrea, Natchitoches

Irvin, Dominique, New Orleans

Irving, Trissy Renee, Alexandria

Ivins, Alex, Vivian

Ivy, Janice, Robeline

Jackson, Ashley, Greensburg

Jackson Jr., George, Shreveport

Jackson, Jennifer, Lecompte
Jackson, Joseph, Natchitoches
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Jackson, Kimberly, New Orleans

Jackson, Michelle, Natchitoches

Jackson, Paul, Montgomery
Jackson, Serda, Shreveport

Jackson, Shaun, Natchitoches

Jackson, Tasha, Baton Rouge

Jackson, Tiameko, Natchitoches

Jackson, Yesha, Shreveport

Jacobs, James, Zachary

Jagers, Nicole, New Orleans

Jamagin, Susan, Natchitoches

James, Harry, Leesville

James, Nancy, Leesville

James, Shelia, Natchitoches

Jarrean, Jason, Oscar

Jarrell, Heather, Zwolle

Jarrell, Heather, Zwolle

Jeansonne, Tiffany, Alexandria

Jefferson, Ivan, Natchitoches

Jefferson, Roosevelt, Bastrop

Jenkins, Paul, Covington

Jenkins, Sherice, St. Maurice

Jenneman, Melissa, Slidell

Jernigan, Kimberly, Minden
Jewell, Brandi, Mooringsport

Jimenez, Maryann, Dallas

Jimenez, Angela, Anancoco
Jirovec, Nicholas, Arabi

Johnson, Anna, Natchitoches

Johnson, Brett, Natchitoches

Johnson, Edward, Alexandria

Johnson, Erica, Glenmoore
Johnson, Jason, Iowa
Johnson, Kevin, Mooringsport

Johnson, La Ronda, St. Maurice
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Johnson, LaTronda, Natchitoches

Johnson, Loretta, Natchitoches

Johnson, Marie, Alexandria

Johnson. Mark, Preville

Johnson, Mesica, Coushatta

Johnson, Michael, New Orleans

Johnson, Myrvin, Colfax

Johnson, Natasha, Natchitoches

Johnson, Nikki, Natchitoches

Johnson, Russell, Natchitoches

Johnston, Katie, Natchitoches

Johnston, Eric, Natchitoches

Johnston, Heather, Shreveport

Jones Jr., Albert V., New Orleans

Jones, Anne, Spring TX

Jones, Aubrey, Baton Rouge

Jones, Christina, Shreveport

Jones, Felicia, Leesville

Jones, Jeffrey, Natchitoches

Jones, Jennifer, Franklin

Jones, Katherine, Mansfield

Jones, Kimberly, Spring TX
Jones, Lasheka, Natchitoches

Jones, Maria, Natchitoches

Jones, Marleen, Dry Prong

Jones, Misty, Bogalusa

Jones, Nolan, Natchitoches

Jones, Patricia, Alexandria

Jones, Rich, Houma
Jones, Shante, Natchitoches

Jones, Sheila, Natchitoches

Jones, Stanley, Alexandria

Jones, Tremain T., Natchitoches

Juica, Lisa, Mabank TX
Juice, Tiberius, Enterprise
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Jumonville Jr., Cardell, Jeanerette

Kaiser, Rebecca, Greenwell Springs

Kajibiro, Brandon, Dallas TX
Kamani, Tejaswini, Natchitoches

Kambrich, Jesse, Deridder

Kampa, George, Natchitoches

Kana, Tim, Needville

Keal, Tiffany, Jeanerette

Keele Ii, Daniel, Shreveport

Keene, Heather, Jena

¥ »£L
Kees, Matthew, Desoto TX
Keith, Katrina Lenell, Coushatta

Keith, Korey, Natchitoches

Keith, Tara, Mansfield

Kenaley, Lauren, Baton Rouge

Kennington, Erin, Shreveport

Keough, Mark, Natchitoches

Keys, Justin, Quitman
Kher, Neelam, Natchitoches

Kidd, Rachael, Converse

Kiely, Joseph, Deridder

Kilpatrick, Elisha, Arcadia

Kilzer, Deborah, Robertsdale

Kimball, Marcie, Plaucheville

Kimble, Nicki, Shreveport

King, Brandon, Natchitoches

King, James, Houston TX
Kisner, Diane, Natchitoches

Knighten, Stacy, Ville Platte

Knox, Tricia, Alexandria

|Knox, David, Bossier City

JfCopp, Christi, Natchitoches

iCrause, Melissa, Muskego WI
Kromes, Kristy, Shreveport

Krouse, Kara, Natchitoches
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Kulaga, Annie. Deridder

Kulaga, Joseph, Deridder

Kumbier, Kelly, Garland TX
Kusljic, Ljiljana, Bosnia

La, Todd, Winnfield

L Done, Blaine, Natchitoches

La Bauve, Melissa. Baton Rouge

La Borde, Eric, Alexandria

La Caze, Dene, Natchitoches

La Combe, Stephanie, Alexandria

La Cour, Laura Nicole, Natchitoches

La Cour, Samantha, Natchitoches

La Fleur, James D., Alexandria

La Fontant, Carline, Natchitoches

La Grange, William, Natchitoches

Laborde, Nichole, Marksville

Lachney, Larenda, Robeline

Ladkin, Melissa, Natchez

Lado, Beatriz, Spain

Laird, Cassie, Baton Rouge

Laird, Joshuah, Oakdale

Laird, Kathy, Vidalis

Lambert, Leigh, St Amant
Lambert, Melissa, Gonzales

Lancaster, Jason, Longview TX

Land, Dixie, Logansberg

Landrie, Rachael, Bridgewater VT
Landrum, Veticia, Shreveport

Landry, Aimee, Natchitoches

Landry, Chrissie, Jennings

Landry, Gylles, Opelousas

Lane, Taytheria, Campti

Langley, Amber, Kinder

Lanier, Wendy, Shreveport

Lard, La Toya, Bienville
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Laroux, Thomas G., Natchitoches

Lars, Angela, Natchitoches

Lasuzzo, Brondee, Natchitoches

Lasyone, Amanda, Colfax

Latham, Deanne, Natchitoches

Latigue, Tameka, Kinder

Latiolais, Katie, Crowley

Lauter, Miranda, Shreveport

Lavalais, Karla, Alexandria

Lawdry, Danielle, Lake Charles

Lawrence, Lanny, Mt Vernon TX
Lawrence, Matt, Mt Vernon TX
Lawson, Carl, Jackson

Le Barron, Kenneth, Pineville

Le Blanc, Katie, Port Allen

Le Blanc, David, Natchitoches

Le Blanc, Elizabeth, Baton Rouge

Le Bleu, Stephanie, Deridder

I

Le Frere, Sharon, Lake Charles

j

Le Grand, Tiffany, Deberry TX

Le Jeune, Amanda, Elton

,
Leake, John, Longview TX

|
Lee, Genie, Golden Meadow
Leger, Jennifer, Eunice

i Lehr, Crystal, Zwolle

Lemoine, Hannah, Mansura
Lemoine, Steven, Simmesport
Lenkart, Jeff, Chicago Ridge IL

Leonard, Emily, New Orleans

Leone, Meranda, Zwolle

Leone, Raechal, Shreveport

Leritte, Sara May, Bossier City

Lester, Tameka, Shreveport

Levell, Alicia Renee, Pride

Lewis, Dana, Shreveport
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Lewis, Darren, Natchitoches

Lewis. Martin, Ruston

Lewis. Somer, Ferriday

Liberto, Use Ann. Keatchie

Liberto, Michael, Natchitoches

Lightfoot, Jared, SlideU

Lightfoot, Laurel, Shreveport

Ligon, Hannah, Pineville

Lim, Hiong Leng, Penans Malaysia

Linder, Courtney, Dallas TX

Link, Carin, Natchitoches

Linzer, Darelle, Youngsville

Littleton, Alesia, Pineville

Loftin, Veronica Renee, Mansfield

Londane, Juan David, Natchitoches

Long, Amber, Deville

Long, Crystal, Lake Charles

Long, David, Vena
Long, Tim, Ft Worth TX
Long, Whitney, Coushatta

Lonsberry, Billy, Pineville

Lopez, Jonathan, Basile

Lord, Jennifer, Natchitoches

Losavro, Jade, Marksville

Lotterman, Danny, New Orleans

Louis, Derick, Zachary

Louviere, Bridget, Baton Rouge
Lowe, Kathi, Minden
Lowkewiez, Jason, Stewart FL
Lyde, Rachelle, Pitkin

Lyles, Jay., Sibley

Machey, Benjamin, Winnfield

Mack, Brennan, Natchitoches

Madan, Anuj, Natchitoches

Maddie, Rusty, Natchitoches
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Madison, Jason, Natchitoches

Magee, Jaclyn, Richardson TX
Mahloch, Bernice, Natchitoches

Mahou, April, Deville

Malec, Carolyn, Shreveport

Mallary, Lindsay, Metaire

Manery, Heidi, Schriever

Mangsco, Bridgett, Zwolle

Manning, Jill, Garland TX
Manning, Renell, Natchitoches

Manriquez, Robert, Many
Manuel, Kayla, Natchitoches

Marcello, Margaret, Natchitoches

Marchand, Amber, Pineville

Marchand, Tanesha, New Orleans

Marcy, Brandi, Natchitoches

Mariarz, Dorothy, Natchitoches

Marroquin, April, Natchitoches

Marshall, Kelvin, Alexandria

Marston, Michael, Haughton

Martien, Celina M., Pineville

Martin, Amy R., Pitkin

Martin, Crichett, Campti

Martin, Michelle, Boyce

Martin, Mindy, Crowley

Martin, Monica, Dry Prong

Martinez-burdeas, Cristine, Spain

Massey, Priscilla, Winnfield

Masters, Holly, Benton

Masters, Kelly, Benton

i

Matherne, Brandon, Cutoff

I Matthew, Feracci, France

|

Maxie, Cienita, Natchitoches

|

Maxie, Jamilla, Shreveport

I Maxwell, Lisa, Natchitoches
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Jason Cromwell

May. David,

Alexandria

Mayeaux, Candace,

Alexandria

Mayes, Ana E.,

Pelican

Mayeux, Megan,

Natchitoches

Mayfield, Andrew,

Haynesville

Mayo, Averly, Anancoco

Mc Bee Iii, Charles, Shreveport

Mc Blothen, La Quita,

Natchitoches

Mc Candless, Brad, Dayton TX
Mc Cardie, Heather, Metairie

irtney, Deidre D.

Olla

256 C^Q Individuals

Jason Cromwell, junior Business Administration

major, has been a student here for a number of years, so we
thought that he should have a stupendous amount of

knowledge as it pertains to the University. Well, he showed
us what happens when you assume something.

Potpourri: What do the three columns stand for?

Cromivell: Uhh, go figure.

Potpourri: Who is Randy Webb?

Cromwell: Let's see...hmmm... go figure, don't know that

one either.

Potpourri: What is Le Rendezvous?

Cromwell: It's... It's... well it is... go figure.

*Notice a trend? We sure did.

Potpourri: How about this? Here is an easy one. Serenade

me with a few lines of the Demon fight song.

Cromwell: We have a fight song?

Potpourri: Yeah, we sure do. Alright, have you ever heard

of the Bullard Mansion?

Cromwell: Wasn't the Bullard Mansion the founder of the

University?

Potpourri: You've been here for almost three years, have

you ever heard of Chief Caddo?

Cromwell: Isn't he the mascot for Natchitoches Central

High School?

BE!



April Gastal

If knowledge about Northwestern is any indication of

who is a freshman and who is an upperclassman, you can tell

that April Gastal is a freshman.

She is a member of the Demon marching band and is

one of the newest faces on NEWS22.
She credits her orientation class for her knowledge, or

lack thereof, about Northwerstern.

At first glance it seems as if she knew the University

pretty well, but the rest of the answers screamed "freshman!"

Potpourri: What are the school colors?

Gastal: Purple and white.

Potpourri: Why?

Gastal: I don't know.

Potpourri: Who is Chief Caddo?

Gastal: I don't know that either. I didn't hear about him in

orientation.

Potpourri: What is Le Rendevous?

Gastal: I've heard of it, but I don't remember it from

orientation.

Mc Cauley, Michael, Plain

Dealing

Mc Clamoroch, Stephanie,

Shreveport

Mc Connell, Jeremy,

Gilmer TX
Mc Cormack, Michele,

Natchitoches

Mc Coy, Brian, Shreveport

Mc Daniel, Pam,

Natchitoches

Mc Daniel, Kristy,

Shreveport

Mc Donald, Jeanette,

Natchitoches

Mc Donald, Emily,

Leesville

Mc Farlin, Lea Ann,

Dallas TX

Mc Gaha, Randal,

Natchitoches

Potpourri: Can you recite the Alma Mater?

Gastal: No, we weren't required to learn that for orientation.
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Mc Gill, Frances, Natchitoches

Mc Gregor, Jason, Longview TX
Mc Grew, Tenecia. Shreveport

Mc Guire, Nola, Winnfield

Mc Kee, Kristin, LoganSport

Mc Kellar, Todd, Leesville

Mc Kinley, Patsy. Winnfield

Mc Kinney, Angela, Natchitoches

Mc Kinney, Terrence, Alexandria VA
Mc Kinney .Jr.. Jerry, Alexandria

Mc Kinsey, Velva, New Orleans

Mc Knight, Christopher, Baton Rouge

Mc Lamore, Shane, Deridder

Mc Leod, Kyle, Natchitoches

Mc Mahon, Maty, Montgomery

Mc Millin, Marsha, Westlake

Mc Nabb, Candace, Bunkie

Mc Neely, Demond, Leesville

Mc Neil, Ginny, Devers TX
Mc Vev, Jackie, Natchitoches

Meadows, Natasha, Piano TX
Means, Anna, Gloster

Means, Tamekia, Garland TX
Megow, Tammy, Slidell

Menard, Frank, Deridder

Mercer, Joseph, Winnfield

Mercer, Melissa, Winnfield

Meyer. Michelle, Baton Rouge
Meziere, Sonya, Natchitoches

Meziere, Rodney, Natchitoches

Michiels, Courtney, Alexandria

Middleton, Holly, Natchitoches

Miers, Allison Marie, Lafayette

Miers, Megan S., Ft. Polk

Miles. Jarvis, Mansfield
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Miles, Lorene, Jefferson TX
Militello, Winter, Baton Rouge

Miller, Angela L., Elmer

Miller, Bart, Basile

Miller, Chad, Minden

Miller, Cordelia, Leesville

Miller, Cornelia, Leesville

Miller, Flint, Natchitoches

Miller, Heather, Robeline

Miller, Kristie, Winnfield

Miller, Lauren, Natchitoches

Miller, Lori, Clinton

Miller, Nathan, Sunset

Miller, Sarah, Opelousas

Miller, Shelly, Natchitoches

Miller, Susan E., Natchitoches

Milligan, Jason, Bossier City

Mills, Chad H., Shreveport

Mills, Rebecca, Natchitoches

! Mills, Skeeter, Anancoco

Minshew, Resia, Mt Vernon TX
Mire, Michelle, Garyville

Mitchell, La Katherine, Coushatta

Mitchell, Paige, Natchitoches

Mitchell, Valerie, Natchitoches

Mixon, Helen, Winnfield

Modeline, Todd, New Brussels TX
Moffert, Larry, Mansfield

Mohl, Jenna, Mandeville

Moller, Andrew, Mandeville

;
Molstad, Susan, Natchitoches

]

Monaghan, Timothy J., Natchitoches

I

Monoghan, Chris, Natchitoches

|

Monroe, Herchel, Bossier City

Monroe, Kendrick, Shreveport
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Montgomery, Mandy, Zwolle

Moon, Kori, Shreveport

Moore, Caitlin, Mandeville

Moore, Debbie, Natchitoches

Moore, Felizia, Natchitoches

Moore, .Jessica, Pineville

Moore, Kenesha, Natchitoches

Moore, Shelia, Natchitoches

Moran, Hollie, Madison MS
Moreau, Jeremy, Alexandria

Morel, Andy, Brusly

Moreland, Amber, Erath

Morgan, Danielle, Bossier City

Morgan, Daniel, Kilgore TX
Morgan, Erica, Belcher

Morgan, Jill, Natchitoches

Morgan, Rachael, Quitman
Morgan, Rick, Natchitoches

Morris, Jason, Monroe
Morris, Rachel, Mansfield

Morrow, Dustin, Pineville

Morvan, Kayla, Logansport

Morvant, Randy, Marrero

Moseley, Stacy, Cowhatta

Moses, Juanice, Natchitoches

Moses, Anitra, Natchitoches

Moses, Melanie Renee, Natchitoches

Mosley, Michele, Husser

Mowad, Anna, Natchitoches

Mullins, Heidi, Hokinsville KY

Munsinger, Crystal, Rusk TX
Murff, Sarah, Pineville

Murray, Jamie, Shreveport

Murray, Amanda, Natchitoches

Murrell, Allyson, Crowley
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Musick, Todd, Baton Rouge
Muth, Sarah, Lake Charles

Myles, Benny, Shreveport

Myrick, Matthew, Savanna IL

Mythuan, Carolyn Vo, Harvey

Na, Denise, Olla

Namani, Bujar, Shreveport

Naquin, Pauline, Sulphur

Narcisse, Sandrika, Franklin

Nash, Leatrice, Winnfield

Neal, Dexter, New Llano

Nealy, Kristi M., Natchitoches

Neesley, Jill, Natchitoches

Neff, Patrick, Tyler TX
Nekrasa, Alex, Ukraine

Nelson, Louis, Shreveport

Nelson, William Jeremy, Monroe
Netterville Jr., William, Zachary

Newman, Corey, Baton Rouge

Newman, Jason, Slidell

Newman, Rofonda, Coushatta

Newman, Tara, Baton Rouge

Nguyen, Jessica, Natchitoches

Nichols, Cory, Baton Rouge
Noel, Abena, Howell

Nolan, Lauren, Keithville

Noland, Christie, Baton Rouge

Nolen, Daphne, Natchitoches

Norman, Kelly, Goldonna

Norman, Theresa, Winnfield

Normand, Crystal, Evergreen

Norment, James, Elgin TX
Norton, Emily, Flower Mound TX
Norwood, Abbey, Ruston

Nugent, Amanda, Port Barre

%\MJL
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Nugent, Coumtey, Vidalia

Nugent, Courtney, Vidalia

Nunlew Allison, Natchitoches

Oleary, Candice, Zwolle

O'neal. Michelle. Vidalia

o'neal. Kelly, Vidalia

O'quinn, Greg, Sulphur

O'quinn. Melissa, Alexandria

Odom, Jessica, Natchitoches

Odom, Rebekah, Farmerville

Offutt, Ashley, Bossier City

Ohmer, Allissa, Plaquemine

Olinger, Severen R., Archer FL
Oliver, Lakesha, Springhill

Olsen, Kathryn, Australia

Orsi, Jennifer, Loaranger

Ortego, Joshua, Washington

Ortego, Kristie, Natchitoches

Owecki, Johnna S., Natchitoches

Owen, Julie, Natchitoches

Owens, Chris, LaPlace

Owers, Cleveland, Hornbeck

Pa, Millie, Natchitoches

Paddie, Donald Brent, Noble

Paine, Bonnie, Farmerville

Painter, Stephanie, Lafayette

Palermo, Libby, Bunkie

Palmer, Rachel Hope, Mansfield

Palmer, T., Natchitoches

Palomarez, Erin, Tucson AZ

Parker, Tanya, Natchitoches

Parker, Cherry, Sikes

Parks, Amanda, Natchitoches

Parrish, Philip, Natchitoches

Parrish, Tiffanv, Natchitoches
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Parrott, Donald, Hornbeck

Partian, Sandra R., Leesville

Pasch, Alan, Natchitoches

Pasqua, Lauren, Mandeville

Patchen, Elizabeth, Denham Springs

Patin, Kacey, Pineville

Patrick, Wade, Minden
Patterson, Elizabeth, Natchitoches

Patterson, Pepper, Natchitoches

Patton, Heather, Natchitoches

Paul, Terrance, New Orleans

Payne, Clint, Hugo OK
Payne, Courtney, Covington

Pech, Jennifer, Orcusa CA
Pellegrin, Jennifer, Thibodaux

Penn, Zalwonaka, Natchitoches

Penny, Natalie, Natchitoches

Pennywell, Lindsey, Natchitoches

Perez, Oscar, Natchitoches

Perkins, Andrea, Oakdale

Perkins, Crystal, Deridder

Perkins, Johnette, Natchitoches

Perry, Jamika, Natchitoches

Perry, Courtney, Quitman
Perry, Jamie, Alexandria

Persley, Shayla, Natchitoches

Pesnell, Kristy, Haynesville

Peters, Kendra, Regina Beach SK
Petite, Tiffney, Natchitoches

Petrus, Wendi, Shreveport

Pevey, Danielle, Gross Tete

Pfister, Dori, Donaldsonville

Phagan, Stacie, Pineville

Pham, Helen, New Orleans

Phillips, Arien, Natchitoches
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Phillips, Jan, Natchitoches

Phillips, Jason, Natchitoches

1'hillips. Jennifer, Jeanerette

Phillips, Laura, Robeline

Pierce. Susan, Natchitoches

Pierce, Glen, Natchitoches

Pierce, Kristal, Welsh

Pinckard, Matthew, Friendship

Pine, Angela, Bossier City

Piper, L., Alexandria

Pitre, Christie, Schriever

Pittman, Kristi, Natchitoches

Plaisance, Sabrina, Morgan City

Planchock, Norann, Natchitoches

Plum, Jon, Texas

Poe, Jeremy, Natchitoches

Ponnoy, Camille, Dallas

Ponnoy, Kim, Dallas

Poole, Amanda, Bentley

Poree, A., New Orleans

Porter, Lakoya, Natchitoches

Porter Jr., Charles, Sulphur

Porville, Jessica, Natchitoches

Pouncy, Ebony, Shreveport

PreScott, Leslie, Baton Rouge

Prestenbach, Loyman, Houma
Prestidge, D., Deville

Preston, Darah, Houma
Preylo, La Tasha, Natchitoches

Prezens, Merlin, South Africa

Price, Brad M., Coushatta

Price, Chris, Joyce

Price, Jessica, Gonzales

Price, Jennifer, Paw Paw Mi
Price, Kylie, Converse
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Price, Leigh Anne, Winnfield

Primeaux, Sara, Morse

Primm, Christine, Natchitoches

Probst, Dara, Vidalia

Prontka, Danielle, Natchitoches

Proshee, Jermaine, Natchitoches

Pryor, Lisa, Natchitoches

Pugh, Angela, Natchitoches

Pulligi, Jaime, Natchitoches

Quigley, R., Pineville

1 II II 1
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Quigley, Jessica, Natchitoches

Rabb, Diaquri, Natchitoches

Rachal, Lona, Natchitoches

Racine, Jedidiah, Montgomery
Raghleigh, Craig, Slidell 1MLE
Ragsdale, Tara, Zachary

Rainwater, Christy, Pineville

Rajewski, Marsha, Lake Charles

Ramagos, Robin, Welsh
Ramez, Crystal, Montgomery

£ £ M.
Rashall, Clint, Boyce

Rattler, Tamara, Natchitoches

Ravare, Aaron, Natchitoches

Rawley, Joe, Lake Charles

Ray, Rhiannon, Lafayette

a £> pH^ $? iRP%fir iky W' 1i~k
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Raymond, Faycial, Natchitoches

Reed, Kristi, Jennings

Reed, Danielle, Natchitoches

Reed, Katherine, Opelousas

Reed, Ryan, Natchitoches

Reese, Alyson, Zachary

Reisons, Martin, Natchitoches

Reitmeyer, Patrick, Natchitoches

Remedies, Amber, Natchitoches

Reves, Anna Victoria, Duncanville 1 «A i
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Reyenga, Winde, Natchitoches

5, Andrea M.. Waskom TX
Reynolds, Dana, Pineville

Reynolds, Ericca, Pollock

Reynolds, Jusin, Natchitoches

Rhodes. Chad, Hornbeck

Rhyne, Amber, Macon GA
Richard, Olivia, Baton Rouge
Richard. Lisa, Gueydan
Richard Jr., Gregory T., Baton Rouge

Richards, Kathryn, Houston TX
Richards, Lemonica, Natchitoches

Richoux, Jennifer, Natchitoches

Rickering, Heather, Houma
Rine. Kelly, Natchitoches

Rink, Chady, Logansport

Rios, Zoiliss, Killeen TX
Rispoli, Anthony, Natchitoches

Ritter, Natocha, Dequincy

Rivera, H., Bossier City

Rivers, Diamond, Zwolle

Rivers, Jeremy, Noble

Robbins, Crystal, Slidell

Roberson, Sherry, Natchitoches

Roberson, Ashantia, Baton Rouge

Roberts, Demetria, Baytown TX
Roberts, Kasey A., Natchitoches

Roberts, Lesley, Zachary

Roberts, Mandy, Natchitoches

Roberts, William, Natchitoches

Robertson, Melissa, Tioga

Robinson, Larry, Natchitoches

Robinson, Latasha, Simsboro

Robinson, Lisa, Harvey

Robinson, Melanie, Jonesboro
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Robinson, Remes, Natchitoches

Robison, Caleb, Alexandria

Roden, M., Athens

Rodrigue, Lana, Morgan City

Rogers, Summer, Natchitoches

Rogers, Jennifer, Shreveport

Rogers, Angela, Many
Rogers, Ji Quanna, Quitman
Rolston, Carrie, Maudeville

Rondeau, Chris, Plain Dealing

Rose, Heather, Shreveport

Rose, Richard, Natchitoches

Ross, Billy, Brooklyn NY
Rowland, Patrick, Phevike

Roy, Alexis, Marksville

Rozas, Madeline, Ville Platte

Rubin, Carnetta, Colfax

Rushing, Jessica, Natchitoches

Rushing, Michelle, Natchitoches

Rushworth Jr., Gary T., Shreveport

Russell, Kristen, Morgan City

Rutherford, Kelli, Converse

Ryan, Angela, Shreveport

Ryland, Courtney, Denilla

Sampson, Candice, Gonzales

Samuels, Sametria, Shreveport

Sanchez, Rachel, Gonzales

Sanders, Nicole, Homer
Sanders, Shequanta, Natchitoches

Sanford, Clint, Sulpher

' Sanford, Kathryn, Lake Charles

;

Sanson, Jarrod, Enterprise

\

Santiago, Anna Marie, Natchitoches
' Sarpy, Carolyn, Alexandria

Sarpy, Patricia, Natchitoches
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Savage, Monya, Shreveport

Scattergood, Kenneth, WacoTX
Schexnayder, Alyson, Abbeville

Schneider, Chris. Natchitoches

Sch rock. Allison, Manx

w 1 r 1
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Scofield, Ryan, Shreveport

Scott, Angel, Jefferson

Scott. Carlis, Ruston

Scott, Inga, Del Rays Sweeden

Scott, Thomas, Zachary

Scott, Travis, Watson

Scroggins, Talya, Shreveport

Seal, Jamie, Denham Springs

Seger, Hauke, Hamburg, Germany
Self, Angela, Georgetown

Sensat, Tracie, Sulphur

Sepulvado, Candice, Noble

Sepulvado, David, Noble

Serenbetz, Katherine, Deridder

Sewell, Suzanne, Lafayette

Sexton, Johnathon, Ft. Polk

Sexton, Robert, Prarieville

Sharkey, Megan, Ball

Shaw, Jeremy, Benton

Shaw, Robvn, Elmer

Shaw, Lucas, Natchitoches

Sheldon, Christopher, Natchitoches

Shelton, Kammese, Natchitoches

Shelton, Sarah, Montgomery
Shelton, Takisha, Natchitoches

1 ^ 1 I 1

Shelton, Tanya Danielle, Natchitoches

Sheppard, Niecy, Coushatta

Shields, Melissa, St Francisville

Shrell, Trisha, Bossier City

Shunh, Cassie, Bossier City
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Silvey, Brooke, Mandeville

Simmons, Belinda, Montgomery
Simmons, Alisa, Natchitoches

Simmons, Jeremy G., Montgomery
Simon, Charissa, Alexandria

Simpson, Emily, Shreveport

Simpson, Latosha Sheree, Shreveport

Simpson, Tasha, Shreveport

Sims, Rashunda, Natchez

Sinclair, Jerod, Crowley

Sirmon, K.C., Luling

Sirnam, Kimbal, Leesman
Slaughter, M. Reagan, Baton Rouge

Slaughter, M. Ryan, Baton Rouge

Slayter, David, Pineville

Sledge, Brooke, Natchitoches

Smith, Chandra, Coushatta

Smith, Emily, Springhill

Smith, Faleda, Natchitoches

Smith, James Ely, Natchez

Smith, Jessica, Arlington TX
Smith, Julie, Natchitoches

Smith, Latoya, Morrow
Smith, Lawanda, Natchitoches

Smith, Leslie, Natchitoches

Smith, Marc, Longview TX
Smith, Melisa, Natchitoches

Smith, Morgan, Springhill

Smith, Nathaniel, Covington

Smith, Patsy, Natchitoches

Smith, Shondale, Shreveport

Smitherman, Ashley, Natchitoches

Snead, Benjamin, Coushatta

Sorrells, Vernon, Shreveport

Sowden, Shane, Saskatchewan, Canada
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:i. Freda, Natchitoches

Sparkman, Ben. Plain Dealing

Speed, Ashley, Alexandria

Speer, Roxanne, Natchitoches

Spencer. Quincy, Crowley

Spiegel. Ashley, Natchitoches

Spillers, George, Homer
Sprague, Trey, Leesville

St Germain, Jason, Natchitoches

St. Pe, Branch, Pineville

Staid, Kathryn, Zachary

Starks, Brandi, Natchitoches

Starks, Jonathan, Many
Steele, Dusty, Columbia

Stein, C, St. Amant

Stennett, Amie, Chalmette

Stephen, David, Shreveport

Stephens, Michelle, Pitkin

Stephens, Jennifer, Natchitoches

Stevenson, Raven, Lake Charles

Stewart, G., New Orleans

Stewart, Julie, Noble

Stewart, Ronnell, Baton Rouge
Stinebrickner, Charlette, Many
Stokes, Brian, Pineville

Stokes, Jeremy, Shreveport

Stokes, Jessica, Natchitoches

Stokey, Jennifer, Marrero

Stones, Melissa, Leesville

Storm, Kristin, Natchitoches

Stowe, Kathleen, Mansura
Strahan, Broch, Many
Stroud, Shelly, Elm Grove

Suarez Iii, Lacy A., Slidell

Sujek, Michael, Campti
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Summerell, Katie, Hornbeck

Sumrall, Justin, Dry Prong

Surback, Patrick, New Orleans

Sutton, Jennifer, Denham Springs

Swafford Jr., Mark, Natchitoches

II
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Sykes, Erynn, Converse

Tanner, Norman, Alexandria

Tassin, Jaime, Mansura
Taulbee, Tracy, Anancoco

Taylor, Amanda, Winnfield

Taylor, Chris, Gloster

Taylor, Misti, Winnfield

Taylor, Rebecca, New Llano

Taylor, Richard, Tallassee AL
Taylor, Scott, Shreveport

Taylor, Sumner, Baton Rouge

Taylor, Torland, Pineville

Teague, Jeral, Natchitoches

Teal, Michelle, Natchitoches

Tennison, Gene, Dayton TX

Terrell, Nakta, Mansfield

Theriot, Jacques, Natchitoches

Theriot, Michelle, Greenwell

Thiels, Timothy, Alexandria

Thigpen, April Michelle, Summerfield
oi ?\mj&

Thomas, Brent, Franklin

Thomas, Bruce, Franklin

Thomas, Derrick, Alexandria

Thomas, Karis, Natchitoches

Thomas, Kyle, Shreveport

Thomas, Oliver, Baton Rouge
I Thomas, Shira, Franklin

i

Thomas, Tomekia, Natchitoches

!

Thomas, Luke, Natchitoches
1 Thompson, David, Tyler TX H£L^ j
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Thompson, Lesa, New Oilcans

Thompson, Matthew, Bossier City

Thornton Jr., Donny, Ft Polk

Ullie, Daniel. Natchitoches

Timmins, Chris. Natchitoches

Tohlen, Meredith, Natchitoches

Tohline, Sharon R., Baton Rouge

Tolbert, Heather, Merryville

Tolbird, Misty, Winnfield

Toledo, Da\id, Pineville

Tollier, Jermaine, Sicily Island

Toms, Taryn, Saline

Toombs, Jonathan, Shreveport

Toro, Derek, San Marcos TX
Townley, Aaron, Oakdale

Tracy, Emily, Tioga

Trahan, Nikisha L., Cut Off

Traylor, Al, Dallas TX
Trelcat, Martin, St. Saulve France

Triggs, Rose, Natchitoches

Troquille, Audrey, Natchitoches

Troske, Jessica, Rose Pine

Tureaud, Warner, Natchitoches

Turks, Kelvin, Plain Dealing

Turner, Laura, Natchitoches

Turner, Meisha, Shreveport

Turner, Tasha, Deridder

Turner, Tracey, Florien

Turner, Tyrontie,

Turner, V., Belle Rose

Tynes, Jeff, Natchitoches

Ulmer, Britt, Bonham TX
Valley, Charvet M., Bunkie

Van Buren, La Toya, Many
Mol, Eva, Lecompte
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Van Sickle, Stephen, Many
Vance, Amber, Gulf Breeze FL
Vaughn, Loyd, Provencal

Vazquez, Fernando, Campti

Veade, Derek, Plaucheville

Ven Huss, Debbie, Natchitoches

Vercher, Jason, Natchitoches

Vercher, Crystal, Natchitoches

Verches, Garrick, Bossier City

Vernon, Nikki, Lewisville

Verzwyvelt, Stephanie, Natchitoches

Veuleman, Cory, Natchitoches

Veuleman, Luther Charles,

Vinson, Ammie, Shreveport

Vinson, Melynda, Natchitoches

Vital, Derek, Natchitoches

Vo, Tan, Harvey

Vudanic, Sandra, Natchitoches

Wagner, Robbie, Natchitoches

Waites, Jessica, Alexandria

Waldron, Nicole, Haughton
Walker, Amanda, Dupont
Walker, Cliffton, Longview TX
Walker, Danielle, Natchitoches

Walker, Jennifer, Natchitoches

Walker, Jennifer, Natchitoches

Walker, Jessica, Haughton
Walker Jr., Michael, Stonewall

Wall, Chad, Converse

Waller, Christie M., Zwolle

Walters, Jackie, Choudrant

Walton, Amanda, Keithville

Ward, , Gainesville GA
Wardell, Rese, Stanbery

Wardworth, Tiffany, Pineville
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Warner, Atari. Pineville

Warnock. Amanda, Wills Point TX
Warnoch, Angela. Wills Point TX
Warren, Dana. Natchitoches

Washington, April, Baton Rouge

Washington, La Quinta, Shreveport

Watkins. Relive, Lake Charles

Watkins. Kelly, Natchitoches

Watson, Alexandra, Merrouge

Watts, Jennifer, Pineville

Weathers, Lazandra, Leesville

Weaver, Jennifer, Natchitoches

Weaver, Traci, Natchitoches

Webb, Jeffrey, Lafayette

Webb, Susan, Ringgold

Webster, Alisa, Natchez

Weeks, Christin, Winnfield

Weir, Melanie, Converse

Wells, Candace, Hineston

Wells, Jason, Hineston

West, Candy, Natchitoches

Westergard, Clint, Glenmora
Whaley, Brian, Natchitoches

Wheeler, Darla, Norco

White, Bridget, Shreveport

White, Jackie, Garland TX
White, Lashawnda, Alexandria

White, Lisa, Winnfield

White, Mario, Rayne

White, Melissa Star, Natchitoches

White, Rebecca, Stonewall

White, Shondra, St Francisville

Whitfield, Monica, St Francisville

Whitman, Jeffrey, Oakdale
Whitton, Brad, Canton TX
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Widner, Christy, Tioga

Wiggins, Willie, Franklin

Wilcox, Michelle, Alexandria

Wiley, Dana, Bossier City

Wiley, Kathrym, Natchitoches Mffll
Wiley, Shameka, Quitman

Wilkins, Delethia, Pineville

Wilkins, Shontell, Baton Rouge

Wilkinson, Brian, Greenwell Springs

Williams, Alecia, Natchitoches

Williams, Amos, Natchitoches

Williams, Andre, Abbeville

Williams, Armetrice, Pelican

Williams, Aushonnes, Natchitoches

Williams, Brandi, Natchitoches

©I©[1, p t

Williams, Chris, Shreveport

Williams, Dawn, New Orleans

Williams, Elizabeth L., Natchitoches

Williams, James A., Lake Charles

Williams, Jessica, Ruston

Williams, K., Grand Cane

Williams, Kelli, Atlanta GA
Williams, Mercedes, Alexandria

Williams, Ronald, Marksville

Williams, Shannon, Converse

Williams, Trekedda, Carencro

Willis, Dinah, Anancoco
Willis, Kevin J., Dallas TX
Willis, Shelly, Natchitoches

Wilridge, Ursula, Natchitoches

Wilson, Christine, River Ridge

Wilson, James Cory, Natchitoches

Wilson, Michael, Princeton

Wilson, Shavon, New Orleans

Wilson, Steven, Shreveport
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Wilson. Tessie,

Natchitoches

Wilson, Vanessa,

Jonesville

Winn, Shavvanda,

Powhatan

Winner, Wayne,

Grape Vine

Winzy, Raymond,
Slidell

Wise, Philip,

Winnfield

Wolboldt, Matthew,

Baton Rouge
Wolfe, Justin,

Baton Rouge

Wr

omack, Tammy, Slidell

iard, Tara,

hitoches

Woods, Bridget, Alexandria

i laine, Chopin

Angelique Duhon is this year's Homecoming
Queen and Miss NSU.

The Potpourri did some thinking and decided

that if someone is given these titles, they must know
something about NSU.

Question after question, Duhon fired back the

responses. ..accurately and without delay or hesitation.

After several dozen questions, the Potpourri

finally managed to stump Duhon.

Potpourri: What are the words to the Alma Mater?"

Duhon: (silence)

Potpourri: Do you know the Alma Mater?

Duhon: (brief pause) I know the first part says

something, something, Alma Mater. Right?

Potpourri: Well, that'll do for starters. Know any

more?
Duhon: Does it say something about God or prayer?

Potpourri: Now, come on. I can't give you the

answers. But, I guess we'll cheat one more time. Yes,

"prayer" is in there. Okay, how about the last few

lines?

Duhon: I think it says something about Alma Mater

again.

Potpourri: Makes sense to me. Good job, Miss NSU.

Angelique Duhor
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Katie Johnston

We thought that living in Natchitoches for nineteen

years would leave a person with a little knowledge of

Northwestern. We thought that Katie Johnston, sophomore,

would be well versed in the history of this campus.

Potpourri: Why are our school colors purple and white?

Johnston: Two organizations on campus combined their

colors to make Northwestern's school colors.

Potpourri: Very good. Now, why is the mascot named "Vic?"

Johnston: It means victory.

Potpourri: Wow, you are good. What is Louisiana Normal?

Johnston: That is the original name of Northwestern.

Potpourri: What about the Alma Mater?

Johnston: You got me on that one. I have no idea.

Potpourri: Where did you learn all of your NSU knowledge?

Johnston: I got most of it from living in Natchitoches , and
my orientation teacher helped me sharpen my NSU proficiency.

Woodson, Leslea,

Shreveport

Worth, Jill, Tioga

Wyatt, Megan, Crowley

Wylie, Ali, El Dorado AR

Yates, Renee, Bossier City

Yelverton, Marion,

Natchitoches

Young, Allison,

Clinton

Youngblood, Brandy,

Springhill

Youngblood, Shannon,

Sarepta

Youngblood, Sherrita,

Shreveport

Zanudio, Claudia,

Natchitoches

Zelasko, Eric E.,

Natchitoches
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Carroll Aby,

Business

Alex Aichinger,

Social Sciences

Jerry Allen,

Biological Sciences

Kathy Autrey,

Mathematics

Susan Barnett,

Psychology

Craig Bauer,

Mathematics

Catherine Bonner,

Language &
Communication

William Brent,

Creative &
Performing Arts

Robert Brooks,

Social Sciences

Alvin Brossette,

Continuing

Education

Charles Burns,

Mathematics

Thomas Burns,

Academic Affairs

T
Scott Burrell,

Creative &
Performing Arts

Virginia Cecchini,

Psychology

Stan Chadick,

Mathematics

Garry Church,

Watson Library

Sarah Church,

Watson Library

Glen Cooley,

Business
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Thomas Covington,

Mathematics

Linda Cox,

Watson Library

Jean D'Amato,

Scholars College

Juanita Darby,

Mathematics

Janet Darfus,

Nursing

Ahmad Darvish,

Biological Sciences

b
William Dennis,

Industrial Technology

Michael Eidenmuller,

Language &
Communication

Robert Elliott,

Business

Jerry Erath,

Language &
Communication

John Foster,

Language &
Communication

Frank Fuller,

Education

Tara Gallien, Health

and Human
Performance

Hiram Gregory,

Social Sciences

Lorna Gifford, jHt
Education ^^m
Harriet Guyott,

GlScience & Technology

Tammy Hale,

Language and

ff/Communication
Thomas Hall,

Industrial Technology
>
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Catherine Hanson,

Psychology

Michael Hawkins,

Science & Technology

Rudy Hennigan,

Science & TechnologA

Bette Howell-

Maroney,

Family & Consumer
Sciences

Adam Jannik,

Industrial Technolog

Bob Jones,

Business

1
Connie Jones,

Family & Consumer
Science

Dorothy Jones,

Business & SBDC
Julie Kane,

Language &
Communication

Melissa Kelly,

Mathematics

Margaret Kilcoyne,

Business

Bryon King,

Language &
Communication
David King,

Aviation Science

Kelly Knowlton,

Science & Technolog

Gail Kwak,

Watson Library

Frank Kyle,

Social Sciences

Abbie Landry,

Watson Library

Roxanne Lane,

Science & Technoloc
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pean Lauterbach,

psychology

Leah Lentz,

Student Services

Cynthia Lindsey,

Psychology

James Losness,

Aviation Science

Maureen McHale,

Psychology

Glenn Moffett,

Industrial Technology

Joe Morris,

Social Sciences

Mike Moulton,

Health & Human
Performance

Patrice Moulton,

Psychology

Rivers Murphy,

Creative & Performing

Arts

Bobby Nowlin,

Industrial Technology

Comfort Pratt-Panford,

Language &
Communication

Vicki Parrish,

Creative & Performing

Arts

Corrine Pearce,

Leesville/Fort Polk

Library

• Patricia Phelps,

Scholars' College

John Pickett,

[

Language &
j

Communication

i Lissa Pollacia,

Mathematics

:
Laura Ponder,

• Science & Technology
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Tom Quantrille,

Science and
Technology

Ruth Rachal,

Nursing

Linda Roach,

Education

Scott Roach,

Business

*M
L STAFF

Galindo Rodriguez,

Creative &
Performing Arts

Ben Rushing,

Mathemetics

Barbara Russell,

Business

Jack Russell,

Business

Anthony Sheffler,

Computer Center

Frank Schicketanz,

Scholars' College

Dan Seymour,

Student Affairs

Frank Serio,

Mathemetics

Dean Sinclair,

Social Sciences

Leslie Sinclaire,

Space Science

Kathleen Smith,

Social Sciences

Tony Smith,

Creative &
Performing Arts

Holly Stave,

Scholars' College

Austin Temple,

Science &
Technology
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Fleming Thomas,

Watson Library

Jeff Tomlinson,

Watson Library

Wade M. Tyler,

Social Sciences

Larry Varnado,

Aviation Sciences
% wBM mm

Sherman Vogel,

Industrial &
Engineering

Technology & FACULTY
Roberta Walters, ^fefc.
Creative & Performing

Arts m\
Sue Weaver, j j
General College

Randall Webb, #•President

Gary White,

Chemistry & Physics

Susan White, 4 k
Eusmess 1 1
Alexander Wied, 1

i?
pr

Industrial Technology

John Williams, *c
k

business 'r-KifS I JK
John Winston, y \&[JIN
University Affairs I *mraf*m

l§} *^^B V ...A

,
Brenda Woodard,

I

Biological Sciences

j

Lynn Woods,
Family & Consumer

: Sciences

|

Micheal Yankowski,

j

Creative & Performing

I
Arts

I
Marsha Zulick,

CenLA Programs
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A
Abel. Danielle 222

Abels. Robin 222

Abdujo. Hector 148

Aekerman. Catherine 222

Adams, Donna 222

Adams. Erica 222

Adams. Stephen 222

Adams Jr., Stephen 222

Addison, Celeste 222

Addison, Derek 222

Agent, Marcia 222

Aillet, Kristin 222

Alaniz, Stephanie 222

Alexander, Charlie 222

Alexander, Matthew 222

Alexander, Travis 222

Alford, Dequena 222

Allain, Corey 222

Alleman, Bryan P. 222

Allen, Adam 222

Allen, Burt 44

Allen. Ja'juan 222

Allen, Kandice222

Allen, Melanie Lynn 222

Allen, Rodric 222

Allen II, Jerry 222

Alsop, Cynthia 222

Ambrose, Joshua 222

Amos, La Darien 222

Anderson, Henry 222

Anderson, Leanna 222

Andrews, Athena 222

Andrews, Danyelle 222

Andrews, Lillie 222

Andrews, Shaunda 222

Andrus, James 222

Anholt, Ryan 222

Anthony, Crystal 223

Anthony, Natasha 223

An/.aldva, Lori Anne 223

Apablaza, Felipe 148

Appleton, Matt 223

Arabie, Hollie 223

Arehield, Cece 223

Armstrong, Lorenda 223

Armstrong, Richard 223

Arnold, Jeremy 223

Arnold, Justin 223

Arnoud, Joy 223

Artigue, Joy 223

Ash lord, Shantelle 223

Atkms. Frederich 223

Atkins. Kelly 223

£
B., Troy 223

Babers, Khakillya 223

Babers, Stephanie 223

Babers, Taquela 223

Babin, Brian 223

Badley, Nakia 223

Baggett, Debra J. 223

Baham, Odessa 223

Bailer, Robert S. 223

Bailey, James 223

Bailey, La Scottskee 223

Bailey, Mari 223

Baker, Chris 223

Baker, Julie 223

Balcer, David, 117

Banam, Tammy L. 223

Banks, Melanie 223

Barbo, Chris 223

Barbo, Rachel 223

Bardin, Erin 223

Bardwell, Laurie 223

Barham, Doyle 224

Barker, Andrew 224

Barker, Pennie Jean 224

Barkley, Andrea 224

Barmore, David 224

Barras, Micheal 224

Barrier, Jessica 224

Barrington, Chasity 224

Bartnik, Michael 224

Barton, Joseph 224

Basco, Heather 224

Basco, Melissa 225

Bass, Ashley 225

Bass, Jenae Lee 225

Bates, Michael 225

Bath, Amy 225

Baylor, Christina 225

Bays, Holly 225

Beach, Molly 213, 225

Beall, Bobby 225

Beaner, Felton 225

Beard, Julie 225

Beard, Nancy 225

Beason, Ashley 225

Beason-Craig, Melissa 226

Beaver, David 226

Beavers, Josh 31, 226

Becher, Manuel 226

Beebe, Ben 226

Bell, Kenta 149, 226

Benevage, Emily 226

Benjamin, Randall 226

Bennett, Michael 226

Benoit, Angelle 226

Benson, Jennifer, 226

Beoun, Saniyyah 226

Bergeron, Crissy 226

Bergeron, Crystal 226

Bergeron, Shantel 226

Berly, Eddy 226

Besant, Mykeesha 226

Bethley, Rosemarie 226

Bienert, Ryan 226

Bijeaux, Christopher 226

Billings, Gloria 226

Billioux, Alexander 226

Billmar, Christopher 226

Bills, Terri 226

Birch, John 226

Birdwell, Grant 226

Bishop, Allison 226

Bizzell, Missy 226

Black, Chad 226

Black, Megan 226

Black, Winter 226

Blackburn, Francesca 226

Blackwell, Tiffany 226

Blake, Ryan 226

Blakely, Laura 226

Blicklez, William 227

Boggs, Crystal 227

Boggs, Elona 227

Bolin, Forrest 227

Boling, Bruce 227

Bollens, Rachel 227

Bollich, Brooke 227

Bolter, Caroline, 195, 227

Bonadona, Jennifer, 227

Bonvillain, Martial 227
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Bush, Monique 230

Butter, Vanessa 230

c

Book, Hollie 227

Bookman, Kenya 227

Bordelon, Heston 227

Borel, Brandon 227

Borne, Claire 227

Boswell, C. 227

Boudreaux, Danielle 227

Boudreaux II, Edward 227

Bourgeois, Becky 227

Bourgeois, Caroline 227

Bourn, Nancy 227

Bourn, Nancy Deanna 227

Bowen, G. 227

Bowen, Katie 227

Boyd, Cynthia Rena 227

Bradford, Brandy 227

Bragg, Alonzo 227

Brandon, Marsha 227

Brantley, Hillary 227

Braxton, Amanda 227

Brazzel, Alice 227

Brazzel, Jaime 227

Breland, Lana 227

Brents, Chasity 227

Brewster, Theresa 227

Brian, Donnan 228

Bridges, Aarin 228

Bridges, Jimmy 228

Bridges, Julie 228

Bridgewater, Cheryl 228

Britton, Pamela 228

Brodrick, Khara 228

Brooks, Derrick 228

Brooks, Renea 228

Brosset, Amanda 228

Brough, Kevin 228

Broussard, Eric Paul 229

Broussard, Teilla 229

Broussard, William 9, 155,

229

Brown, Chris, 10

Brown, Damion 229

Brown, Dane 229

Brown, Ellana 229

Brown, Janna 229

Brown, Kelli 229

Brown, Lindsay 229

Brown, Miesha 229

Brown, P. 229

Brown, Paula 230

Browning, Robert 230

Brumfield, Deanna 230

Brumfield, Jeri 230

Brumley, Cade 230

Brumley, Jennifer 230

Bryan, James 230

Bryan, Summer 230

Bryant, Jennifer 230

Buchta, Megan 230

Bucker, Laura 230

Bullard, Merry 230

Bumcon, Brenton 230

Burford, Erin 230

Burkett, Crystal 230

Burks, Te Taime S. 230

Burnham, Jonathan 230

Burns, Henry 230

Burris, Wayne 230

Busby, Julie 230

Busby, Kyle 230

Busby, Seth 230

Bush, Mary 230

Calahan, Tanthia 230

Caldwell, Mark 230

Calhoun, Sarah 230

Callac, Nichael 230

Callaway, Rebekah 230

Camburn, Tracey 230

Camp, Bryan 230

Camp, Jamie 230

Campbell, Autumn 230

Campbell, Kendra231

Campbell, Richard 231

Candler, Cory 231

Cantrell, Amber 231

Cantu, Brandon 23

1

Caos, Stacy 231

Carey, James A. 231

Carline, Ashley 23

1

Carlisle, Joyce 23

1

Carpenter, Megan 23

1

Carr, Makele231

Carrier, Jerome 23

1

Carrigee, Erin 231

Carter, Carmen 23

1

Carter, Charisma, 152

Carter, Christel 231

Carter, Christin 23

1

Carter, Felicia 231

Carter, Tommy 231

Carver, Robin 231

Case, Tana 23

1

Case, Ty 231

Casey, Ashley 23

1

Cashio, Lori 23

1

Caskey, Justin 23

1

Cason, Amanda 23

1

Castell, Erica 231

Catalanotto, Shannon 23

1

Cathey, Maggie 23

1

Cayer, Courtney 23

1

Cecrle, Anna 23

1

Cedars, Heather 231

Cedars Jr., Henry 231

Chambers, John 231

Champagne, Jason 231

Champagne, Verne 232

Champion, Melissa 232

Chanae, Sarah 232

Chance, Aaron 232

Chance, Ty 232

Chapman, Alicia 232

Chapman, Billie 232

Charles, Travis 232

Chatman, La Kimba 232

Chavez, Sonia 232

Chelette, Jason A. 232

Chelette, Misty 232

Chen, Xiao 232

Chenevert, Anita 232

Cherry, La Toya 232

Chestand, Twana 232

Chester, Caron 232

Chester, Claire 232

Chiquet, Brett 232

Chism, Lacy 232

Choate, Chris 232

Christophe, April 232

Christophe, Deirdre 232

Ciaccio, Lori 232

Clabon, Crystal 232

Claiborne, La ShenQuita 232

Clark, Erin 232

Clark, Judy 232

Clark, Lindsay 232

Clark, Willie Mae 232

Clark Iii, Grady 232

Clarkson, Josh 30

Claunch, Amber 232

Clements, Vincent 232

Clifft, Jeremiah 232

Clifton, Samantha 233

Clough, James 233

Cloy, Courtney 233

Cockerham, Samara 233

Cofield, Nikki 233

Cofield, Shawntika 233

Coker, Melynn 233

Colclasure, Virginia 233

Cole, Amanda 233

Cole, Dedrick 233

Cole, Kimberly 233

Cole, Sean 233

Cole, Sedrich 233

Coleman, La Trease 233

Coleman, Jason 233

Coleman, John 233

Coleman, Nathaniel 233

Collado, Francisco 233

Collier, Nathan 233

Collins, Daniel 10

Collins, Larry 233
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Collins, I ero> l()

Collins. Melody 233

Collins. Sanchez

Collinsworth, Keasha 233

Collinsworth, Kris 233

Colvin, Stephanie 233

Comberrel, Janell 233

Comeaux, Kate 233

Comeaux, Lucas 2 ! J

Comeaux, Matthew 233

Comeaux. Rachel 233

Comstock, Sean 233

Concilio, Michael 233

Conn. Kelli 233

Coody, Cassie 233

Cook. Colby 233

Cook. Robyn 233

Cooley, Destiny 234

Cooper, Alaina 234

Copes, Tarkitha 234

Coppage, Gregory 234

Corley, Betsy 234

Cormier, Kal 234

Cosby, Stacie 234

Costello, Clay 234

Costello, Gwen 234

Courtney, Lyndsey 234

Courville, Kathleen 234

Courville, Matt 234

Cox, Candace 234

Cox, Lisa 234

Craig, Dixie 234

Cramer, Jessica 324

Crawford, Ashly 234

Crawford, Lana 234

Crawford, Heath 234

Creel. Channon 234

Creswell, James 234

Cripps, Teresa 234

Crooks, Amber 234

Crooks. Ashlee 97

Cross. Susan 234

Crousillae. Scott 234

Crow, Ella 234

Monica 234

Crow. Sarah 234

Crowder. Casey, 207

Cruel. Montray 234

Culpepper. Valerie 234

l)a\id 234

mins, Matt 234

!;v.'. 234

Curtis, Regan 234

Cutrera, Shelly 234

D
Dahlen, Josh 235

Daigle, April 235

Dallas, Chris 235

Daniel, Derrich 235

Daniels, Terry 235

Donos, Michael 235

Dardar, Niquelle 235

Darnell, Brenda 235

Dauenhauer, Jennifer 235

Davidson, Amaris 235

Davidson, Angela 235

Davies, Andrew, 35

Davies, Stephanie 235

Davis, Amanda 235

Davis, Bridgete F. 235

Davis, Chad 235

Davis, Christopher 235

Davis, Danica 235

Davis, Darryl 235

Davis, Davy 235

Davis, Erica 235

Davis, Erin 235

Davis, Jamilah 235

Davis, Jason M. 235

Davis, Joseph 235

Davis, Kiley E. 235

Davis, Kimberly 235

Davis, Taishiecha 235

Davis, Tammy 235

Davis, Tara 235

De Moss, Sandi 235

De Moss, Todd 235

Deal, Rodessia 235

Del Balzo Jr., Donald 235

Delahoussaye, Kristin 236

Delaney, Dawn 236

Derrick, Melaine 236

Derrick, Todd 236

Deslatte, Kaitlin 236

Detraz, Deirdre 236

Devers, Christopher A. 236

Devillier, Corey 236

Dickson, Sarah 236

Dickson, Tassi 236

Dillard, Heath 236

Dixon, Virginia 236

Dobson, Allison 236

Doehling, Steven 236

Donaway, Jameka 236

Doplessis, James 236

Dornier, Danielle 236

Dorris, Pamela 236

Doten, Katrina 236

Douga, Billie Jo 236

Douglas, Le Nisha 236

Douzart, James 236

Dowden, Cheryl 236

Dowden, Elizabeth 236

Dowden, Karla 236

Downs, Tiffany 236

Drayton, James 236

Drewess, Jessica 236

Dubois, Shelly 236

Ducre, Tanya 236

Dugal, Melissa 236

Dugas, Emma 236

Duhon, Angelique 8,9,

236

Duhon, Dana 236

Dumas, Lacy 236

Duncan, Amanda 237

Duncan, Julie 237

Duncan, Katrina 237

Dunn, James 237

Duplantis, Cores 237

Dupre, Danielle 237

Durand, April 237

Durham, Clint 237

Durham, Lindsay 237

Durr, Claudia 237

Durr, Jared 237

Dutsch, Ellen 237

Duval, Brian 237

Duviz, Kathy 237

Dye, Andrew 237

Dyson, Scarlet 237

T
Earnest, Brandi 237

East, Ian 237

Ebarb, Wendy 237

Eddy, Stephen 237

Edwards, Brandy 237

Edwards, Tinikki 237

Edwards, Yancey 237
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Eidson, Joseph 237

Elkins, Tracy 237

Elmer, Amber 237

Elmer, Shaun 237

Emberly, Dustin 237

Encalade, Bernetta 237

Endris, Paul 237

Esparza, Cheryl 237

Esten, Tacia 237

Evans, Ben 237

Evans, Jamie 238

Evans, K. 238

Evans, Quanita 237

Evans, Tafta 238

Evans, Taneisha 237

Evans, Steve 238

Ewing, Anito Jo 238

Ewing, Vanessa 238

J
Fabel., Summer 238

Faist, Lee 238

Faith, Amanda 238

Falcone, Elizabeth 238

Farmer, Debra 239

Faross, Brandon 239

Fair, Michael 239

Fashbaugh, Martin 239

Felps, Ashton 239

Fenoli, Jackie 239

Ferguson, Jessica 239

Fernandez, Erin 239

Ferrata, Dena 239

Dertsch, Dieter 239

Festervan, April 239

Fields, Arthur 240

Figgins, Mia 240

Figueroa, Cynthia 240

Finkbeiner, Greg 240

Finley, Godfrey 240
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Well, here you are on page 301. You've read through 300

pages of stories, looked at 300 pages worth of pictures and

probably wondered 300 times why your picture wasn't in

that 300 pages more.

Since you've beared with us for 300 pages please take the

time and read what I have to say.

Working on the book that you are holding in your hands

has been one of the most arduous, time-consuming and

stressful things I have ever been a part of in my 21 years on

this earth.

Many times I cursed the name Potpourri. Many times I

asked what have I gotten myself into? And many times I

longed for the day of when I would cast aside the shackles of

this book to be free and actually live again. Live like a normal

person and not like Quazimoto in the bell tower.

I did all of these things and worse. But now, now that this

book is finished, and you, the men and women of

Northwestern State University, are admiring all the fruits of

this staffs labor, I must tell you that it has all been worth it.

I would take nothing for what we have done with this book. It started as a vague image of an idea in the

brain of my editor, Melissa, almost two years ago. From there it was taken and molded over time into what

you see now. Many hours were put on this book to make it as nearly perfect as possible. So, with such a huge

undertaking that comes from compiling a year in the life of a college, there are many people to thank.

First I want to thank all of our resarchers: Fran, Christie, Jessica, Raymond and Josh. You have no idea

how much you helped us get through the deadlines. We appreciate all of the unpaid work you did, and I hope

that you will come back next year.

Stephanie, Joni and Ericca, our little writer girls. You've grown up so fast, it seems just like yesterday you

were asking Melissa and me how to properly badger a source. Just kidding, but seriously, thank you for all

of the hard work you three put in.

Ben and Alan, you two guys are amazing at design, I guarantee nine out of every ten compliments about

this book will come from work that one of you two did.

Jay. . . Jay. . . Jay, even though you were stressed every single minute of the year, and I thought several

times you weren't going to make the deadlines, you always pulled through and produced some of the best

sports pages to grace an NSU yearbook. Oh yeah, HBK would kick Stone Cold's butt in a rematch.

What can I say about you, Heath? You always had the pictures we needed when we needed them. You're

my Ambassador of Quam and a good friend. Thanks for always being there to listen.

Earl, you crazy goat, I never thought that we would finally make it to the end. But now that we have, I

just want to tell you that you did a great job this year and I know that you're going to go on and make a great

doctor. Take care of Melissa and don't be a stranger after you head off to USL.

Thanks to my editor Melissa for giving me the chance to work on such a great book. I also want to thank

you for having faith in me through all of the year's turmoil and always being my friend. I'm going tomiss

you, and I hope that you and Earl are always together and happy.

I can't forget to thank the people who made all of this possible for me, my parents. Thank you mom and
dad for always being there my entire life for never forcing me into something I didn't want to do and never

staying mad at me too long, even when I busted the magic eightball on my wall when I was 8. We have been
through a lot together, and one day I know we will all be together with the one we are missing. I love you
guys, and I love you too, Lori.

Finally, I want to thank the most important person in my life. Brandy, the past year and a half that we
have been together has been the best time of my life. I wake up every morning and thank God that I have

you. Thank you for just being there and thank you for just being you. I love you.
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As Northwestern has changed over the past century (which, by the way, does not end until this

December, not last December), so has the Potpourri changed. It became a challenge for my staff and me to

portray this change on every page of this book. I hope that we have done so with a degree of decorum and

pride.

I have always considered a yearbook to be, in most cases, our only connection to our past, in high-

school or college. Therefore, I, when deciding on a theme for this book, sought to make the book a

recollection of my memories as well as the memories of all Northwestern alumni.

Serving as the editor of this yearbook has been a challenge, to say the least. I have considered this

position to be more of an honor than an obligation. However, I am not so callous to think I did this job on

m\ own. If this book is a success, thank my staff, not me, for it is truly their hard work and dedication that

has made this yearbook possible.

I always hesitate in thanking anyone for their work or support, because with my memory, I always

forget someone. Neverthless, I'll give it a shot.

First, my researchers. Christie, Jessica, Fran, Raymond and Josh. This book would never have made
it through the first deadline had it not been for the enormous amounts ofUNPAID work you did. Thank you

guys for everything - especially for being patient with me and my ramblings.

Second, my writers, Ericca, Stephanie and Joni (my daughters). I am so proud of the work you've

submitted this year. I have watched you blossom as journalists, and I feel honored to have been associated

w ith you. Momma loves you.

Ben and Jay. I thought I'd lump you guys together, since you guys worked hand in hand this year.

You took my puny ideas for the sports and ran them onto a new level. Every time I saw one of your pages, I

was literally dumbstruck. The two of you have more talent than words can express. I am so glad the students

on campus have the opportunity to see your skills for themselves.

Alan. Of all the members of my staff, I can honestly say you suprised me the most. I never expected

anyone as gifted as you when I hired you last year. Your visions have made this book a visual wonder - they

are things I never could have suggested. Your work is amazing, and I hope you put it to use in every way
possible. Thank you for your long hours and smiles.

Heath. If I did my job well, it's mostly because of you. Thank you for giving me the opportunity two

years ago. Despite what others think, I have always believed I had huge shoes to fill, and if I did so, it is

because of your example. Thank you also for sticking around this year. You've been a great photo editor,

and I truly appreciate your hard work.. .and your advice. I wish you the best of luck in your future.

Brandy. I feel as if I have gained more than a roommate this past year. You've listened to me
complain and cry, all with a steady smile. I sometimes forgot that I was the older of us - you offered me
words of guidance on numerous occasions, and kept Josh and me on a straight path. You went above and
beyond what I expected or paid you to do. I was heartbroken when you decided not to do this next year,

because I know you could have and would have done a wonderful job. I have the utmost respect for you and
know thai \ on will succeed at anything you attempt. I will miss you greatly. Best of luck to you and Josh.

I told my staff I was going to say hateful things about Tommy, but it's not the same without him being

> fight back. Tommy, you served as more than an adviser to me. You were also my mentor. We butted

more times than I care to remember, but I appreciated your stubborness. It's the closest anyone has

i matching my own. Thank you for guiding me through rough spots and holding my hand through
•> thing. I feel privileged to have been the last editor to work with you. I regret, however, that no one else

suffer through your "Pages?!?" Thank you for understanding my bizarre patterns and offering a

ir own. I hope you continue to enjoy your retirement. After working with me, you deserve all the

iffords you.
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No, I didn't forget you, Josh. It's over. Regardless how many times I say that, it doesn't seem quite

right. When I hired you for this job a year ago, did you ever think we'd go through so much? You did a

wonderful job as assistant editor, but that is not why I feel indebted to you. I owe you so much for keeping

me sane - in truth, for keeping me out of prison. You served as more of the yearbook bouncer than anything

else, which I greatly appreciate. Thanks for dealing with things I chose to neglect. You have a future as an

ambassador for peace. More than anything, thank you for understanding what I wanted for this book and

never trying to convince me otherwise. When I came to Northwestern, I had no idea I would gain a younger

brother (yeah, I know you are a month older) and a best friend of your caliber. You know I am here (even if

here is two hours away) for anything you need next year. I love you and wish you and Brandy luck in the

future.

Now, on to the other people, who also contributed in an indirect way.

My sister and best friend, Madeleine. Even though you did not choose Northwestern four years ago,

I have felt like you were with me every step of the way. Yours is a friendship I cherish and thank God for

every day of my life. How you could put up with me for over ten years (yep, it's been that long) is beside me.

Thank you Mad, for sticking beside me and coming through on everything. Love you, Wilma.

Joe, Karen and Breanna. It's funny, but somehow when I told you guys my problems, they always

seemed so trivial. They always seemed easy to handle, and perhaps even seemed humorous. You guys have

supported Earl and I through more things and in more ways than anyone deserves. Thank you guys for

everything. We love you.

Dad, Mom, James and Granny. Aren't you glad this is it? Writing this page makes it sink in that I am
actually (almost) finished. It seems unreal that a year and 304 pages have passed. I can't even begin to

thank you guys for every little thing you have done this past

year that helped me. But, I can try to catch the major things.

Granny, thank you for all your support this year and

throughout my college career. I appreciate your inquiries on

the progress of the book. It made me realize that despite my
problems, I was accomplishing my goal.

James, thanks for threatening the people that were

mean to me. That's what being a big brother is all about, and
I almost took you up on the offer several times. Thanks for

the times that you listened without offering any words. You
always know when I just need someone to listen.

Mom and Dad. I thought it was fitting that I include

this picture on my closing, because you guys and your

memories of Northwestern inspired me so much this year.

Actually, I was looking at this picture when I had my idea

for the theme. I can not express how appreciative I am for

the support you've offered. I can not count how many times

you guys dried my tears, just as you did when I was little.

But this time, you made me realize I had to make things

work, because no one else would do it for me. Your advice,

your support, and most of all your love have gotten me
through this year with a smile. I hope you've enjoyed and
are proud of this book.

I love all of you.

Lastly, Earl. Almost four years have gone by, and you
are still beside me. I don't know what I did to deserve you,

but I thank God that I found you. You did do much for this

book, for my staff, but most of all, for me this year. You
became the staffs hero when things got rough and you stood

by me through everything. If this past year is any indication

on how our lives will be together, including the rough spots,

I gladly accept the challenge. I can not wait to begin my life

with you. Thank you for everything. You are my heart.

I love you. photo by Lester Fife (1972)
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